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With few exceptions, Pikelines, is compiled from
P.A,C. members' own material, lf you are thinking
of writing an article these points should help you,
1 . lf possible, adicles should be Vped single side

on 44 paper with double line spacing,
2, lf you are writing your article in longhand make

sure that it is all legible (if you are not sure ask
somebody else to read it).

3. Articles should not exceed 2,500 words.
4. Photographs always help to enhance any

article - we can acceDt both black and white
or colour prints or slicjes.

5. The P.A.C. is not obliged to pr,blish eveMhing
it is sent, although we will try. However, any
unused material will be sent back,

P.A.C. Troubleshooters
As most members will remember the 'old committees' of
P.A.C. are now acting as a team on behalf of P,A.C. to
investigate padicular problems faced by pike and pike
anglers. We are prepared to conduct battles, and we are
prepared to go anywhere to do it - much as we have
always done with the exception that now, relieved of
administrative duties by the new, highly efficient
'committee', we have more time. However, we do need
back-up from the membership, so you can let us know.
1. lf you see an anti-pike or antijishing letter or article in
yourlocal newspaper-cut itout, title and date it, and send
it to us. We will also need the editor's address.
2. lf you know of a club threatening action against pike or
pikeanglers, let us know, preierablywiththe clubsecretary's
name and address and his telephone number.
Such problems can be sent to the Secretary who will
delegate the most suitable Troubleshooters,
B. Rickards, M. Bannister
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Pikelines Editoriql By John Milford

ikelines arriving on my doormat each
quarter has always been something I
have looked forward to and, I must

confess, taken for granted. I used to get
mildly impatient whenever it was late and
occasionally thought that, good though it
always was, there were areas for
improvement. lt was, therefore, with some
enthusiasm that I accepted the job of Editor.
It is only now, with the experience of only
this issue behind me, that I fully appreciate
the scale of both the individual and collective
effor.t which goes into each edition.
Whatever criticisms I have made in the past,
however constructive, I take them all back! |
only have one criticism remaining to level at

previous Editors - why didn't you talk me
out of it guys?!!

Seriously though, it has been enjoyable -
albeit in a faintly masochistic sort of way -
and enjoyment is one of the things that I
hope the magazine will be able to
emphasise. After all, unless we really are
masochists, we go piking to enioy ourselves
and I feel it is appropriate that the magazine
reflects this to the full. Sadly, in today's
world, there will always be matters we
cannot afford to laugh at and such issues
will be dealt with with due sobriety. There
will also be matters of policy and record
which should not be trivialised. Take notice
however, that everything else is "fair game"!
It has always pleased me to note the
genuine tone of fun and enthusiasm evident
in many past contributions and I hope to
receive many more in the same vein. To
produce a balanced magazine, it is essential
to have as wide a choice of material as
possible. To this end, I have decided to
introduce a small, but hopefully desirable,
incentive to encourage contributions.

From this issue onwards, members
submitting sizable articles, stories and
reports, used in the magazine, will receive an
exclusive "Pikelines" sew-on badge. These
will not be available for sale, so the only way
to get one is to write for Pikelines. Routine
regional reports, short items, letters and
reviews will not generally qualify, although
regular contributors of such material may
find that I eventually send them one out of
the blue for "senrices otherwise becoming". I
will be awarding them quite arbitrarily and at
whim, so you never know! One thing is for

sure though - if you don't send anything in,
you'll never find out! Admittedly this is only a
small token gesture. We cannot expect to
compete with the commercial magazines.
There are quite a few regulars in the
monthlies however, who first tried their hand
in Pikelines and it would be nice to see the
occasional piece from them gracing these
pages agarn.

To everyone who sent in material for this
magazine - thank you very much indeed.
With just the odd exception, most of the
items featured have been received since the
May issue was published and some
represent members' first efforts. As you will
see, the standard is excellent and I hope this
encourages more of you to try your hand.
Don't be shy about spel l ing, grammar or
draughtsmanship of drawings, etc. I am
perfectly happy to polish the rough edges off
of otherwise worthwhile material, for if you
can take the trouble to write it, the least I can
do is get it into print! | will try to use all
material as soon as possible after receipt
(unless it has particular topicality for a certain
issue e.g.: close-season items in February,
etc., or to avoid similar subject matter in the
same issue).

Martin (who has been somewhat harassed
of late, getting a new business off the
ground) has just forwarded a few older
contributions. I have squeezed a couple of
the more readily usable ones into this issue
and will try to give the rest priority in the next
one - so if your article has yet to appear,
don't despair. That doesn't let the rest of you
off the hook though - | still need plenty of
new stuff! John Milford

EXPORTERS, WHOLESALERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DESIGNERS OF SPECIALIST FISHING TACKLE

WORKS!!
MARVIC HOOKS ARE EXCLUSIVE-HANDMADE.
FORGED FOR STRENGTH AND SUPER SHARP

MP TREBLE: After using these we KNOW they hook better than conventional trebles.
The only treble Vic is prepared to use. He admits it is as good as his doublesl
SD DOUBLE: Second generation double hook. Stronger, slightly outpointed and deadly. Vic's favourite.

WOBBLING/TROLLING RIG + DEEPWATER PIN: Incorporatingthe specialWOBBLlNG HOOK. Theonlywobbling rig marketed.
Field tested in both the UK and Europe. Unique and devastatingly efficient.
THE DEADBAIT PUNGH: For popping up deadbaits. Far in advance of other methods.
Fast, efficient and even enables baits to be saturated internally with liquid attractor.
Water impervious foam keeps baits popped up for ever!
PLUS SLIMLINE PENCIL DEADBAIT FLOATS-PIKE SLIDERS-DRIFTER KITS AND FLOATS-CAMOUFLAGED STREAMLINE
DEPTH FLOATS-BUOYANT LEDGERS-CLIP ON BOAT ROD RESTS-MP and SD PIKE TRACES AND MUCH ELSE.
MP's, SD's and WOBBLING HOOKS available in packs of 10 or boxes of 100 for anglers who prefer to make up their own riqs.
WE STOCK THE FULL RANGE OF CROWOOD ANGLING BOOKS.
To be published in October 'PIKE, In Pursuit of Esox Lucius' by Martyn Page and Vic
Bellars. The companion to 'PlKE, The Predator Becomes the Prey'Twice as long, over
1 00,000 words and il lustrated by a wealth of l ine and tone drawings, colour and black/white
photographs. One of the most comprehensive books on Pike and Pike angling to be
oubl ished.
VIDEOS
THE PRIMEVAL PIKE t hour 15 minutes
Much acclaimed with fine underwater sequences.
GARP: Action packed featuring MAX COTTIS and LEE JACKSON
GATFISH: Filmed in wild country abroad and includes night sequences. Featuring ANDY NICHOLSON, RICHARD GARDNER and
VIC BELLARS.

TRADE ENQUIRIES:- MARVIC WORLDWIDE ANGLING, 5 London Road, Harleston, Norfolk lP20 gBH. Telephone: 0379 853034
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Secretqry's Report by Chris Leibbrcndt

t  I  lel l  i t  seems a long t ime since I was
l/tlt first asked about doing this job and I
! ! have eventually made it. I was hoping

for a nice quite start, reading through the
material I have inherited and make some sense
of i t  al l .  However . . .
NRA DRAFT FISHERY STRATEGY

Section 7.7.1. i i i )b) of this document has
proposed a livebait ban as part of the bye-law
changes that have a negative public reaction
(use of gaffs is also included). This is all very
unfortunate as it will be a sacrificial lamb to be
thrown in order to appease the anti-angling
brigade. I had hoped that this lot had become
less active but have since been disappointed.
I have written to all ten regions of the NRA and
the Headouarters on our behalf and I am
awaiting the outcome of the PAC submission
that has been sent. As I write this, I have just
been interrupted by a phone call from David
Bird, the NFA President, who is backing us,
and looking for the PAC to become party to the
introduction of a national code of oractice
which may pre-empt the need for a ban. This is
very heartening news indeed. For all the help
that I know that l'll be receiving during this
campaign .. .  thanks.
The letter I have sent is reDroduced below:
[o: NRA HQ & 10 Regions) 27/6/91
Dear Sir,

It has recently come to my attention that the
NRA is proposing a livebait ban as part of the
harmonising of the dngling bye-laws on a
National basis. This appears as section
7.7.1 .b)iii) of the document "THE NRA DRAFT
FISHERIES STRATEGY' a copy of which I
received on 25th JUNE, 1991 .

Could I ask you to reconsider this move. Not
only would this radically affect the sport of pike
anglers who use this as their prime method of
capture of that species but also anglers who
fish for Perch, Chub, Eels and Trout.

In addition to directly affecting the pursuit of
predatory fish it would also indirectly damage
the cause of angling in general. lt would show
that the NRA would be prepared to sacrifice
one section of the angling fraternity in order to
'save' the rest from the attentions of the Anti-
Angling lobby both in the UK and Europe. To
show such aweakness would be afundamental
mistake indicating that some sections of the
angling world are less worthy than others,
clearly a nonsense.

I have taken the liberty of enclosing a
submission foryour attention and interest which
has been prepared from papers by Colin
Dyson (former PAC President) and the present
Chairman of the PAC, Dr. Barrie Rickards. I
hope you will find the time to read this and I
would be grateful if you could contact the Pike
Anglers' Club before any further developments
are formulated or ratified.

I look forward to your early reply.
Yours faithfully,
CHRIS LEIBBRANDT
I am sure that you will all want to write and

oblect to this part of the strategy document
and would advise the use of this oro forma
letter:
NRA REGIONAL OFFICE
(See addresses at the end of this item)
Dear Sir,

I would like to lodge my objection to the
section 7.7.1.b)i i i )  of the document 'The NRA
Draft Fisheries Strategy' concerning the
proposal to ban livebaiting.

I would like to draw your attention to the
letter and submission made by the Pike Anglers'
Club Seeretary, Mr. Chris Leibbrandt, dated
27th JUNE 1 991 and fully endorse the content
and views which appear in that submission.

W o u l d  y o u  p l e a s e  e n s u r e  t h a t  t h i s
correspondence is acknowledged and I look
forward to receipt of your early reply.

Yours faithfully,
(lf any enterprising RO or member has access

to a photocopier, perhaps you could produce
and run-off some cooies of the above for
others to use).

Please do all you can in a well mannered and
non-combative way. I am sure that we will be
heard and a sensible conclusion wil l  be
forthcoming.

AilGUAlt REGtoll
Kingfisher House,
Goldhay Way,
Orton Goldway
Peterborough PE2 jZR
Fax: (0733) 231 840

II||RIHUTIIBRIA REGIOl{
Eldon House
Regent Centre, Gosforth
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
NE3 3UD
Fax: (091) 284 5069

WESSEX REGI|III II|IRIH WEST REGIOTI
Rivers House Richard Fairclough House
East Quay Knutsford Road
Bridgwater Warrington WA4 1HG
SomersetTA6 4YS Fax: (0925) 415 961
Fax: (0278) 452 985

SEUERII.TRET{IREGI|III Y||RIGIIIREREGI|IT{
Sapphire East 21 Park Square South
550 Streetsbrook Road Leeds LS1 2QG
Solihull 891 1QT Fax: (0532) 461 889
Fax: (021) 722 5824

SIIUTHERI{ REGI||]I SOUTH S'ESI REGII|II
Guildbourne House Manley House
Chatsworth Road Kestrel Way
Wodhing Exeter EX2 7LQ
West Sussex BN1 1 1 LD Fax:. (0392\ 444 238
Fax: (0903) 821 832

THATIIES REGIOI{ TIIEISH REGIOII
Kings Meadow House Rivers House/Plas-yr-Afon
Kings Meadow Road St. Mellons Business Park
Reading RG1 8DQ St. Mellons
Fax: (0234) 500 388 Cardiff CF3 oEG

NRA ROD LICENSING
At the handover at the working dinner in

MAY the issue of national or regional rod
licensing was brought up and the consensus of
opinion amongst those present was for a two
tier system to remain. There would, however,
need to be changes in the present silly situation
where there are over 100 different licensing
charges around the country.

I therefore submitted the following pricing
policy which is broadly in line with the NRA's
own National option, but retains the choice for
the regional angler.

REGIONAL LICENCE (ALL REGIONS)

PER ROD C1 O.OO

SECOND ROD 20% OF ABOVE E2.OO

TOTAL T"'-

NATIONAL LICENCE 15Oo/o OF REGIONAL

PER ROD

SECOND ROD20% OF ABOVE

TOTAL

[15.00
q2.50

e 1 7.50

This pricing pol icywould besimpleto col lect,
and simple to understand. The "stay-at-home"

angler would need only to use the regional
l icence, at e10 being 50p higher than the NRA
proposal for a national one, therefore increasing
revenue. The National licence being structured
at 11/, times the regional one would benefit the
more adventurous angler. In this way everyone
will benefit. The NRA, by increased funds and
reduced administration necessary forcollection.
The angler, who would know the costs in
advance as all the regions would operate the
same price structure. I have yet to receive a
reply!

Well, what else has he been doing, I hear you
ask? The new committee has spent some time
just auditing the Club to find out where we are.
We know how wgll-off we are in terms of
money, members and materials such as leaflets
and products. We can now go about moving
forward on the very steady rock which is the
foundation of the PAC. We really owe a great
debt to the former committees and particularly
Nevi l le and Co. for their incredible frugal i ty . . .
this may not last!
THE FUTURE POLICY

There are very few areas where the new
committee will need to trailblaze due to the
wealth of pioneering work that has already
been done in the first 13 or so years of the
PAC's existence.

What we intend to do is to concentrate our
efforts on the'opening up'of troutfisheries and
reservoirs to pike angling. This will be a long
term job and one that will, I believe, be fruitful
. . .  eventual ly.

We also intend to make the money assist the
membership and to this end are already working
on the idea of PAC tickets to venues where
members may not otherwise fish. lf we do
manage to swing this it is VITAL that the rules
are strictly adhered to, there are no excuses for
doing otherwise. There is news of ESTHWAITE
elsewhere in this issue (thanks Malcolml)

Products will be reviewed and new ones will
be on sale for the November magazine so look
out for these as Christmas presents. They are,
after all, exclusive to PAC members so. are
therefore sought after!

The magazine is probably one of the biggest
challenges that faces "one of the Johns" and I
hope you are as pleased with the f irst one as we
are. (There's confidence - he wrote this before
he saw it! JM). Finally, I will leave you with the
philosophy which we intend to adopt when we
c a n  a n d  t h a t  i s :  ' o n l y  i n  e x c e p t i o n a l
circumstances will good taste get in the way of
a cheap laugh'.

One last thing: I hope to see some new
contributors to the magazine in the future, but
also some material from some of the stalwarts,
who do much but say little. I am sure that I
won't be disappointed.

May I also take this opportunity to thank all
those members who have sent their good
wishes. (l will get round to answering those
three letters shortly!) Chris Leibbrandt



President's
Viewpoint

by John Roberts

hen Chris Leibbrandt asked me
casually during a telephone
conversation, if I would like to be

new President of the P.A.C. I was totally
stunned. Now Chris has at t imes given me
the impression that he is sl ightly touched ( l
gather this is normal in gifted people) but he
has f inal ly f l ipped, I  thought, or desperate.

The new committee, being based in Kent,
needed a President who lives in Kent also.
They needed a pike enthusiast older than the
average piker and fool enough to accept the
position. Chris said I was the only long-term
P.A.C. member he knew close to getting a
bus pass. I must admit I hadn't realised it
showed and, seeing that I have only just said
good-bye to my fodies, I felt it was a bit over
the top! He has also been known to say the
main criterion for President was being a "silly

old git" -  |  am sure Colin and Vic wil l  be
happy to hear this!

"Think about i t" ,  he said, "there's plenty of
t ime". When I picked myself up, I  thought;
no, not me? My mate Ken Crow said he
would never talk to me again i f  I  didn't
accept. I was tempted, but decided not to
spoil a beautiful friendship, and said yes. The
P.A.C. has always been close to my heart
and I well  remember, in 1970 something,
sending off my membership application after
reading about the forming of the Pike
Society whilst on the road as travelling
salesman up in Dewsbury, Yorks. As a
stranger in a strange town, writing for
membership gave me a warm glow. Pike
Socrety - Pike Anglers'  Club, cal l  i t  what you
wil l ,  I  st i l l  get that "warm glow".

I feel it a great honour to be asked and
when I look back at the past Presidents, I
never counted myself in the same league
and probably never wil l  be. Bi l l  Chi l l ingworth,
Vic Bel lars, Madin Gay, Colin Dyson - al l
angl ing authors - men who have put down in
print a pike angling legacy for future
generations. Men who have f ished with the
greats. Colin alone f ished with men l ike
Dennis Pye, Frank Wright, Bi l l  Gi les, Reg
Sandies, Edwin Vincent and Len Spencer.
(Colin says he was a raw "Noddy" at the
time.) An author-journal ist,  whose name is
always in the forefront through his piking
exploits and former editorship of Coarse
Angler magazine, he can always be relied
upon to bring his laid back reasoning to any
controversy and for this he has always held
my admirat ion.

Bi l l  Chi l l ingworth, Vic Bel lars and Mart in
Gay have writ ten pike angling books: Bi l l 's -
"Tactics for Big Pike", Mart in's "Beginners

Guide to Pike Fishing" (this book is good for
novice and expert al ike and one of my
favourites). What can I say about Vic, who, in
partnership with Martyn Page, is writing
books on piking that are taking us into
previously unknown territory - and all this
from a man in his 70's!

I  feel very humble to be in such good
company. I  am not an angling journal ist and
often find it difficult to out into words what I
want to say. I have been involved with the
conservation of our local River Stour for the
last five years and often feel out of my depth
at committees and meetings with various

r)

authorities, but it is the enthusiasm and the
love of angling and the countryside that
drives me into these situations. Well, as far
as the P.A.C. is concerned, that's what I can
offer - my enthusiasm and love for pike and
pike f ishing.

We older pike enthusiasts (over 50), it
seems, are a rare breed. All of my old fishing
churns have long since sold off their tackle
and swapped the frosty winter mornings by
the waterside for a warm bed and fireside.
Mind you, struggl ing down a muddy bank on
a cold, bleak winter's morning in the half-
l ight, with a ful l  l ivebait bucket and weighed
down with all the usual piking paraphernalia
is one of those times when I question my
sanity. But, when the float audibly plops
under, the "monkey" climbs the needle or
the optonic sounds, whatever, it's all
forgotten. The realisation of why I am doing
this manifests itself with the pounding in my
chest and the excitement that makes you
tingle al l  over.

This past winter, two weekends passed
with snow on the ground and with the lakes
frozen solid. I went out just the same. I broke
holes in the ice and fished the margins. I also
fished a pool in the river. Just to be out in the
fresh air was better than laying in bed any
day. I  didn't  catch anything, i t  didn't  matter -
there's more to f ishing than catching f ish,
they say, and l ' l l  go along with that.

As an angler who makes his living out of
designing and manufacturing little plastic
items of fishing tackle, I am afraid you will
notice the difference in my writing, for to
fol low Colin Dyson's journal ist ic ski l ls is
going to be a problem for me. I  think John

Milford, our Editor, is going to have his work
cut out looking for spelling and grammar
mistakes (good luck, John). I  think also, he
will have to fill the pages with larger lettering
that Mart in Phi l l ips had to use on Colin's
oteces.

However, I am blessed with the "power of
posit ive thinking" (this means l ' l l  t ry anything
but doesn't mean l'll get it right). So here
goes: Thank you, it is a great honour which I
humbly accept with the promise that I will do
my best for the P.A.C., pike and pike angling
during the next three years.

As I write Llandegfedd pike fishing is
looming closer and excitement is growing.
Spoons, spinners, traces and lines are all
being checked over. I am lucky enough to
have a boat for the first two days although I
have had my name down for it, for the last 3
years.

With Llandegfedd opening its doors to
pike f ishing in August, comes the question
do I or don't  I  agree with summer pike
fishing? lf I disagree it would be hypocritical
of me to fish. I am fortunate in as much that
l'm sitting on the fence on this issue for here
in the deep south of the country, pike fishing
has always started on October 1st. Local
clubs have always enforced this rule, but in
recent years this has been relaxed. Because
of this rule I have always spent the summer
months fishing for the more traditional
species i.e. - trout, carp and barbel, so I
have not had much experience to call upon
regarding whether catching pike in the
summer adversely affects them or not.

The summer pike I have caught have not
left me concerned about their welfare, as I
said I have not had much exoerience. I have
though been immensely impressed by their
fighting capabilities at this time of year - tail
walking, head shaking and long high speed
porpoising runs, really exciting stuff. But
after all that action they have gone back O.K.
without any problems at all. I have had more
problems with barbel which are a
predominantly summer species, and are
renowned for turning up when released.

Martin Gay, as we all know, has spoken
out against summer piking and a good friend
of mine feels the same after taking many
pike in the months of June, July and August.
He now, wil l  not al low piking on his f isheries
before October 1st.

One way or another I  think we wil l  be
hearing a lot more of this issue in the coming
months, Llandegfedd might be the venue
that brings this matter to a head. I hope not.

John Roberts

John: "silly old git"

Chris: "slightly touched"



Region Reports

I am quite pleased at how our first year as
R.O.'s has gone. One of our main aims has
been to encourage members to become more
involved and not have things put on a plate for
them. At our last meeting we decided to have
our members give a review of their season's
fishing to everyone else. As a new idea it has a
few teething problems but everyone did say a
few words. Hopefully this type of meeting will
improve the already good atmosphere we have
at our meetings. We also had entries for our
two new troohies. Thefirst is forwhat we R.O.'s
consider to be the most meritorious fish of the
year. With us, biggest is not always best.

lan Cougill took this trophy with his first
twenty (the fish on the cover of the last mag.).
The next trophy is designed to be an item of fun
more than anything else. lt is a plaque with a
busted Abu 55 soool mounted on it. This
magnificent award goes to the person whose
best pike is smaller than anyone else's that
season. (Just to explain it: anglers A, B and C
each catch ten pike this year. A's biggest is
201b., B's 151b., C's is 171b. B is the winner.)
This year's lucky winner was our only lady
member, Hilary Withers. Husband Fred will
have to take her to better waters this year! As
a region we got involved in a water clean up in
the close season, but more of that later from
Barry. Our region's meetings will start again in
Octoberand all ourmeetings, exceptthe March
one, are on the first Sunday in the month. Once
again the venue will be the Newcastle Arms,
Retford. Dave Moorewill beourguest speaker,
his sublect: Fishing in lreland. Many thanks to
Neville, Mick Cobb, Bob Hopwood and Jim
France for entertaining us last season.

lan, Barry and Ken

After ten years as a PAC region, due to
membership having reached an all-time low,
and due to work commitments of the oresent
R.O., the Bristol region is to be considered
inactive, until such time as anyone who is
prepared to take over as R.O. and revive the
region can be found.

Many thanks to the PAC for ten enjoyable
years and bestwishestothe retiring committee
and good luck to the new.

John Hopton
The committee would like to take this

opportunity of thanking John for his hard work
forthe CIub over the last decade. ln that time he
has taken up the position of R.O.13 on no less
than three occasions, when interest ran out and
new blood could not be found. Although the
region must be considered inactive for the time
being, this is no reflection on John's personal
contr ibution which has been greatly
appreciated.

J.M.

Just a quick update on our region. Regional
membership, at the time of writing, stands at
30, as against 43 last year (some are a bit slow
to re-join).

After a couple of months of uncertainty, we
have now settled at a new venue for our monthlv

meetings. These are now held at the "District

Arms" public house, 180 Woodthorpe Road,
Ashford, Middlesex, on the first Monday of
every month (barring bank holidays when it will
be the second Monday) from about 8 p.m. At
these meetings we always try to arrange
something, whether it is a guest speaker, video,
slide show or discussion.

The "Christmas Do" was once again a
success and a few of the members excelled
themselves and suffered the next day. The
wives ,  g i r l f  r iends  and lad ies  en joyed
themselves, too. The raff le was also a
resounding success. Thank you to all those
who donated prizes.

To finish off I would like to thank everyone
who has helped with the region in the last year
or so. Good luck and tight lines for the new
season.

David Fish and Trevor Nicholls

With the close season finished it's time to
g ive  Scot land a  res t ,  no t  tha t  we are
complaining. We have had afruitful time in the
Borders since early on in the year. With some
of these lochs not receiving a hammering yet,
the simple techniques score heavi ly, l ike
ledgered seabaits, which are usually first to be
rejected after heavy fishing. Some of the little
lochs which are not so well known can throw
upafewsurpriseswhen i tcomestosizeof f ish.
Stories heard about big fish being seen and
lost should be followed up. The biggest fish for
our region last close season went 281/2 lbs.
and that was the result of a story being followed
through, thanks to Darran Lord!

It's great f ishing, the peace and tranquillity of
these lochs, you don't see another angler for
miles, a welcome relief after a season's piking
in the Lakes. lt's getting as busy as Saturday
Night on Blackpool Promenade. You only have
to look at Esthwaite and the blitzing that's
received, goodness knows what havoc the
hordes have wreaked on the pike in that
oarticular lake. What could have been a North
West "Redmire" for pike has been severely
overfished and ooached with the resultant loss
of huge fish by North West standards. Anyway
that's another story which has been well
documented.

Thetrips up North areafeatureof ourregion's
fishing, and with atally of 22 doubles and three
20 pounders for this close season we feel its
journey's worthwhile. The plus points are good
piking and peace and quiet with the possibility
of a big fish turning up.

Now that June has arrived it's back to home
territory for the next few months and with a
21 .08 under my belt on the second day of the
new season who knows it might be the start of
our best season yet, time will tell!

Paul Dickson

I thought it was about time for a few words
about Region 21, mainly Loch Ken and
surrounding area.

It has now been three years since all the gill
netting on Loch Ken has been stopped, and I
now think we are heading towards a very large
and quality pike fishery.
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The fish are now starting to get larger with
fish in the 3lb - 7lb bracket common, plus fish
of 17lb - 19lb - 21lb al l  caught this yearon Loch
Ken. lt was also reported that two visiting
anglers caught pike from 10lb - 27lb from a
nearby loch. lf anybody is interested in fishing
Loch Ken this year, we can arrange boats and
outboard motors locally, e.g. boat and engine
for four persons approximately [18 per day.

Also lcan givesome information on whereto
fish for those that need it. Remember to bring
bait and tackle as there are no proper tackle
shoos in the area.

We are pleased to pass on the news that the
formerly vacant Wigtownshire region now has
a new Regional Organiser in the shape of John
Thomas (ooh-er Missus!). John Synnuck will
be sending John a computer listing of all the
members in his surrounding area, as soon as
we have inputted everyone into the Club's new
data base. In the meantime, if anyone wants to
get in touch with John (R.O.61), he can be
contacted at the following address:
John Thomas
Rowan Tree Guest House
Glenluce
Wigtownshire
South West Scotland.

We would like to take this opportunity of
thanking John for volunteering, and wishing
him every success with all his efforts on the
CIub's behalf J.M.

Ithought I would write in and let everybody
know that the Leeds region of the PAC is still
going strong. At the time of writing we have
around 26 members and two R.O.'s - Brian
Birdsall (who does all the work) and me (who
does all the fishingl). We hold our meetings at
the Daisey Inn at Bramley town end, on the
first Tuesday of each month, where we talk
about our fishing trips and other things which
are going on within the Club.

We have six pike matches per year, plus a
coarse match in July, and the winner of each
gets atrophy at the end of the season. We held
our presentation night in April this year, and
everyone had a good time - talking about the
"ones that got away" (and some that didn't!). A
special thanks must go to Bob Hopwood, the
R.O. from Doncaster, who came to present the
trophies. I think it says a lot for Bob, or anyone
else, who will take the time to come all that way
and not even charge travelling expenses - so,
thanks a lot Bob.

Joe Ross



Afew members had "PB's" last season, with
Stan Wright beating everyone with a 28-02
river fish. The new pike season is not far away,
and like most regions, we lose a few members
and gain a few so, to everyone who leaves the
region, I wish you all the best for the future. To
anyone who wants to join the region, just get in
touch with Brian Birdsallat3 Hough Land End,
Bramley, Leeds; or me at 25 Cott ingley
Approach, Leeds, LS11 OHQffel.:0532 776338)
and we will give you all the help and advice you

Ralph Hedley
(Editor's note:)

Ralph kindly submitted a group photo of the
Leeds region presentation night. However, l've
nicked it to illustrate the viewpoint piece on
regions elsewhere in this issue!

J .M.

Yes, we are still here! Both Trev and myself
have been catching a few as have most of the
other members. We've been concentrating on
a local drain and haven't done badly, loads of
doubles and a few twenties (four to Trev, one to
me). What with the scourge of the piker, namely
work, we haven't had many regional get-
togethers, although the phone has been hot at
times. We're hoping to organise some meetingV
f ish-ins/booze-ups (delete where appropriate)
during this season, so any new members/
juniors/existing members who haven't been in
touch, please do so and we'll try and do
something.

All the best for the new season
Trev Simpson & Neil Cash

Contrary to some beliefs, the region is alive
and kicking! The region now consists of nearly
30 members with a healthylunior section thanks
to the tireless efforts of some members,
although some of the more recent new recruits
have been on the edge of the region for some
time. The region has changed leadership purely
for tactical reasons, as my lob offshore has
been rather erratic due to ever changing work
schedules. Because of this, I thought it would
be more beneficial if lan McNeil and myself
swapped places as he was previously acting
as assistant. This swap suits everyone much
better, as the region has far more momentum
than before. I can now help lan out as he helped
me out when I was offshore.

Last season saw the region's largest fish
caught, a super 25 pounder the lucky captor
was Steve " lndiana" Walker (this man's
nickname alone explains the lengths he will go
to just to catch fish). In fact last year a lot of
regional members banked "20's" from a lot of
different venues. After the "ups" of the region,
now l'll throw some light onto River Tay pike
killings. As you no doubt read big fish were
killed, the biggest being 241b., plus there were
other smaller doubles as well, along with a lot
of jacks. In January | ventured up to the area
concerned and, as it turned out, got chatting to
thegillieforthe section of river. Aftera long and
interesting chat, I hopefully convinced him that
needlessly destroying the fish was not the
answer to their problems and that they should
be returning the bigger fish and only culling the
smaller fish to help balance things out. I didn't
stop there, I also wrotetothe controlling angling
club and said the exact same thing. The reply
I received said it wasn't club policy to kill pike

but that individuals acted on their own. Whether
this reply was favourable because of all the
publicity they had received from letters sent in
by our members when it first happened I've no
idea, but perhaps the future looks slightly
brighter, only t ime wil l  tel l .

This leads me on to Bill Winshio's article that
highlighted only the tip of the iceberg. The
presence ofthe region has no doubt done a lot
of good but has far from solved the problem.
No matter how vigilant the membership are we
will never stop the killings. Regional members
cannot be on the waters we fish every day of
the week. We have done a lot to try and
improve on the situation. I have challenged
clubs on their attitude but this has had little
effect. lan has flooded tackle shoos with "Go

Pike Fishing" leaflets and information sheets
have been posted and yet we've had no feed
back from this approach. On returning to the
tackle shops, all the leaflets had been taken.
Attitudes are hard to change, there has been
improvement but that hasn't happened over
night and nor will it, l'm afraid, but as a region
we haven't given up. Afterall, I've been up here
twelve years now and I feel we are achieving
something. Our rising membership is proof of
that.

One last thing, my thanks to Bill for bringing
it to our attention, but it's a pity we had to read
from a monthly magazine first and not hear it
from him over the phone. After all, had I been
fishing in somebody else's region, the most
courteous thing to do would be to give the
nearest R.O. a buzz and let him know what I
had seen. But it's all water under the bridge
now, hopefully lan or myself will be in touch
with Bill regards his talk and days fishing in the
near future, although the region is having a
summer recess for holidays.

Steve Tapley (the Sassenach 'alf)
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PIKEMASTER RODS
Three models for the specialist pike angler. High specification and performance with a quality finish at a sensible price.

PIKEMASTER | 12ft.21/zlb. TG Garbon
A best seller. Medium fast taper all rounder. Smooth ground Brit ish made carbon blank, charcoal grey in hard epoxy
varnish. Glass spigots to obviate flat spots and wear. Abbreviated duplon handle with FPS reel f itt ing. 6 quality aluminium
oxide BNHG type rings plus tip with immaculate enduring epoxy varnish on black nylon whippings. Casts baits to 5
ounces; small baits + lead out of sight. Lines 8 to 151b. b.s. Fine drift ing rod.
PRIGE: f82.00

PIKEMASTER ll 12ft. 23/alb. TC Garbon
Powerful, compound taper rod with an action running wellthrough into the butt. Built on a Brit ish made carbon blankwith
spiral unground finish dipped in epoxy varnish. Handle spec. as Pikemaster l. 8 oxide rings plus tip whipped in black. A
fine medium and big bait rod for both distance casting and closer range work. Lines 10 to 181b. b.s. lf you are bound for
Scotland or lreland during the spring, consider taking a pair of these with you.
PRICE: f90.00

PIKEMASTER lll 12ft.21/alb. TG Carbon
A stepped down version of the Pikemaster l lwith an action that comes well down into the butt. ldealfor close
to medium range presentation of l ive or deadbait. Softerthan the Pikemaster I or l l  but sti l lwith ample power
to subdue the largest pike and, if required, to cast small baits and lead over 100 yards. Smooth ground Brit ish
carbon kevlar blank with handle and ringing as Pikemaster l l . Cast baits to 6oz. Lines 8 to 161b.
PRICE: f!12.00

Add f5.00 carriage for any number of rods.
Rods guaranteed for one year from date of purchase. Cheques payable to "Graham Phillips Rods" please. AccessAy'isa/Barclaycard accepted.
For further details, write or ring Nicholas Whipp at the address below.
Full range of superb Kevlar and woven carbon specialist rods flom f75.00 to f230.00 also available. Ask for details.



River Piking: A New Experience
16 yeu old ADAM
POWELL gets to gilps with
his locql river or.td tinds his
gEowing conlidence to
clidcrpt his approach is
rcw&ded

11 uring the months of 1990, I decided
I I to attempt to beat my personal best

- pike of only a miserly 2 pounds.
After half a season (1 989-90) of constantly

sitting behind deadbaits, wondering what I
was doing wrong, I began to think about
how to approach the water.

My local water is a smallish mill pond but
it is extremely deep considering its size
(some areas are known to be over 25ft).

As I had seen many pikers last season
catch pike (although they were mainly jacks)
on spinners and livebaits, I thought this
would be a good starting point.

After catching half a dozen gudgeon I
decided to get my plan into action. After
only about a minute of casting out my free
roving bait, the float came to life and sank
out of view. I reeled down. struck and
instantly my rod bent over. After a very
strong fight, I managed to land my second
ever pike (all of 6 pounds!).

The next weekend saw me land two more
pike, the biggest 8 pounds. This was
extremely encouraging but soon disaster
struck. Livebaits were now getting very
scarce and even matchmen were failing to
catch, so what hope did I have?

It was around the end of December, after
blanking for about 3 months using sprats,
when I decided to try my next line of attack.
This was to search out new, unfished areas
of the river stretch. In my second ever
spinning tr ip, I  pul led into a f ish which put up
a fair scrap (incidentally, even small iacks
put up hard fights and I think that is
probably due to the fast current). Eventually
I saw it but the hooks snapped as I
attempted to hand-land it (John Wilson
style).

I returned to the same spot a few days
later and landed a 2.5 pound pike after my
first cast with a new medium 'S' plug.
Although it was an extremely small fish, it
was a real confidence booster and I think
without it I may have given up piking for the
rest of the season!

It was at least a month later before I
managed my next trip. I anived at eight
o'clock in the morning and amazingly no-
one else was there. I set up my tackle, cast
out (using the inevitable sprats) and sat
back. For some reason I felt very confident. I
was watching a cormorant which was trying
to eat a small pike, when my float slipped
away. I couldn't believe it! | had actually got
a run on a deadbait. After a few minutes a 2
pound pike was slipped gently back.

Out went the tackle again, and again I sat
back now even more confident of catching.
One of the locals had started fishing and
had wondered round for a chat. I was
exaggerating the size of the pike I had just
caught when the float slipped out of sight
again. I tightened down and struck, but I
expected another jack as this fish seemed to
come in quite easily. lt was when I was
about to land it that it started to come to life.

After a few powerful runs, I managed to play
the fish by using the bend of the rod only. I
tried to estimate the fish but all I could really
say with confidence was that it would beat
my personal best of 8 pounds.

I landed it first time, unhooked it and
sacked it up to give me time to think. I was
shaking and overcome with excitement for I
had never seen anything so big! The last
thing I wanted to do was harm the creature
so I reeled in my other rod and raced up to
the phone box to ask my dad to bring down
my scales and camera (l manage to take
everything else except what I may actually
need!).

Soon the whole family were on their way
and once everything was set up I lifted out
the pike. After weighing it (14 pounds) and
photographing the perfect fish, it was gently
put back.

The disastrous season was now behind
me and everything now seemed to fall in my
favour. A 6 pound pike followed the 14
pounder and on my next trip I took 6 pike to
9 pounds. Incidentally five of the six were
taken on livebaits (l was now also managing
to catch some fry as well as pike) and the
biggest (9 pounds) was taken on a sprat!
Also each of these pike had numerous
leeches on it, which I removed, but l'm not
sure why they were there. Maybe the cold
weather?

The last session of the season, I caught
four pike all around 1 pound. I was
convinced these fish were the same one, as
each time the runs were harder to hit
because it seemed that the fish was just
mucking about with the bait.

Although none of the pike I caught during
the'1990-91 season were record breakers,
each was an achievement of some new skill
but mainly luck. l'll probably have different
views aboutjacks very soon, but all ofthe
fish I caught were special in one way or
another and each of them gave me great
pleasure to catch.

l've really enjoyed my first full season of
serious pike fishing, and who knows maybe
next time I'll manage to tempt one of the
rumoured 20's out of the deeps.

Adam Powell

(Editors's note)
I hope you will not become blasd about

the size of your pike too soon Adam,
because results should always be viewed
relative to the water fished. I think you can
safely assume that you have done very well
to get a good double from your water.
Personally, I try to view every pike that I
catch as a success - many are small
successes, butsuccess can be sweet
whatever the size, as you have clearly found
out too! - J.M.

i..,:il

Adam with a six pounder. (The fourteen pounder he mentions was featured in
last issue's Gallery).
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PROTECT
YOUR
FUTURE
Angl ing is under lhrcat l iorn many quartcrs nowrdays - thc
'ant is ' .  misleading rncdia programmcs. closurc ol  salcrs lo
angl ing, induslr ial  and agricul tural  pol lut ion. crc.  Anglcrs
nccd to come lo togcthcr b hclp prolccl and prornotc their
sport .  lo lbmr a slrong and cl- lcct ivc partncrship which wi l l
cnsurc a hcalthy [uturc lbr angl ing.

Wc invi tc you to join the Nat ional Associal ion ol  Spccir l is l
Anglcrs bccau\c i t  can hclp yrru ant l  your sport  in ntany
ways, including:

.  Protect ion -  the NASA is a mcmbcr of thc Nalbnal ADglcrs
Counci l ,  lhe Nal ional Fedcral ion ol  Anglcrs.  and lhc
Anglers'Co-operat ivc Associal ion. Wc arc rcprcscnlcd on
mosl Watcr Authori ly Consultat ivcs, whcrc we wi l l  f i8hl  lbr
your r ights and air  your gr icvanccs.

a Educat ion -  as a mcmbcr. you' l l  gcl  two issucs a ycar ol '
your own colour magazine, Spccial ist  Anglcr,  and rcgular
copies of lhc NASA Bul lct in.  You wi l l  a lso bc hclpinS k)
organisc thc Bri t ish Angl ing Conlcrcncc, thc s@iul highl ighl
of lhc angl ing calcndar.

.  Fr iendship -  an cxpanding rcgional sct-up has bccn
cstabl ished. cnabl ing you to attcnd local mcct inSs and social

Sathcr ings, discuss local issucs, or s imply mcet l ikc-mindcd
anglcrs in your arca. You also havc at your disposal a
commil tcc dedicatcd lo hclp you solvc your problcnrs.

o Value for money - NASA mcmbcr\ rcc( ' ivc a gcncrous
discounl (of ten l0- l5o/r)  l iom a widc range ofspccial ist
angl ing suppl iersi  you can obtain any of thc ful l  rangc ol '
Leisure Sport  A.C. pcmits at 20ol.  discounl:  lhcrc arc
substanl ial  savings on A.R.C. and Wil l iam Boycr r ickcts.

ANYONE CAN JOIN
Simply send your namc and addrcss, with chequc/posral
order for f l  I .00 (110.00 + oncc-only joining fcc) ro Dr.  K.
Fickl ing, Ki lgar lh,27 Lodgc Lanc, Uplon, cainsborough,
Lincs. Tel. :  0427 8373 l .  Fccs for c lubs wishing ro aff i l iarc
to the NASA are ! l5 (up to 100 mcmbers),  t20 (  |  m-200
mcmbcrs) or f25 (ovcr 200 mcmbcrs).  Junior (U-16),  16 no
joining fee.

YOUR T-UTURE IS SAFI]  WITH US. JOIN TODAY



(ln particular: "Ratt'l Spots")

"Mqtvellous" Mervyn
Jones hcs spofs betore
his eyes, crnd whqt's
more ... thete'te ratiling!

Many other tricks present themselves with
these lures such as jigging (particularly
effective with deep water under the rod{ip
for converting follows into takes), exploring
holes in weed beds, "burning" or "r ipping"

over weedy shallows and the secret method
of R.A. 19 - mounting them on a j ig-spinner
which adds a flashing blade to their ratile
and enticing profile.

Add all the above plus points to these
plugs amazing castability due to their
superior aerodynamics and it is enough to
make them anybody's favourite lure - but I
nave one more reason:

At the fourth TG Lure Championship I was
sharing a pontoon with Lord Gord Burton,
Charlie "bitten lures" Bettel and Chris(t)
Leibbrandt, result: one fish to Gord, one to
Chris and two pike and three perch to me -
all on a perch pattern Rattl' spot. Like I said,
enough to make them anybody's favourite,
isn't  i t?

! n common with many other contr ibutors,

|  |  cannot t ie myself to one part icular plug
rl  -  but have chosen a class. namely
"Vibrators' .  Vibrators are l ipless, sinking
plugs, the normal size of which are roughly
three inches and weighing around half an
ounce. Most lure companies tnclude at least
one model in their range thus Rapala's
Ratt l 'n '  Rap, Bagley's Shad-a-lac, Bi l l
Lewis'es Rat-l-trap, Rebel's Racket Shad,
Bomber's Pinfish and Rattler r r, Fish World's
Sugar Shad, Bi l l  Norman's 'N't icer and my
personal favourite, Cotton Cordell's Ratt'l
Spot are all basically the same, give or take
minor detai ls. f fhe spel l-checker just blew
uo!  Ed. )

Their main features are that they sink,
have a "shad" profile, are lipless and a ratfle
fit to wake the dead (up to 60 db!). These
characteristics make them very versatile
indeed. The fact that they are lipless means

that, with practice, they can be retrieved at
any depth. They do tend to rise up in the
water on a fastish retrieve, but this can be
used to advantage to avoid bankside ledges,
debris, etc.

Vibrating plugs can be used with every
standard retrieve pattern known to the lure
angler, with the exception of surface
popping (so you haven't got a Bill Lewis
floating Rat-l-trap yet Merv? Tut-tut! J.M.)
(although per{orming the same rod-tip action
with the lure on the bottom is a killing
method). Other particularly effective methods
are variations of sink-and-draw, especially it
seems, if the draws are just sharp enough to
make the lure rattle; what I call the "Waltz"

retr ieve i .e.:  slow, slow, quick-quick, slow
turns of the reel handle and a sort of"walking the dog" type of rod action i.e.:
twitching the rod-tip to the side, return, take
up the slack and repeat.

A pike taken on the spot makes an impatient bid for freedom. (Note
lure in foreground - and Woodbines in background!)

1 0

So, in closing, can I just say for more

vibrator!

Issued by TEE BRIruE EEL E-I{GLERS CLUB

Meru - "The Jackmaster,'



Ambitions
Ctuis Donovcm does not bc-lieve in keeping his thoughts botiled up (or,
if seerns, his Iiquor either!).In hr's fuortk crpgcrisrrl oI the expectqtions
we hrnrc of our resulfs, it is clealy d ccrse of "in vino vefitcts".

ou will have to excuse me, but I get very
philosophical at times. At present I am
watching "GONE WITH THE WIND" on

T.V. and I am desperately trying to figure out
what is going on. There are a group of people
who are living a life of luxury and pleasure, they
go to war, lose everything, and battle for years
to get back what they had in the first place.
Maybe they put too much importance on the
wrong things.

That's easily done, even in pike fishing you
have the people who set themselves unreal istic
levels of achievement, and when they find it
impossible to attain, the ambition destroys
them. They pack in pike fishing altogether and
spend a lot of time and money setting unrealistic
objectives in other pursuits. They never change.
It's commonplace in life also, the ambition
takes away the enjoyment and then destroys
the Derson.

The first visible sign of this, is the angler who
catches a big pike and curses because it wasn't
a twenty. He replaces the enioyment he got
from catching the fish with his expectations.
The end result, is that he feels his day's fishing
has been a waste of time and he becomes
discouraged. An over achiever? No. He has, by
self-inducement turned a good day into a
disappointing one, and that is wrong. Life is too
short to be unhappy at not fully attaining your
goars.

Maybe the people that "GONE WITH THE
WIND" deoicts should have sat back and
evaluated what is really important in their lives
and acted accordingly. lt would have saved
them a great deal of trouble.

The purposeof this article, is notto moralise,
but to try and explain why I think that the
oblectives you set yourself should be put into
perspective with the rest of your life. We have
all met these people, the fanatics, who allow
their ambitions to take control of theiremotions
toa pointwherethe catching of fish is no longer
enjoyable.

I usually evaluate my priorities when I am
half-cut and in a semi daze. I find that the really
important areas of my life become clearer. I
spend a lot of time day dreaming as well, it has
been that way for a while now. lt's usually
about pike fishing and it has intensified since
the emergence of Llandegfedd on to the pike
fishing scene. For many years I had lived a
stone's throw from its banks and watched it
grow from a mediocre trout fishery, to a top
class coarse fishing venue.

I have been present whilst the Welsh Water
Authority have tried in vain to remove the
coarse fish by netting, I was very aware of the
battle to open Llandegfedd to the coarse f ishing
public (afightthat is still progressing), I watched
from afarthe magnificent results from the open
period given to the lucky (or adventurous) few.
I trout fished there in March last vear and was
amazed at the about turn of some hardened
trout fishermen who talked about "our" oike
being the biggest in the country. From a Welsh
trout f isherman, that's the equivalent of pulling
down the Berlin Wall.

lhooeto be back in Waleswhen Llandeofedd
is finaily opened for all tax payers to enjoy]then
maybe I can realise one of my ambitions, to
catch a Llandegfedd monster. This ambition
doesn't eat away at me, but it takes the form of
a desire to attain and not a quest to achieve. To
me, there is a difference.

Just lately I have changed my attitude on the
importance of pike fishing in my life. lt's very
important to me, of course, but it's not the end
of the world if I blank. I will never again get bad
tempered if I lose a fish, disappointed, yes,
angry, no. You see, there are so many more
important things in life. Your family, yourf riends,
your job, these should be at the centre of your

life with pike fishing a pleasurable interlude.
That is why the ambitions in your life should be
set at a reasonable level.

The setting of ambitions is a phenomenon in
itself , they are always made when you are least
able to f ulf il them. You envisage battling through
a tough, freezing cold winter to catch monster
pike whilst you are tench fishing in July. How
many times have you decided to go on a diet
just after devouring a huge meal. You foolishly
make New Year  reso lu t ions  concern ing
smoking, eating and drinking, at a time when
you are smoking, eating and completely rat
faced. Not the best time to make a decision
that will radically change your life.

I am, at present, lying in bed in a semi-
drunken state planning out what I am going to
do next year when I return home to Wales. The
tackle I will use, the waters I will fish, the way in
which I am going to fish them, and as I day
dream I am setting the objectives, which at the
time seem so easy to make, but will be so hard
to achieve. This type of goal setting can be self
destructive. Ambitions are like that, they can
make or break a person. They can stretch you
to peaks you never thought possible, or, they
can drag you down so far that you never
achieve anything near your potential.

Take me for instance, at 105kgs there is no
way I am going to ride the winner of the Grand
National, or climb Mount Everest. These feats
are beyond my reach, I have accepted that. But
not fishing, in one trip I can etch my name in
pike fishing history. I can see it now, arise Sir
Chris Donovan. That's the great thing about
our sport, one day unknown, the next famous.
Afterall, who hadeverheardof Gareth Edwards
before he caught the British Record Pike?

In my working life I have few ambitions, but
the one which stands out above the rest is my
eternal quest to get through the day with as
littleexertionaspossible. I sharethiswith many
others, but in fishing my ambitions are very
specific. Firstly I want to catch the British
Record Pike and secondly, I want to catch a
Tiger Fish. As I am unlikely to catch a pike in
Botswana (where I am presently living), my
second choice will have to suffice. To catch a
formidable Tiger Fish. This ambition has laid
dormant inside me for vears. so I will trv and
explain how this ambition started, and 

'how 
I

tried to fulfil it.
It was a bitterly cold November morning in

1981 and I was fishing a local water with Pete
Climo. He was in one of his happy go lucky
moods when a local lad came uo to us and was
about to ask us what we had caught. Pete
blasted him

"We have caught frigging nothing, this water
is frigging useless, we are frigging freezing so
why don'tyou frig off". (Orwords tothateffect.)

I was astonished, you don't always find Pete
in such a good mood. That's the one thing I
disl ike about him, always mincing his words
and never saying what he really feels. Oh well,
nobody's perfect.

A short oeriod had elaosed when Pete
suddenly cried:

"Look at this beggar, his teeth are outside
his mouth!"

After the orevious encounter I was afraid to
look, but I eventuallyturned around to see Pete
reading the Angling Times. In it, Chris Dawn
had written an article on Tiger fishing in Africa
and the main photograph was the cause of his
excitement. I eventually got the paper off him,
(the first time I had ever fought for the Angling
Times) and the sight of this creature made the
hairs on the back of my neck stand on end. lt
was then that I decided that I wanted to catch
one of these beauties, Africa's most feared
oredator.

I think I blanked that day but lwi l l  remember
that article, which gave me what lfeel to be an
attainable ambition.

It is now October 1989 and I am in bed
dozing (again) dreaming of catching a Tiger
fish. As I drift off into a deep sleep I sub-
consciously re-enact how easy this is going to
oe.

The Kalahari Desed is dry and dusty with no
ra ins  fo r  seven months .  The w ind  and
temperature are rising and everyone is waiting
with baited breath. in the hooethatthe rains will
come. I  have decided to make the 1100km tr ip
north to fish the Tiger Fish rich river of Chobe
at a olace called Kasane. The conditions for
both f ishing and driving should be ideal and I
set off with great enthusiasm and expectation.

The kilometres roll by as I pass village after
village. Kanye, Lobatse, Moropule, the larger
Francistown then an overnight stop at Nata
before travelling to Kasane the next day. The
one thing that does strike you the more you
travel around Africa, is the distances between
towns and even landmarks. lt's an enormous
country, and you really have to take your hat off
to people like Rhodes and Livingstone who
overcame the conditions to explore this then
unchartered continent.

lfinally arrived at Kasane on the second day
and was greeted by the usual snorting hippo in
the distance. This pad of Chobe is full of game
and is a visual indication of the good work
being done by the Botswana Government in
conserving the wildlife in this part of Africa.

This area is also witness to the immense
damage done to the bush by the elephant
population. Miles of destroyed bush along the
banks of the Chobe, and the enormous
droppings left by the elephant remind you of
their presence, even though they are far in the
distance.

The best way to catch a Tiger is by using a
boat, and at e1 0 per hour you had better catch
onequickly. I set off with a guide four kilometres
downstream to the rapids where the Tiger
haunt the shallow water. The bait was a 4" Tiger
sooon with a 30lb steel trace. The tackle
consisted of an 8ft spinning rod and 20lb line.

Hourafter hourwetrolled the raoids entrance
to no avail and just as my time was running out
a mighty Tiger took the spoon. lt dived and
leapt from the water on many occasions as I
repeatedly struck to keep the hooks in place.
Yes, the rod was bending like it had never bent
before (what a line). Yard by yard this monster
reluctantly came nearer and nearer the boat, (l
had to be quick, as five minutes more would
cost me an extra tenner), yes, I though to
myself, the culmination of nine years waiting
was finally being satisfied, I was to catch my
first Tiger Fish.

This feel ing of sheer joy was suddenly
shattered by a large bang. Had the l ine
snapped? No, I had fallen out of bed and
banged my head on the floor. This had been a
cruel, wicked dream, with me as its victim.
There was no trip, there was no fish, but there
was still this desire inside of me to fulfil my
ambition. There was still the hope that one day
I would walk from the river, with my head held
high with pride, unlike it is now, entangled in
carpet fluff.

My ambition had not destroyed me, or my
love of fishing, it had just entertained me and
he lped me get  th rough another  s leepy
Botswana afternoon. One day I will catch my
Tiger, and when the time comes I will be ready.
lf not today, well, maybe tomorrow. I will enjoy
catching fish just for the fun of it and the
companionship of my friends.

So the next time you feel you want to pack in
pike fishing, whether it be because of the
t ransves t i te  tendenc ies  o f  some P.A.C.
members, or because you are driving yourself
too hard and expecting a twenty every trip, try
following Scarlet O'Hara's advice. After all her
experiences and disappointments she coined
the ohrase"Tomorrow is another day".

What she really meant was, if at first you
don't succeed, lower yourstandards. lt doesn't
hurt that much. I fully agree with Jeff Hill's
comments in Magazine46, you are a long time
dead. lfyou don't relax and enjoy the sport that
is your fault, and to be really honest "Frankly, I
don't  give a damn".
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The Trouble withTim
Goorl compcrrionship ccrn
otten qdd to the plxswe
oI pike tishing. COI:IN
BRETT however, tinds thot
every plecrsure hols it's
prtce.

! magine if you can, someone who says

I he's a member of the Institute of
I Advanced Driving, a retired sea
commander (sea cadets and bar, hic!), better
at weather forecasting than the Bracknell
weather centre (not difficult), a heart
surgeon, the worlds greatest cook, the
greatest living authority on Real Ale plus
knowing more about Pike Fishing than Gord
God, and you have a pretty good description
of my Angling companion of last season.

Now I will be the first to admit that he
does catch more than his fair share (usually
mine) of Pike, but its the way he does it, that
gets up my forceps. We recently went to
Thorpe Park, to assist with the Abbey
School's angling day and naturally I was
pegged next to Tim, with our respective
charges for the day. When I tried casting my
baits out, I was told by Tim that I would have
to recast to my right, because his baits were
already in my swim. He than gave his pupil
casting lessons over my lines, this was the
cause of great amusement to Tim at least,
especially after I had recast about six times.
At least we ended the day even with five fish
apiece and I had the best one at 13lb 6oz,
which in the circumstances was pretty good.

A few weeks later, one frosty morning in
November, we were fishing a small drain and
I made the mistake of telling Tim, that I had
several follows from a nice fish. Plop, in went
his spinner and out came my fish, weighing
9lb 2oz. This happened about five more
times that day, at the end of which I had
actually caught four to his twelve. I have now
got to the stage of telling him if I get a follow,
and where it went, then leaving him to catch
it. This method is now known as "Teeing

them uo for Tim". The best to this method so
far was a 21 pounder, that I actually hooked
and then lost, but.it didn't stand a chance
with Tim around, two minutes later it had
been caught, weighed, photographed and
returned. The same happened to 1Slb 4oz
fish that I hooked and then lost when a trace
broke, Tim stepped up and said "don't worry
l'll soon get that one" and before I could tie
on another trace, a huge swirl engulfed his
lure and after a short but hectic battle, he
casually tossed my spinner at me saying
"there's no charge for my services".

In an effort to overcome his swim
poaching, I resorted to buying an E.T. rod
bag, so that with my rods ready assembled, I
knew I could get my baits out first. The look
of astonishment gave me great satisfaction,
but he then refused to cook the bankside
bangers (which was one of his good points).
The other problems concern the alarming
rate that my smelts, sardines and herrings
are disappearing, Tim is just like the bloke
with only one fag left, and is always just
running out of everything or his order hasn't
turned up. He doesn't rate mackerel, so l've
got plenty of them left. The lure stock is also
going down rapidly, but if I complain I am
told that "it's a small price to pay for angling
lessons from such a brilliant anoler".
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On the plus side, the bankside fry ups are
o.k. but guess who has to carry all the
cooking gear and food? The other plus
(there's not many) is that if I do happen to
latch into a Pike and manage to land it, it is
whipped away from me and unhooked
without my hands getting smelly. I must
admit to getting out of practice because of
this. The only problem comes when he plops
them back in without me having time to
admire, photo or weight them!

The close season gives me chance to get
my own back, because he wants to go Trout
Fishing and guess who can't cast a fly, but
with his luck and me "Teeing them up", he's
bound to find himself a few big rainbows and
hopefully I might catch one as well.
(Editor's Note)

Having had the pleasure of lure fishing
with Colin and Tim on one occasion, I can
confirm they are quite some double-act!
They both went cantering off, leapfrogging
each other wildly in their efforts to be first. As
their bickering and squabbling faded into the
distance, they generously left me the only
double of the day as I strolled after them!
flim's sausages, by the way, are rather
good!) J.M.

Colin is all fingers and thumbs! OId Tim
Cole (the merry old soul) with a fine
Fenland pike.

il

Impending Success?
A prdiction in tr)oem, by Miss S. Rogers

rHE tr'.Ds ARE OFF, THEY'RE AT IT AGAIN,
THEY'VE GONE OFF TO FIND A YYEE SCOII/SH
GLEN,
TO SEARCH FOR A PEG THAT HASN'I EEEN
BOOKED,
A PATIENTLY WAIT FOR A FISH TO BE HOOKED,

THE COTTAGE THEY'VE HIRED IS THE SAME AS
LAST YEAR,
WITH ALLTHE MOD CONS, FROM WHAT IHEAR,
ELECTRIC AND GAS ARE NOWHERE IN SIGHI
AND IF YOU HATE THE DARK, THEN YOU'RE IN
FOB A FRIGHT!

THE HOT AND COLD WATER ARE NOT TO BE
SEEN,
SO HOW IN THE HELL WILL THEY KEEP
THEMSELVES CLEAN?
NO W.C. GOOD GRIEF WHAT A PAIN,
SO KEEP YOUR LEGS CROSSEA AND PRAY YOU
HAVE RAIN.

A 3 A,M, START, THEY'VE GOT TO BE CRACKED,
THEN ONE WILL REMEMBEB THAT HE HASN'T
PACKED
H/S ROD OB H/S REEL OR HIS MACKEBEL HEADS,
NOT FORGETTING, OF COURSE, H/S NEI/VNASHY
8EDS.

FINALLY SET UP,THEY COLUPSEWITH AYAWN,
TO AWAIT THE ARRIVAL OF A NEUY SCOil/SH
MORN.
THE SUN APPEARS, WHAT A WONDERFUL SIGHT,
NOW THEY SIT WIIH EAGERNESS AND WAIT FOR
A BITE.

THE HOURS TICK BY AND CONYEBSAIION ENDS,
AS "H" AND CREEPY DRIVE EACH OTHER ROUND
THE BEND.

YOICES ARE RAISED AND TEMPERS ARE
FRAUGHT,
AS THEY SIT AND PUZZLE OVER THE FISH
THEY'VE NOT CAUGHT.

WHAT'S THAT? MY GOD THE OPTONICS
SCREAMING!
THEY BOTH CAME AROUND FROM THEIR
DAYDREAMING,
IHELINES RUAiN/NG WILD, OH HELL HES GOI
TROUBLE,
FOR AS HE GBABS H/S FO4 THE DAMN THING
BENDS DOUBLE.

,H" SIANDS H/S GROUND, THEN UP COMES A
SHOUT,
'QUICK GRAB THE NET, MY ARMS GIVING OUT"!
CREEP RUNS TO HIS AID AND THEN QUICK AS
YOU LIKE,
THEY COME FACE TO FACE WITH A SOLB PIKE.

HAPPY AT l./,ST, THEY HEAD BACK TO THE
COTTAGE,
TO COOK A HUGE FRY UP OF BACON AND
SAUSAGE
AND AFTER THEY'LL TALK OF WHAT BOB HAS
MISSED,
IHEN /IS OFF DOWN THE LOCALTO GO AND GET
PISSED/

ON RFTUBN THEY'LL BE SAD, 'COZTHEY HADN'T
SEENNESS/E
AND SWEAR BLIND TO US ALL THAT THEY'D NOT
TEFTIHINGS MESSY.
THEY HAVE AWISTFUL S/GH FOR THE PUCE
THEY HOLD DEAR,
SO "LANG MAY YOUR LUMRIEK" AND THEY'LL
SEEYOU NErrYEAR,



Introfucing tfre

z-!
Tired of over-gunning zander on pike gear we decided to design
a rod for the job. Using the expertise of Britain's most forward-
thinking blank manufacturer we now have a rod with the essential
power reserve in the butt for casting and setting hooks and the
gentleness in thetip so necessaryfor playing zander. Unlike some
low diameter, through action carp rods the Z-1 has a lovely
smooth, progressive action that makes playing big fish a pleasure.
As well as being a superb zander and close range pike rod, the
Z-1 has already proved itself with big (8lb+) tench and close to
medium range carping.
Z-1 SPECIFICATION: 12ft, two piece, light weight, slim overfit
carbon blank. Designedto handle leads upto2 14oz (live/deadbaits
to approx. 6") on lines in the 6-121b range. Seven Seymo rings
plus tip, whipped in black with epoxy varnish. Latest NpS reel
fitting with Duplon bullet fore-grip, short flared rear grip and 4',
butt grip with nylon button.
PRICE: Rod t105.75 Blank 874.00 CARRTAGE t6 per order.
Cheques payable to David Lumb.
The Z-1 is just the f irst of a range of rods designed for discerning
predator anglers. You will have the chance to see the rod at the
P.A.C. Conference along with the first of our range of specialist
pike rods (undergoing field testing as this ad. goes to press) plus
other gear for the predator specialist. lf you can't wait until then
to know more, just send a large s.a.e. for further details.

D. L. SPECIALIST TACKLE
12 Wilson Close, Tarleton, Preston PR4 6DE

107721812036

JOHN ROBERTS
*ff Hshlng Tackte Devetopments #

DESIGTTEB, NAilUFACTUNEN OF ON'G//NAL PRODI'CTS

COLIN DYSON - Coarse Angler
"lt's briiliant!"

NEVILLE FICKLING - Pikelines:
"Best news ever for bank
anglerc, fishing in wind."

DES TAYLOB - Coarse Fishingr "Every now and then an item ol tackle is produced

which is just thal bit special. This is one such producL"

HOOK KNOT TESTER
For testing - knots in Dacron, multi
traces, hook temper.

KNOT PROTECTA
BEADS
#

*Buoyant l\ff i

BUFFER BEADS

SOFT MATEBIAL ALLOWS BEAD TO
BE PUSHED DOWN OVER LARGE
BULKY KNOTS WITHOUT DAMAGE

#";:d;.""* SUPA SOFT KNOT
PROTECTION

* POLE TIP BUFFER

* SHOCK ABSORBER
FOR HEAVY LEAOS
AND FEEDEB

FOR EXTRA FREE RUNNING, BESISTANCE
FBEE LEGEB RrcsAND pATERNosrEBg. * Buoyanl

LEGER
RINGS

wllh
STOPBEADS

Above products available from good tackle shops
TRADE SUPPLIED THBOUGH LEADING WHOLESALERS

lF lN DIFFICULTY TEL: (0843) 33650

For the benefit of PAC Members !

ESTHWAITE
Thc Gommittee have decided to use some of
the Club's money for thc dircct bcnefit of the
membership:

From lstNovemberone boat will be permanently reserved
for use by PAC members, booking it in aduance.

The boat can accommodate two anglers, who will only
have to pay for their !6 day tickets on arrival.

Plnces will be allocated on a first come first serued basis,
ahhough members booking for the first time will be giuen
priority over those who haue already nken aduannge of the
focility.
Membership cards will need to be produced on rhe day,
and numbers given to the PAC co-ordinator when
reserving places.

Mcmbers must  rcgafd themselves as
ambassadoro for thc Glub! ItO NOT LEI US
DON'N!

Bookings through the PAC co-ordinator only:

Malcolm Bannister
31a Botanic Road
Southport PRG ?NG

Teh 0704 232677

(during "civilised" hours only pleasel)

CTASSIC TURES
WHICH

CATCH FISH
SEND FOR OUR

NEW FREE, FULL COLOUR CATALOGUE
FOR PIKE, SALMON, PERCH AND TROUT

ANGLERS

TURES DIRECT
FROM

THE HARRIS ANGLING COMPANY
DEPT PL, 39 STAMFORD ROAD,

OAKHAM, LE15 6HZ

TELEPHONE OR FAX:
o572-722O3O (24 HOURS)
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Bqrrie's Bookccrse
Like the gqmekeeper turnd poqcher, quthor BARRIE
RICI(ARDS turns critic or.td tqkes q broad look ct
ffitgling books, both old clr.td new:

you haven'talready got acopythen you should
try to do so, whatever your angling discipline.

Andy's book is a little different: one man's
mania in fact, which rang bells with me, recalling
the days when I was struggl ing with the
beginning of "Fishing for Big Pike". Although a
smaller - and cheaper - bookthan the foregoing,
it is an interesting tome too. In many ways it's
a more thinking book, but packed with
instructional detail. And it puts Andy's barbel
fishing in full perspective by dealing briefly with
other species on his barbel stretches. The
whole is illustrated with excellent text figures
and photographs which are considerably above
average, particularly the black and white ones.
It's difficult to fault this book: perhaps it could
have been twice as long, with more accounts
of his barbel fishing and adventures.

I want to end this review article by taking up
two points stemming from the barbel books.
The first concerns stocking. As it happens I
don't want to see barbel in all and every river.
I prefer diversity. Nevertheless some further
stocking with barbel ought to go ahead to give
rather more opportunities to anglers to tackle
the hardest fighter of all (?except catfish). But
why do the stockists consider that barbel rivers
have to be shallow, gravelly, and weed{illed?
Surely the Yorkshire experience, of the Ouse,
belies this attitude. In the deeper, slower parts
of the Yorkshire Ouse are barbel to good size
- my smallest is 3lb 1/zoz. What is more, in such
waters they never seem to overbread: the
Swale has stacks of little barbel: the Yorkshire
Ouse nearAldward fewer but bigger barbel. So
why stock the Little Ouse rather than the lower
Great Ouse? To select some of the slower,
deeper water would have to be to lessen the
risk of the barbeldomination that has happened
on some walers.

Finally, why is it that in no barbel book to
date can I find one of the crucial elements in
their capture fully described? I'm not going to
tell you what that is until I've beaten my own
best f ish of 121/q lbs. By then, hopeful ly,
someone else will have done. Crowood have
another barbel book due out soon. Perhaos it's
in that. lf it's as good as their two previous
barbel books we are in for another treat.

The authors are to be congratulated on these
books, but the publishers themselves must be
singled out for praise for maintaining an
extremely high standard of presentation of
good content. The battle for the angling book
market, potentially considerable, is certainly
hotting up, and Crowood are not likely to fall
back in the field.

I n this series of reviews for "Pikelines" what
I I want to do is discuss not only books on

- pike f ishing, but on angling as a whole.
Partly this is because a maiority of pikers fish
for plenty of other species; and partly because,
if you don't, you do need to know about what
is happening in other areas of the sport. Thank
Heavens the days of isolation have gone! As
well as new books l'll be bringing you some old
ones that are available cheaply if you look
around the second hand bookshops, but when
I do this l'll only deal with good books.

Just in for review is a oile of books from
Crowood. Now, those of you who follow the
books at all will know that Crowood, perhaps
with David & Charles and Beekay, have made
a really big impact with good books at good
prices. Each of the books I'm about to discuss
are excellent value, and really good books.
Probably then my remarks will seem more
cr i t i ca l  than is  ac tua l l y  in tended,  so  l ' l l
emphasize the good points collectively - all are
by first class anglers, well written, with good
il lustrat ions, and very well  produced by
Crowood.

Let's begin with pike: "Pike. In Pursuit of
Esox lucius" by Martyn Page and Vic Bellars.
I've always disliked pretentious titles such as
this (and, indeed, "The Predator becomes the
Prey") but what can you do these days, with so
many book about on pike, and most of them
good ones? At least these guys spell it correctly
throughout the book. The dust jacket blurb
says ". . . surely the most comprehensive study
of pike fishing yet published". I think I'd dispute
that, in part, at least, because it's a difficult
book to find your way about, and the index is
fartoo brief and little help at all. But having said
that I must also say that it is my kind of book -
l'll be digging into it for ages, and, again and
again. I think the drawings are Vic Bellars own,
and they really are a pleasure to look at, as also
is his colour painting of a leaping pike opposite
p. 129. In thesame breath lshould also mention
that all the photographs are good in an angling
sense, real photographs offish and fishing, not
posed by ponses. In the text you'll find plenty
to disagree with, as I did, and plenty that takes
you the opposite way - a fine r6ad on the whole
from two P.A.C. stalwarts. And, let me say this
too, if you enjoyed "Predator becomes the
Prey", then this book is singularly better.

Two Other P.A.C. veterans making good
names for themselves as authors recently are
Dave Batten and Jim Holgate. I havethe book
"An Introduction to Stillwater Fishing" by Dave
in front of me now. What a fine book this is.
Many a very experienced angler would find it
use fu l ,  never  mind  those who need an
introduction to the sport! Dave Batten has to be
one of the very best illustrators of books - his
text figures are quite superb. Lots of good
colour pictures, all highly relevant, make this a
bit of a snip at Q10.99, a little over half the price
of the (bigger) Page/Bellars' book. Not a lot
more to say about this: I'd recommend any
keen angler to buy it. The only area of criticism
I have is that the index is too short, and the
further reading section thin.

Those of us who have represented .pike
angling on consultatives are under no illusions
about the power of match angling, nor about
thefact thatthe vast majority of match f ishermen
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are nice guys to work with. Therefore I make no
apology in Pikelines for recommending Paul
Dennis' "The Winner's Peg". There have been
some excellent match fishing books in the last
couple of years, redressing the balance
somewhat after years of domination by
specimen hunters - and the latter could learn
so much from them if only they would read.
Paul Dennis' book is a fine example, with very
good illustrations of tackle, most especially in
close up. lthink Crowood have let him down a
little in the printing of some of the photographs
which are rathergrey in places. Thetextfigures
are fine: clear and instructive. This book is not
simply instructional but is packed with actual
experience, anecdotes concerning how things
fished ontheday, and plentyof good advicevia
the experience of such as Dickie Can, Nigel
Bull, Sammy Mann and John McCarthy. lf
there is one messagethat comes across clearly
in this book it is that one must learn by one's
experiences - to persist with bad tactics is to
fai l .  Formethiswas byawhiskerthe bestof the
bunch of Crowood booksthat l"m reviewing in
this article.

And talking of whiskers brings meto barbel,
and to the two barbel book. "Barbel. Barbel
Catchers and Friends" has been around some
time now, and has been joined by Andy Orme's"Barbe l  Man ia" .  A t  e18.95  and e14.95
respectively these are both good buys in
monetary terms. But what is immeasurable is
their content. The first book takes you round
the waters beginning, naturally, with The Royalty
fishery. lt then covers the Middle Avon, the
Dorset Stour, the Upper Thames, Lower
Thames (and tributaries), the M iddle and Lower
Severn and tributaries, the Yorkshire rivers, the
Kennet, the Wensum, the Great Ouse, the
Trent, the Lee, and even stillwater barbel. For
anyonetaking up barbelfishing, and many now
are, what better start could you ask for than a
detailed where to go and how to do it on that
water. In several cases the actual swims are
described in detail, just as in the old salmon
books. The book ends with a general ly
optimistic view of the future of barbel fishing,
especially the gradual spread of the species -
since it was written, official attempts have been
made to introduce barbel to the Little Ouse in
Norfolk. l'll return to that ooint later. This is an
almost incomparably thorough book, and if

P0truTloN!!
ANGLING'S FORGOTTEN WAR

The gentle sport of angling is at war but the
conflict is forgotten by many. Battles may be lost.

Join the fight to keep our waters clean for this,
and future generations

Please send t3.00 (+ donations welcome) along with name and address to:-
The Anglers Co-operative Association,

23 Castlegate, Grantham, Lincs. NG31 6SW



Not Without Incident
JohnBennett tokes time out

to shore some of the lighter
moments he hcrs experi-
enced whjle piking. Fishing
pcrtner of old. Nick Wrcgg,
qdds his two penn'odh for
the record.
NickWragg and lmetatthefinal meeting of the
former Pike Society in Bourne, Lincolnshire, in
August 1976. Atthattimewewere both starting
to fish for pike and subsequently fished a lot
together in the late '70s and early '80s. Although
I have moved to Bath while Nick still lives in
South  Humbers ide  we a lways  take  the
opportunity to fish together when time and the
absence of other commitments allow us to do
so.

We have had days of tremendously enjoyable
fishing, we've toughed out some gruesome
blanks, but our main objective is to "be there"
and enjoy plenty of laughs, however good or
bad the f ishing.

Although our good piking days are etched in
the memory - they don't happen that often - we
have experienced several unusual and amusing
incidents which stand out equally clearly. In the
hope that these will provide an alternative to
the "success stories" which, quite rightly, form
a large part of the Pikelines text, maybe our
descript ions of some of these wil l  tr igger
memories of similar incidents for other P.A.C.
members.

Moorhen
In summer 1979 we were fishing a very

weedy drain in Lincolnshire in humid, thundery
conditions. Things were very quiet but after
some time Nick's paternostered small tench
l ivebait was taken. Nick landed the f ish - 131b.
- after a difficult fight amongst the weed. When
we opened her jaws to remove the trace we
could not believe what we saw - two moorhen
feetprotrudingfrom herstomach. Thebird was
obviously part ial ly digested, but i t  hadn't
stopped the pike taking the offered livebait. By
the time we weighed the fish the moorhen had
disappeared wholly into i ts stomach so
unfodunately we were unable to get a photo for
posterity.

Rescue
One New Year's Day in our "early period" we

were enioying consistent action on one of our
favourite Lincolnshire venues when we saw a
pike float, obviously still attached to some line,
moving slowly through our swim. Someone
had clearly hooked a pike but had broken off
above the float leaving the float, line and
presumably the trace still firmly attached to the
pike. Nick was fishing three rods that day so we
decided he should put on a spinner to try to
snag the line and hopefully retrieve the pike.
The fish seemed to have stopped moving and
after several attempts Nick succeeded in
snagging the trai l ing l ine around his spinner.
He began a slow retrieve.

"All we need now is a take on the soinner." I
said.

"Bloody hell. I've got one!" came the reply.

Two pikeon one rod. Nick, having recovered
his composure, began to retrieve his line even
more gingerly. After some dodgy moments as
both fish swirled at the sight of the net I landed

the one which had taken the spinner, while
Nick handlined and chinned the fish with the
trailing trace. Neither were big fish (4 or 5lb.)
but it would have been interesting if either had
been taken by a third fish. That would have
really made a story.

Pike Trap
A group of us used to have access to a small

pond which was ful l  of roach and rudd.
Unfortunately act ivi ty on the pond was
monitored by a padicularly obnoxious individual
who l ived nearby with his ghoulish wife.
Although he had no authority to do so, he
regarded our fishing of the pond (for livebaits)
asan intrusion into histenitory, despitethefact
that we had permission from the owner. He
was a  tenant .  In  o rder  to  obv ia te  th is
unpleashntness, but still preserve a supply of
livebaits, we put in a fish trap which delivered
quite successfully. However, on one occasion
when I went to empty it one evening after work,
there were no bait fish at all in the trap, just a
jack pike of around 4lb.!

The Emerald lsle
Last year, this time without Nick, I went for

some f ishing to Galway in lreland. Although the
fishing was disapponting, I was fortunate in
that I  met a French pike angler, Armand,
accompanied by his delicious girlfriend, Andree,
in the hotel where I was staying. We fished a lot
together and though he spoke no English, his
girlfriend did, so my limited French is now
reinforced by a host of angling related nouns -

les asticots - maggots
la canne - rod
le f i l  -  l ine
I'appat mort - deadbait
. . . e t c .

I've no doubt that these will be really useful
the next time l'm lost on the Paris Metro or
taking part in the Euro business onslaught in
1 992.

Back to the fishing. I had only caught one
double when Armand and Andree arrived at the
hotel. By the end of the holiday things had not
improved at all but we decided to have one
more really good crack bn the water I had
caught the double - a nearby small lough. He
was delighted when he duly re-caught the
double I had returned a week earlier, but after
returning it, we were both mortified to see it
churning over on the sur{ace some 50 yards
out - gassed up. Fodunately the wind was
blowing towards our shore so we would
eventually have the opportunity to recapture
and revive it.

As we were watching the f ish dri f t  in,
Armand's second rod registered a take. He
struck into the fish but only contacted a bite off .
With one fish gassed up, and another carrying
ironmongery in its mouth, we both felt very
downcast. A couple of minuteQ later the bite
indicator dropped off one of my rods. The rod
then leapt otf the rod rests and was slowly
being towed through the reed fringes into the
lough. I had forgotten to open the bail arm
when setting up! What a wally.

I was in the process of stripping off to dive in
and retrieve it when Armand suggested that I
use another rod (with a small pike deadbait on
it) to snag the disappearing rod and retrieve it.
This we did successfully and lthen proceeded
to play out the pike on the retrieved rod. lt only
weighed Slb. but when opened up for hooking
it proved to be the pike which had bitten off on
Armand's rod. His trace was still in its mouth.

Both traceswereremoved and thefish returned.

By the time all this drama had unfolded the
gassed up double had reached the shore,
practically lifeless. We propped it up in shallow
waterwith bank sticks so we could keep an eye
on it. This seemed to do the trick because
about half-a-hour later Armand walked uo to
see how it was - it heard his footfalland with a
swirl of the tail shot off into the lough. A great
relief.

Float Attacks
Another phenomenon we have experienced

on a number of occasions is pike attacks on the
surface float. the last time this happened was
in our last session of last season. lt was a very
windy day causing my line to bow and then
tighten in the gusty conditions with a resultant
effect on my surface float. lt was alternately
standang up and then falling flat in the water in
concert with the wind action. This enticing
movement eventually proved to be irresistible
to a nearby pike. lt leapt bodily outof thewater
and took my float as if it were a plug. I tried to
land it but it had wrapped itself up in the
mainline in making the "take" and I suffered a
bite off, leaving my deadbait and trace on the
bottom. Nick managed to retrieve the float for
me, which now spods a fine set of teethmarks.

I also remember when Nick was going
through a prolonged lean spell. His livebaits,
deadbaits and ar.tificials were untouched, but
the pike kept on attacking his floats. Things
were so serious that he was talking about
sel l ing his rods. Common sense prevai led,
however, and he sold his granny instead.

John Bennett

Post Script (Nick Wragg replies)
John has very kindly forwarded this to me to

exercise an (unnecessary) editorial veto, as I
think I can live with the accusation of using
tench livebaits and three rods, such are the
frailties of youth.

The above incidents happened as chronicled,
although it is probably hard for the outsider to
appreciate the ensuing hi lar i ty and abject
confusion linked therein. Two points are worthy
of mention: John talks of catching the same
fish, a feature that has occurred regularly in
certain of our venues over the years. We
accessed two "tame" pikeforsome months on
separate occasions, and could rely on them
during that t ime as teach-in examples for
newcomers in our midst, or even as the sneaky
morale booster in lean times. I have achieved
the capture of the same eighteen-pounder
from an identical spot on a local gravel pit, but
with precisely 365 days in between landings
and trips. However, I defer to a man who. on a
Witham tributary, can catch the same pike on
consecutive Sundays, on the same livebait!
John was ever frugal with the lives; if any died
in the bucket in transit, he always recognised
them as mine.

Secondly, now is probably the time to own
up to the pike in the trap episode, although
strangely enough it was only 2lb. when we put
i t  in!

P.P.S.
As someone who appreciates the amusing

side to f ishing, may I say how very sad I was to
hear of the tragic death of John Foster. I never
met him, never even spoke to him, but as soon
as I saw him in comedy corner in number 47 |
liked him. I know I would have been happy to
fish with him anytime.
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Rig Refinements
As pke fishing becomes morc sophisticqted, COIINDySON
drscusses how subUe refinements cqt imorove resujfs.

f was interested to read Jim Alexander's rig

I feature in the May issue of Pikelines, but I
I fear he does me too much credit. I scarcely
deserve to have a rig named after me, since all
I ever did was to adapt a Vic Bellars perch rig.

ljust found a way of taking the polyball and
the paternoster line below it beyond the reach
of the bait. Jim's drawing in May indicates how
that was done.

The motive was to reduce tangles and to
oresent livebaits with more freedom to swim
around. As Jim points out, t ightening or
slackening the set-up varies the depth in which
the bait operates, and one can also play around
with the length of the paternoster link and/or
move the stop knot up and down. The upper
limit of the ball must be just beyond the reach
of the bait.

You can present this rig way off the bottom
if you have a very long paternoster link with two
orthree loops in it. Simplytiethe loopstogether
with PVA, but rememberto re-adiust the tension
after the PVA has melted. By "shortening" the
link in this way you can also make it more
compactforcasting, and you avoid thetangles
which Jim's alternative version of the rio is also
designed to do.

I was rightly criticised in some quarters
because my original variation of the rig appeared
to offerthe risk of bite-offs. My only excuse was
that for a long time the bait never tangled with
the line behind the trace, but eventually it did.

Jim's drawing of my rig shows an upper
trace, but the way he illustrates it one of the key
elements of the rig is lost. My rig allowed a pike
to run with no resistancewhatever. Jim's upper
trace swivel would not go through the Roberts
bead and after a very short free run the pike
would hit a lot of resistance from the bomb and
the polyball.

As we know, pike will tolerate quite a lot of
weight and resistance if it is felt immediately

the pick up the bait, but they can eject a bait if
they feel nothing and then something. I once
traced a series of dropped runs on straight-
legered deadbaitsto aforgotten stop knot high
on the line. When that clicked through the
bomb it was enough to make them eject.

I believe it was a friend of Max Cottis who
found a way to use an upper trace with this rig
while retaining the free running (fig. 1). Instead
of the Roberts bead at the top of the paternoster
link (sorry Mr. President) you use a large plastic
curtain ring. (Guess who'slustbrought out some
nifty little black plastic rings, Colin?! J.M.)

On the hook side of the ring is a polyball (half
inch or anything larger than the curtain ring
diameter) with a bit of biro tube through it and
sticking out of it at one side. The upper trace
goes through curtain ring and polyball to a clip,
onto which the hook trace is fastened. I have a
piece of silicone rubber running from the biro
tube to cover the swivel and clip.

Useasmall  swivel atthetopendof theupper
trace, and it will go through the curtain ring with
no bother. A plus from the polyball is that it
tends to lift the bait a bit when it rests, and
provokes the bait to swim againstthe resistance
when it has regained its energy.

Another big plus is that the ball and tube
stand out at right angles to the line when the rig
is ready for casting, reducing the risk of a
casting or pre-casting tangle. lf you want to be
really fussy you can tie the polyball to the ring
with PVA. lt orevents the oaternoster link
working its way up the line when you cast.

Whoeverthought upthatpolyball variation is
more deserving than I am of having a rig named
after him, I think! But the scope for genuine
innovation is very small these days. Mostly we
iust improve on someone else's ideas, which
brings me to Archie Braddock's piece about
"The Ultimate Rig".

One of the vicitims of the one-hook rig

This was his variation of a rig I once used
with two VB double hooks. For some reason I
went back to trebles, and Archie began to lash
the rear double into the tail of the bait. as he
described in the May issue. I thought the
drawing was a little misleading, though. The
double is lashed into the bait at right angles to
the flank (fig. 2) and not in line with its back, as
suggested by his drawing.

We fished our separate ways while fishing
together. His front hook became a single -
insurance against the rear one missing, but it
never did. Archie didn't say so, but he fished a
whole season without missing a single run.
Towards the end of that season I had a really
bad spell, missing several runs on a standard
treble rig.

I switched to his rig and didn't miss any
more. By the next season I dispensed with the
front hook altogether, and Archie did likewise
as soon as his supply of the original traces ran
out. The only time that front hook ever came
into play for me was when a good pike was
hooked in the scissors on the rear hook, as thev
almost always are.

Normally the fish come in with the bait and
front hook (if present) hanging outside their
mouths. On the one occasion when it wasn't
the front hook was firmly embedded in the gill
rakers. l'd hooked the fish on both hooks, but
the front hook had damaged the pike. That's
when I decided it had to go. lt was serving no
useful purpose at all.

I can imagine some P.A.C. members reading
Archie's piece and being rather sceptical. lt
seems sofar removed from what most consider
normal, but lwholeheartedly support what he
had to say. lt has out-performed any other
hook rig I have used on gravel pits.

The one worry | have about it being revealed
is that anglers will think that taking pike need
more time before the strike. They don't, and I
have spent quite a bit of time wondering why.
Theanswer lies in something Archie said about
them being able to mouth the bait without
feeling anything, and something Barrie Rickards
wrote for Coarse Angler about the way a pike
deals with a deadbait.

I think they mouth the bait in the middle, and
would not feel the hook standing proud in the
tail. Rickards observed a bait being picked up
in this way, and then saw the bait being
manoeuvred into the swallowing posit ion
(usually head first, of course) without the jaws
of the pike being seen to move.

He concluded that the pike must be using its
tongue and, indeed, there cannot be any other
way if the jaws don't move. However, such a
manoeuvre with a hook in the tail would take

Fig 1
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the hookawayfromthe pike's mouth. Oncethe
manoeuvre is complete it is still outside; nothing
has been felt. Then it goes down in a flash,
hook and all.

I think this usually happens before we even
know we have a take, unless instant float
registration methods are used. Allwe mightget
on the leger is a preliminary bleep. When an
obvious run develops it is time for an instant
strike. We have a virtual 1 00 per cent record by
striking runs as soon as they have developed,
pausing only to reel in all the slack.

It is worth mentioning, too, that we don't
mess about with small hooks. I found VB
doubles a bit fine in the wire for my liking, and
now use the stronger Marvic version. Usually I

Fig2
Double hook, bound
with shining elastic

use size 6 (on the larger of the two branches, of
course) on smelts and similar baits, and 4s on
half herr ing and mackerel baits. I  have
successfully used size 2s as well - prototypes
Vic Bellars gave me. I don'tthink they are on the
market yet.

When these hooks find their usual home in
the scissors they do not come out until you

want them to. As instant strikers we don't mind
the odd miss, which is usually due to pike
moving off with the bait st i l l  crosswise.
U.nfortunately, we cannot time the strike on the
assumption that all the runs may be like that -
not without deep-hooking an awful lot of pike.
ln reality such takes are rarities.

Remember, ourfront hookwasthereforthat
eventuality, and it never came into useful play
at all. That suggests that pike nearly always
deal with a bait before they move with it, or very
quickly afterwards. lf they didn't we would
have missed a lot of runs in the past couple of
seasons, but I can remember only four misses
in a period which, as Archie said, produced 19
fish over20lb. and lots of other oike. Be a devil.
Give it a try!

To mwty qnglerc, the coptwe of o 201b. pike is q milestone in their fishing liIe, To
others, the pwsuit of such fish cqt twn into q millstone dround their necks. It is
therefore q gredt pledsure to recognise the qchievement of Nevifle Fickling, who, in
crmcrssing a truJy rcmqkqble tally of twenties, hcts kept his enthusicrsm intqct.
Here Nevilje shcres his feelings with us on rcqching . . .

! n a day and age where the "numbers

I game" is frowned upon, I still keep a
I count of the fish I catch. lf I am honest I
will admit to suffering from the odd attack of
one-upmanship. lt would be nice to have
caught the most of something even though in
real terms it will not matter a jot to life on this
planet whether I have caught 200 or 2 million
twenty pound plus pike. So I wear my pike
tally with pride, even though there is bound to
be someone somewhere who has had more
twenty pounders than me.

Even after all this time, there is still
something special about a 201b. pike. There
is even more of something special about
thirty pounders. However, I have to leave
them to E.T., who seems to catch a few most
seasons!

I think the problem with 201b. plus pike is
that sometmes they are easy, at other times
they avoid me like the plague. The nicest
thing is to catch them from new waters. So
far I have managed this from 42 different
waters, which indicates how you have to
change and adapt as the years go by. While
other anglers go in search of more exotic
lish, I still enjoy doing what I have always
done. The fascination has not worn thin, even
after the 40 when I wondered "where next",
the enjoyment remains.

Talking to Barrie Rickards the other day,
he suggested that the next step would be to
go for Denis Pye's record, which was around
270. Looking at this realistically, it will take at
least another 7 years to reach this total,
probably ten. I will have to avoid getting run
over!

The only thing that makes 300 twenty
pounders really difficult is the fact that I have
lost the urge to go to any length to catch pike.
I am keen, but I am not prepared to do some
of the things I mighi have done once. So I
might not make it to 300, unless I can have
as long a f ishing l i fe as Bi l l  Gi les.

When the 200th "twenty" finally came
along in lreland during April, its significance
was not really that great as far as it being the
200th was concerned. What really mauered
was the fact that one good pike had been
caught in spite of all that the weather had
managed to throw at us. The real satisfaction
was from the fish itself and while that
continues to be the case. I think I will
continue to enjoy pike fishing!
(Chris comments:)

There can be few pike anglers in the U.K.
who haven't heard ol Neville Fickling. He is a
man who by sheer persistence and hard work
has ensured that he has an overlarge "Jam

Factor"
Personally, I am too lazy to ever run up a

tally of big fish and as an occupation it is not
something that lfind interesting. Many pike
anglers, however, do, and Neville's record is
an examole to them all.

I can remember being 'phoned at work
some years ago, a mate of mine telling me a
forty had been landed, a new record.

"Who do you think's had a forty?" he
asked.

"Fickling", was the simple answer, no
thought process was needed here (quite
normal for me).

"How do you know that, have you seen the
papers?"

"No need - he's the man most likely to"
was my answer.

There has been a lot of silly debate, by
people who should know better, about Gareth
Edwards' record and whether or not it was a
good thing. I think it was, it put fishing into
perspective - a matter of luck and location.
Equally, Neville deserved his record,
because he works hard to reduce the
element of luck to a minimum. as in al l  his
f ishing.

There are always those who would work to
tarnish a shining example and the only
problem that someone like Neville faces is
the one of "sour grapes". So many people are
too willing to moan. This is, unfortunately, the
stark reality of the numbers game, and it is
nice to see a mellowing (it must be the little
Fickl ings!) going on.

It gives me a deal of pleasure to write this
about an achievement which one of you, will,
sooner or later, come to equal. lt would be
nice to write it for myself but that will never be
.  . .  bu t  maybe oneday.  .  .  C .L .

200 uP!
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There is no evidence to suggest that Pike take prisoners, but then neither do arry of our Pike Rods.

The pike is undoubtedly a ruthless and deadly effrcient hunter, so to help the angler tame this most powerful of
preoarors we have developed a ftInge of Pike rods including a new l3ft 3lb TC. LEGEND'

As you would o(pect from Tri-cast rods, all these models harness a great deal of muscle in blanlcs which retain that
quality essential to all Sportsmen - a "niceness of feel."

rtooEt LEDICTI'I. ut{Ect-t53 TEATCUiVE ECcTtot*i- cttT.$toEElrgfH

DKC l2ft E/R 8-t5 2t/.lb 2 3e

LKB l2ft E/R 6-15 2/2lb 2 2/zq

IIO MUR./P I  l f r I  t - t 8 3tb 2 LIVE &
DEAD BAITSI20 MUR/P. l2fr I  t - t8 3tb 2

LKB I 3fr I  t - ta 3tb 2

FOR OUR COLOUR BROCHURE:- TRI-CASI- LTD, WATSON WORI€, DUKE SIREEI ROCHDALE, OLl2 0LT'
HT E\/E]VI EhIT BY DESTGhI
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Tayside R.O. lan McNeil with a nice double of 16'O2 Brian Calver looks soaked but suitably delighted with
his first double at 18-(X), taken on float-legered smelt

from the Little Ouse

SEND YOUR

FAVOURITE

COLOUR PRINTS

AND SLIDES AND

SEE THEM

IN THE

GALLERY

Mark Jubb returned trom exile in Belgium to beat his uP.B.u on seven occasions last season. Here he displays the
best two at 19-M and 24-02

2 0
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Dave Cook sent in this snap of son, Mike, who took this 21
pounder on a smelt from a Perthshire loch
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Bill Allen with a N-M taken on a Big 'S' a couple of
seasons ago (better late than never, Bill!)

Dennis Moules believes this X)-M fish, caught by new
member Peter Humphreys, is the best recorded from

the River Cam for over fr years (what about it, Barrie?)

Jane Stanyer with an lrish eighteen pounder
(Read about her trip with husband lan in the next issuel)

Brian Birdsall (Joint R.O. ffi) with a splendid 22'M
Yorkshire river pike

Spreading the Gospel in lrcland (Photo: Pete Rodgers)

Chris Leibbrandt with a typically pale and perfect 22-46
Weir Wood fish
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George Higgins with a magnificent lrish pike of 24-12
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"Piker's Dawn" - sun-up at a venue near Boston (Photo: Neil Cash)
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THE THOUGHTS OF
CHAIRMAN BARRIE:

Well, welcome to the new P.A.C. organisers
and to the editor in particular. may I comment
on one or two items in mag. no. 52. Firstly its
good to see Dilip Sarkar back. Dilip was one of
the stalwarts when I was P.A.C. Secretary/
Editor, and one always got a response from
him. Reading his article in no. 52 reminded me
of oneof ourongoing problems, namelythatof
attracting youngsters in the first place, and
then holding them as members. lt seems to me
that Dilip may have joined P.A.C. for the wrong
reasons in the first place - though he had
boundless enthusiasm I recall - which is only
another way of saying that P.A.C. didn't do its
job too well in explaining what it was all about.

In his present article, I take issue with him on
one or two counts. In the first place, if you look
objectively back at early issues, one can only
conclude that my successors were better at
producing a good mag. than I was, and so on
tothe presenttime.The best mag. we have had
was when Martin Phillips was editor. l'm sure it
will continue to improve. Dilip is confused! The
point is that the early mags. inspired him
because he was inexperienced. Now he is
more exoerienced he feels he finds less in it for
him. I will tell him that he will go through at least
one more phase, namely that of reading it from
cover to cover with increasing enjoyment. (l'm
in that phase now, and I doubt if any member
would term me inexperienced - a lot of other
things maybe, but not that!)

I'm sorry too that Dilip found "Fishing for Big
Pike"onlyhalf decent. Hehas itwronganyway:
it did not deal largely with Fenland rivers. In fact
it hardly dealt with them at all. We happened to
be f i sh ing  Fen land when the  book  was
published, but many of the fundamental ideas,
if not most of them, were worked out in a much
harder piking county, namely Yorkshire.
Perhaps that is the very reason why they were
worked out, becausecushy piking rarely causes
one to think much, whereas difficult piking
certainly does.

Whilst I sympathise with his last paragraph it
does make mewonderwhether he has actually
read Bill Winship's book. lt certainly isn't a "go

there, do that" kind of book, but a reliving of
tremendous memories on tremendous waters,
with a hint or two as to how to enjoy them.

Dilip and I used to have lively discussions,
and l'm sure we'll continue to do for he is as
mixed up as ever! But welcome back Dilip, lt's
good to see you.
Barrie Rickards
Editors Comment

Barrie obviously subscribes to the W. C.
Fields motto: "Never give a Sarkar an even
break! (Sorry Dilip - I just couldn't reslst fhe
pun). J.M.

ABORTED TAKE.OFF
Reference to my request for new members

in Pikel ines 51 (Feb. '91) SOMERSET REGION,
I am sorry to say that some people seem a little
shy in picking up a pen, writing a letter or even
telephoning. lt would seem as though a new
"somerset Region" is unlikely to get off the
ground as only seven people responded to my
request. I would therefore like to repeat it in this
ISSUE:

ls there anybody out there? | believe to try
and form a new region with less than twenty
members on the books would be a waste of
time and money, not to count effort! | would
however like to thank two people for their time
and trouble in helping me try to form a new
Somerset region - all be it a seemingly lost
cause at this time!

lan Payne - Bournemouth, with whom l've
spent many "minutes" on the 'phone (going

over lost fish etc. ...) lf everyone was as
interested as lan, wewould haveagreat region!

John Hopton - Bristol, who is very dedicated
to the PAC, but, as we all are, feeling the
pressure of keeping a job "screwed down" (l
bel ieve he's a milkman...)

Thankstoyou both foryour help and support.
John and I were even considering a ioint Bristol
(Avon and Somerset) region to keep the figures
up and sharea littleof thework. Well, thereyou
go - but don't forget, if anyone out there is
interested you can write, fax or 'phone (fax
during the day, 'phone evenings).

On a brighter note, I'm over the moon to say
I 've got two days of f ishing at . . .  yes .. .
Llandegfedd '91 in October! lf a friend of mine
oulls out, lan and John can have a share of the
fun (one day each and only if!), OK chaps?

Anyway, I won't go on, other than to wish all
PAC members a good season ('91/'92) and if
there's anyone in or around Bristol/Avon/
SomerseVDorset who would like a large
PAG region ... please do get in touch!!

Dave Skingsley, "Little Acre", Chantry, Nr.
Frome, Somerset BA1 1 3LN Tel./Fax: 0373
83671 I
Editors Note:

The Committee would like to thank Dave for
his continuing efforts to get things moving and
to wish him all the best. We would like to point
out however, that there is an active region
centred on Bridgwater, Somerset (RA 12)which
is in Dave's proposed catchment area. There is
no reason at all why there should not be more
than one region in any area, depending on the
level of interest, and this is one of the reasons
why it is recommended that regions are based
on a town rather than a county or wider area.
Thewhole question of regions is covered in this
issue's "Viewpoint". J.M.

CARE, NOT VANITY
Being fairly new to pike fishing, the first thing

I learnt was how to handle fish. I read many
articles and watched several more experienced
anglers before I even contemplated going it
alone. I became a member of P.A.C. straight
away to, hopefully, improve my knowledge of
the species. I am now confident when handling
pike and, as the experts say, deal with my fish
quickly, efficiently, returning them to the water
as soon as possible.

I am therefore dismayed to see some of
these so called "experts" photographed with
two, sometimes even threef ish. Until the experts
starting practising what they preach newcomers
to the sport will be less likely to follow their
advice. The angling press must also take some
responsibility forthis as they continue to publish
these photographs.

I am the first to admit that the sight of two
huge pike is breathtaking but our responsibility
must be to the fish and not our vanity.

So please less stress to the fish and more
concern to the conservation of a magnificent
soecres.

Tight lines' A' M. Hill
Editors Note:

Your concern does you credit Mr. Hill. This is
one of those cases of "Don't do as I do - do as
I say!" Having sald this, I think Pikelines is as
guilty as any of the angling publications in
printing pictures of multiple catches. There are
a few instances where multiple catch shots
have not resulted in undue stress.' Ptke can af
times "switch on" and it is possible to get a run
on a second rod whole an earlier catch is
temporarily sacked while the camera gear is
prepared. (This has never happened to me
worse luck!) However, your point is well made
- we should not condone anything which puts
pike at unnecessa4T rlsk I would be interested
to hear more views on this. J.M.

..SNAPPY'' REPLY
Just a comment about a comment! Dilip

Sakar's comments about the three twenties in
the gallery require a short reply:

While I agree that photographs forthe gallery
piece are not always easy to come by, these
ones were not submitted because the then
editor was short of material. All three pics were
previously unpublished in colour and were
submitted by a P.A.C. member, me! | did this
because I felt I should support the magazine.
All P.A.C. members can do this and as far as I
know, these pictures did not prevent any other
member gett ing his 'mug' in the gal lery.
Members will note that during my 3 year term
I did not appear on the front cover once! The
reason? | didn't send anything suitable in!This
is true of 95olo of P.A.C. members. So support
the magazine with anything which might be of
interest to other members. This is exactly what
I did for the gallery piece.

Neville Fickling

NEW FACES
At the R.O.'s Working Dinner this year I was

disappointed to find that a few known faces
were missing and later found out that some of
the Regional organisers had handed over the
job to someone else. I know that it is the policy
of the P.A.C. to change the Committee every 3
years but it would seem that some regions are
following suit and changing R.O.'s every so
often. I looked at the February 1 988, issue 39
of Pikelines to check the list of R.O.'s and saw
therewere9S listed regions, each credited with
the name of a regional organiser, but 3 years
later in the February 1991 , issue 51 , there was
a drastic change. In the later issue there was 97
regions listed with 11 marked vacant and more
than two thirds of the R.O.'s had changed.
Obviously there are many reasons for a region
to acouire a new R.O. but I would be interested
to know who is the longest serving Regional
Organiser and perhaps some tips from him (or
them) on how he runs his region.

Roger Stratton
P.S. This is the first "Dear John" letter I have

written!
But not the last I hope. You pose an i nteresti ng

question there Roger, and one which I am sure
many of us would be interested to find out. lf
any R.O.'s would like to send in short pieces,
introducing themselves, their ideas and a "mug

shot". I could start a feature: (RO)GUES
GALLERY - what about it? J.M.

MAKING A POINT
I was a bit puzzled by Bill Stephens piece on

whether or not to point the rod at the lure. I
wasn't puzzled by his conclusions, but by his
statementthatthe only books he'd come across
which mention how to hold the rod and strike
were Fox's book and one by Rosko & Strung.
There's plenty a lot nearer home Bill! | put a bit
in "Spinners, Spoons and Wobbled Baits" for a
start, and have written about it in articles on
odd occasions overthe years. Basically it seems
to me that when using short rods - and I often
do - you more or less have to point them at the
lure to impart action sometimes and to pick up
enough line on the strike to effect hooking. And
you can strike upwards. With a long rods you
can't strike upwards at more than a few yards
because you introduce a bow in the line very
quickly. And with a longer rod you do exactly as
Bill says and side-swipe having got an angle
between retrieve and rod in the first place.

Barrie Rickards
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MORE RELEVANT POINTS
I read with much interest Bill Stephens article"To Point or not to point" in Pikelines 52 and I

would like to take his discussion a little further
if I may. I am not a lure nut, iust an ordinary nut
as any carp angler will tell you, but I have done
a little lure fishing and I regard Bills' points to
have just as much relevance to bait fishing as
lure f ishing.

I agree with Bill that in many cases a sideways
strike is actually more efficient than an upward
strike but to a point it does depend upon
circumstances. lf you are casting along the
bank, in eitherdirection, and subjectto bankside
vegetation the natural stance of the angler is
about 45 degrees to the water with the rod
something like the same angle to the water. lf
you are fishing at some range especially, the
strike must overcome a lot of water drag on the
line. The strike needs to be the most efficient to
overcome this drag and that is the one which
picks up the line the quickest. lf you strike
upwards whilst standing at an angle to the
water then the line must be pulled through two
planes - vertically and horizontally. This is both
slow and inefficient.

lf you are fishing straight out from the bank,
that is at 90 degrees, then the natural stance of
the angler is more in keeping with the angle of
the line, and, making the assumption that the
rod is approximately at the same 90 degrees,
then an upward strike is the more efficient in
that it needs to move the line through only one
olane.

The essence of striking to a lure take, after
all, is one of speed. You do not get the chance
to wind up to the fish and thereby take out most
of the 'slack' before striking. Unless you are
fishing a very heavy lure, or winding back
against a current flow there is inevitably a
certain amount of slack line between the rod tio
and the lure. A sharp and positive strike is
necessary to quickly overcome this slack, on
top of which the lure angler only infrequently
has any warning of the take to follow. Striking
tends to be an automatic response so it is
proper to take this into account by taking up
ones position and angling the rod correctly
towards the lure, before a cast is made.

This question might be further aggravated
depending upon whether you are left or right
handed, and which direction you cast along
the bank. I am left handed, and personally
speaking I find it easier to strike sideways if I
have cast along the bank to the right. lf
circumstances dictate that I cast to the left then
I have to admit that my strike tends to be
upwards and sideways. I tend to adopt this
attitude when I am bait fishing also, but if I am
fishing straight out then my strike is ALWAYS
upwaros.

In closing may I offer my best wishes to the
new committee (they have my deepest
sympathies) and my kindest regards to the
retired committee for everything they did for
P.A.C.

Martin Gay

JOHN FOSTER
I first met John Foster at the Southoort

R.O.'s Working Dinner in 1983. From that
meeting westruck up afriendshipwhich wasto
last until John's untimely death in February
1991 . I  f ished many t imeswith John, usually in
the Fens, but once also in his home countv of
Yorkshire.

John was a  grea t  in f  luence in  my
development as a zander angler. He taught me
so much about the Fens from the smallest
drains to the biggest rivers in the area. Many
other visiting pike and zander anglers owe iust
as big a debt to John. He was always free with
his information about where the fish were to be
located, and many anglers from far and wide

benefited from his advice over the vears.
However, John did not suffer fools gladly and
had no time for anyone who betrayed the trust
he placed in them.

For me, as I am sure many other anglers, the
Fens will not be the same without him. I will miss
our nights on some remote Fenland drain; no
more will I see the light from a box of Swan
Vestas as he smoked his pipe on the dark
Fenland bank. No more will I hear his sharp
orders as I attempt to net another zander for
h im.

As lfish a Fenland drainthisJunemythoughts
will be about him. I will miss you old mate.

John Foster the Fenman from Barnslev.
Brian Biidsall

Editors comment: 
Leeds P'A'c'

It is no small measure of the respect and
affection in which John Foster was held, that
tributes to him now span three issues of fhe
magazine. I think even the vast majority of
members who did not know him personally will
by now have an idea of what a rare character he
was. I can remember my own first meeting with
him when I was a tenderfoot R.O. at mv first
working dinner, and the time spent ciatting
pleasantly with both John and Brian that eveni ng.
Iwill never have the opportunity to tell him how
much that simple friendly act of inviting me to
join them over a few pints meant to me at that
early stage of my involvementwith the Club. But
I have now at least told all of you.

The memory of John striding across the
roo m, beami ng aw ay through the pi pe clenched
firmly between histeeth and thegenuinewarmth
of his hearty handshake whenever we met at
conferences and subsequent working dinners,
isfondly recalled. He may not have been pedect,
was certainly no saint, but he took the botherto
be nice to people (unless they gave him good
cause notto) and put avery great deal back into
the spoft he loved. I had the pleasure of being
present when he was given the accolade of"Pike Angler of the Year" in 1988 and there can
be few lnstances when such an award was
more richly deserved.

John Milford

HOLIDAY HORRORS
Having just returned from holiday at Center

Parks on the Norfolk/Suffolk border, and finding
my Pikelines awaiting me on the doormat, lfelt
I had to write.

on enquiring at the local tackle shop in
Thetford where the best place locally to do
some piking would be, the owner informed me
to try Swan Lake at Snetterton Pits. Having a
week to choose which Day I would fish (l was
only allowed one day - family commitments -
like that's all she would let me do!) | decided to
go on the Monday (17/6/91)

On the f irst day of the season, my brother and
our kids went to find the pits and have a look
around for an hour or so. On arrival at the pits,
I asked quite a few people how the fishing was
and was informed that quite a few pike were
showing and taking peoples fish as they were
bringing them in (much to their annoyance).
That prompted some of them to have a try for
the pike. Great I have no complaints about that,
but the point being, and my reason for writing
this is, the particular people I was watching
turned out not to have any equipment for the
safe handling and unhooking of the pike. The
only equipment they had was a snap tackle and
that, to them, was all they needed.

One of the guys caught a small jack of about
5lb. He and his two friends were quite obviously
frightened of it and didn't have a clue how to
land it (in a small pan net I hasten to add). After
watching him struggle for five minutes I could
stand no more, so I stepped up and offered my
assistance which was readily accepted. After

hand landing the fish I discovered it was deep
hooked. When I asked for some forceps, they
didn't have any! All they had was an old "V or
snake tongue disgorger. After a fairly lengthy
struggle to release the hooks I succeeded and
thankfully the fish, after holding for a while
seemed to swim away quite happily.

Not for one minute do I expect those guys to
read Pikelines. The main objective of my letter
is to appeal to all P.A.C. members to keep an
eye out, especially during the summer, for
these ill equipped anglers who seem to see the
pike as no different from any other fish and the
equipment they use for these as suitable for
pike as well. ljust wonder how many pike are
killed each year by anglers who are totally ill
equipped. So, please keep an eye out for them
and give them a hand.

Tom Fowler
P.S. lf there are any members in my local

areawho need afishing companion, I would be
most interested in hearing from them, as it gets
lonely going on my own all the time! (Why not
get in touch with your nearest regional
assocratlon, Tom? J.M.)

PHOTO CALL
Congratulations (Martin) on issue 52, it was

worth the wait. Regarding John Binghams
article on bad photos: I have been trying for
quite some time (unsuccessfully) to take a
pictureof atailwalking pike, and am sending in
one of my efforts. [fhe photo shows a crucian,
having just been spat out of a good pike, flying
through mid-air!) Also, Dilip Sarkars article
regarding Mr. Ficklings "Boat Race" in the
gallery: I'm sure I speak for many angling
publication readers when I say that it's not
photos of Neville Fickling with a good pike we
are looking at, but a photo of good pike with
some bloke kneeling behind them.

Shaun Holland, Wigan.
A very sensible way of looking at it Shaun,

(Especially in the case of a "boat race" like
Nev's!) However, / guess some blokes just get
to kneel behind more good pike than others!
J.M.

BLOXHAM BLOCKS'EM
It was in October 1990, and the pike at

Cofton-Hackett Reservoir in Birmingham were
feeding well, only for them to end with an
untimelydeath.To myknowledge pikeof 21 lb,
1 7lb, 1 slb and 33 jacks had been caught and
taken home for tea, or more often iust
despatched and left to rot on the bank.

The Reservoir is owned by West Midland
Travel, whose elected Fishing Committee
introduced a "kill all pike' rule for the 1990
season. Previously it had been all pike under
10lbs, although I suspect any pike caught
ended up dead pike. I canvassed many anglers
but found the only friends the pike had were
old Jack the bailiff, and myself.
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I intensified my own pike fishing exploits
which had up until now been limited to the odd
hourplugging, (usuallyatat imewhen I couldn't
catch anything else). I staded using small
livebaits and found that indeed there is a large
number of jacks present of between 2 and 3lb.
This little foray into pike fishing has now turned
into me spending most of my time on the bank
in search of Esox.

The Committee remained intent on removing
the pike population and, as someone who
can't bearany sizable f ish to be killed, I decided
that something had to be done. lt was then that
I contacted the P.A.C.

I wrote to Pete Haywood informing him of
the current happenings, and included a brief
history of the Reservoir, which had depths of
uo to 20 feet. lt also has a natural channel
running through the middle, which would
probably explain why netting has been such a
failure.

In the mid-seventies, when it was realised
that a fair head of pike were present, the top
end of the Reservoir was dammed by the
Severn-Trent Water Authority, raising the water
level considerably, The fishing was never the
same again, and over the years more and more
of the blame has been attributed to the pike
population. However, low rain levels over the
past two summers have seen the Severn-Trent
lower the water by about 8 feet to top up local
canals, and the Reservoir has once again fished
well. This suggests that the problem with the
fishing is one of location.

Pete passed my letter on to Barrie Rickards,
who replied to me offering several points of
good advice. He suggested that I contact Chris
Leibbrandt who supplied me with a copy of the
P.A.C. guidance sheets (being updated - C.L.)
forthe case against pike culls. The information

on the sheets seemed to tie in perfectly with the
chain of events at the Reservoir, i.e. that if you
remove five 10 pounders they will be replaced
by fifty 1 pounders. I had 1 2 sets of the sheets
photocopied and handed them to the rule-
making Sub-Committee in December. As these
meetings are held every 3 months it gave them
plenty of timeto read the information and make
their own enquiries.

They invited me back to the next meeting in
March. When the pike came up for discussion
they said that taking everything into account it
could be that they had been going about things
in the wrong way, and that the large number of
small pike could be the result of removing the
bigger pike over the years. They proposed to
remove onlythose pike under6lb, but I managed
to argue this down to under 4lb (on previous
advice offered to me by Chris). This would
ensure that a high proportion of the males are
removed. The motion was passed.

They also agreed to allow me to arrange pike
matches, beginning in the Autumn of 1992,
with all peg fees donated to the A.C.A. Partly on
the result of these matches they will judge
future policy. So, hopefully, before too long
jacks will not be so much in evidence and all
cul l ing wil l  cease.

I would like to thank the West Midlands
Travel Fishing Committee for listening and
acting so positively and, finally, say a big thank
you to the P.A.C. I was so impressed with the
help and friendliness that they conveyed that
my good friend John Shervington and myself
wi l l  be joining up for the new Season.

Roy Bloxham,
Selly Oak

Chris comments:
Ihis has been an interesting episode and

one which has had a welcome outcome. I think

that the /esson to be learned is one of tactics.
ln order to change attitudes it is impoftant to
respect the other point of view. The combative
style, whilst making you feel better by letting off
steam often spirals downwards into acrimonious
bickering. Far better to persuade and change
attitudes basing your arguments on souno
evidence and common sense. Here we have a
case in point. I have personally thanked Roy for
his efforts. Allthis achieved in a non-adversonal
way and just to make us all ashamed ... Roy
wasn't a member of P.A.C. at the time. C.L.

A,bu Speedlock
Handles

Contact: C.t.

ARMALITE 12ft 3lb EXPRESS Powerful distance rod.
(See review in Pikelines Nov. '89) e135
ARMALITE r2ft2'� l^lbEXPRESS f135
- STOP PRESS ' fxpresses are now another Chorley
Anglers exclusive!
ARMALITE 12ft 23l.lb C.P.T.Through action all-rounder.

e130
ARMALITE 12ft 3r/,lb C.P.T. Powerful big bait rod.. -_

fl40
CONOFLEX 13ft 3tb Lightweight woven carbon/Kevlar.
The best thirteen foot pike rod around. An excellent
drifting rod. e1/rc
Large range of blanks, and fitt ings for D.l.Y. Full custom
rod buildino service available.

Highly rated landing net system. Great for boat fishing.
42" Big Pl,"l Mesh or Mix Mesh C42.00
30".32" arid 36" nets also available
42" replacementmeshes: Std. or%" i9.95Mixede1O.95

ChodeyAngleF lOftLure Special: At last a rod designed
for Brit ish lure fanatics! This rod has made a lot offriends
since its launch at last year's P.A.C. Conlerence. Handles
lures from /" to 1 /" oz wrth plenty of power lo set hooks
at range. ye{ retain'ing a sensitive tip. C79.9O
Treble Guards - Large 2-110 per 6 Cl-oO
Trebfe Guards - Med.8-2 per 7 g1-0O
Spinnerbait Sack. Twenty 5'l," x 5 /r" pockets. 96.50
Loads of lures in stock from Landa, Rapala, Yozuri, etc.
Send S.A.E. for our lure l ist

Series 2 Single Backbiter
Series 2 Double Backbiter
Original Pike Tube
NEW Zipped Pike Tube
Deluxe Weigh Bag - large
NEW Casting Booms x 3
Multi Rod Band/Carry Strap
E.T. Line Grease
Auto Greaser x 2
Mini Syringe + lwo needles

AUTUMN SPECIALS
(Last few, phone to check availability)

Ambassadeur 6001 C LHW C74.00
Cardinal C5 t48.00 Cardinal C4 t43.00

Cardinal C4X e45.00 Cardinal 854 t27.00
Nash Hooker Flucksack C70

Full ranoe of KJB available. Eustace Gold Label, Fox'
Nash. M-aruic, Drennan, etc. also stocked.

CARRIAGE PER ORDER: Small items 50p. Large items
C3.00. Rods t5.00

Mail order service available. Please phone
for your requirements and friendly advice.
Jusf ask for John Walsh or David Lumb

fq{ 12 Gillibrand Street Chorley, Lancs PR7 2EJ. Te[ (0254 263513 A
E.\rI Ooen 9.00-5.30 Mon.-Thurs. 9.00-6.45 Fri. 9.00-5.00 Sat. X



A secson on d ser,luderJ Welsh lqke prcvides sorne memorcrble piking, but tor NEIL
SARI(AR it is time to move on.
[l n'- rs nor ro oe an anrcre oT nuge prKe

I coming to the bank in large numbers but
- its subject matter is a lake found bv

myself and constant f ishing companion,
nestling in the Welsh Borderlands. lt was no
Llandegfedd, but it certainly provided us with
an awful lot of fish.

It all started one Sunday in November 1988.
My fishing partner, 'Pud' Shellam, and I had
planned to fish a stretch of the River Wve near
Hereford which had produced a couple of
good fish to us. However, upon arriving at the
river it was found to be unfishable, having
around 12 feet of very coloured flood water on
it. My first reaction was to up tools and call it a
day, but Pud remembered a lake not far from
the river that was rumoured to hold a few oike.
I say rumoured, as to our knowledge no one
had ever seriously fished it. So, still having my
doubts we set off.

On arr iving at the lake I was instantly
overwhelmed by its beauty. lt was set in a
typical barren Welsh valley, wooded on one
side, completely open and windswept on the
other three.

A quick cast around with a plumbing rod
soon established that the majority of the 14
acre water was only about three feet deep. One
bank, however, had a trench of around six feet
running its entire length. Obviously our first
point of attack would have to be this trench,
which must surely hold some f ish.

One rod was rigged with a free-roving live
bait set four feet deep, the other was set with
a sunk float paternostered bait next to some
submerged bankside trees.

Rods out, Pud and I began the pike angler's
ritual of cup of tea - wait - cup of tea - wait . .

Lunchtime came and passed and no action
was forthcoming. Around 3 p.m. Pud decided
to go to the other end of the lake and drift a bait
around. I opted to stay put and hope that if
there were any patrolling pike in the lake one
would come into the deeper water.

At 3.15 p.m.my free-roved bait was taken
with such speed that I thought a submarine
had grabbed itl A very long and arm-aching
fight later, lfound myself gazing at ourfirst pike
from thevenue, an 181b. scale perfect specimen.

Half-an-hour laterthe f loat disappeared again
and a second fish of 18.02 graced my landing
net. Almost like two peas in a pod.

Throughout the course of that winter we
fished the lake as often as we could, usually
two or three times a month, catching a great
many f i sh  be tween 11 |b .  and 161b.  bu t
noticeably no lacks. The 1 8.02 looked to be the
biggest fish in the lake, it was as if Ladv Luck
had certainly shone on us on that first trip.

Pud was certain thatthe waterheld a'twenty',
I was not so sure, reasoning that if it did, surely
the law of averages said that we would have
caught it, as we had begun to get repeat
captures.

Suddenly, the pike went right off livebaits
and our catches suffered accordingly. I would
point out that up to this point, all of our piking

First qnd Lqst

The author (right) and Pud shellam cradle fish of l2.M and 12.12 respectively
from the water

had been carried out on the Rivers Severn and
Wye, predominantly l ivebait waters and
therefore we had very little confidence in
deadbaits. Due to the crash in our results we
decided that perhaps a deadbait would do the
trick.

The next trip saw us arrive at the lake, after
much discussion, with just a bag of deadbaits.
A gamble, but one we had to take.

With nothought, enthusiasm, orconfidence,
we chucked out four smelly half herrings and
decided that if no runs came we would a-diourn
to the local beverage house for a spot of
lubrication, such was our confidence! lmagine
my surprise when the indicator on my right-
hand rod flew off."My God," lthought, "it must be a run!" after
all, half herrings don't swim very far do they?
This first fish was, as I remember, 14.04. That
morning we landed four more fish, all doubles,
and all on smelly herrings. Certainly a boost to
our confidence.

For the next couple of months we took many
fish on herrings and mackerel, infactourresults
were better than when we were using livebaits.

December 26th saw us at the lake for our
annual Boxing Day bash. Pud was still certain
that the lake held a 'twenty'. Again only
deadbaits were f ished but no f ish were

forthcoming until, at 3 p.m., I noticed that the
line on my left-hand rod was tightening up and
then slackening off. Picking the rod up and
pulling the line out of the clip, I was pleasantly
surprised to watch the line being pulled through
my fingers at a steady rate. I wound down
straight away and felt the stubborn weight of a
large fish . This fish did not charge away as had
all the other doubles, but just plodded around
using its weight, seemingly unperturbed by my
actions at the other end of 12 feet of carbon.
Five minutes later Pud lifted a 'new'fish skvward
and laid it carefully in the grass. On tolding
back the net I thought that it was, in fact, not a
new fish, but the eighteen pounder that I had
caught on our first trip. Closer inspection
revealed that it was not, and indeed was a lot
broader across the back. On the scales she
went 20.09, after deducting the sling. Pud's
f irst publishable words were the inevitable "told
you sol"

Thestrangething is, that sincethe capture of
that fish, neither of us have had a run at the
lake, even though we have fished it many
times. I believe that the lake, in its own maiestic
way, is telling us to move on. We have ciught
our last fish.

Neil Sarkar



Using Your Loqf

I
t
:

hinking foryourself and looking atwhat is
going on around you while f ishing is
preached about a lot in fishing magazines

and the angling press, but I wonder how many
anglers use their loaf and eyes? - it's all too
easy to fall into the trap of fishing the first
comfortable swim that you come to with no
thought of whether the swim contains pike or
if there are any natural features to fish to or
against. Pike anglers, like other anglers, are a
mixed bunch:some are quite content to just si t
behind a pair of rods, some fish lures and
others roam around the waterfishing here and
there. Each enjoys what he is doing and that is
great, but a bit of extra thought can really pay
dividends so here are a few instances that
have helped me to raise my catch rate.

Last Christmas I had a few weeks holiday
and thought i t  would be a good idea to
concentrate my effot'ts on one gravel pit, having
decided earlier in the season to fish lures more
often. I thought the best way to find out more
about the pit was to cover the water looking at
likely swims and to coverthem with a lure. This
way lbegan to discoverfish-holding areas and
the topography of the gravel pit using the
countdown method with the lure. lf fishing
blind on new waters in this way there is always
the chance of losing a few lures but I think it is
worth it. Early on in my angling career losing a
lureortwo dented my confidence but nowadays
my thinking has changed. I  bel ieve that
confidence in what I am fishing and the area I
am covering really helps me to catch more. lf
you do not like the idea of losing lures, why not
try wobbled deadbait; the loss of a few sprats
and trebles is not a major expense and you will
be surprised to find you are fishing snaggy
swims you would never dream of casting a lure

Early on in the day I fished a long narrow bay
formed by a shott thin gravel spit covered in
trees and by small islands all but separating it
from the main pit. I fished a landa pikko silver
dace spoon and hooked a few jack pike. On
the subject of confidence, lf I am fishing clear
water the silver dace is the first lure that I try as
I have greatfaith in itsfish catching ability. You
can feel the action through the rod and watching
the spoon in the water, it does seem to have a
realistic fish appearance. Anyway, during the
afternoon I returned to the bay for no particular
reason, just a feeling that the area could
produce more fish. For a change I put a 4'
floating plastic yellow/black pike-like plug and
on my first cast had a small jack pike of about
4lb. After a few more casts I had another small
jack which was taken by a very large pike while
lwas playing it. lt fought up and down the bay
and I hung on for grim death. After 5 minutes,
which seemed like 25, I was left with a well
tooth marked jack pike which when returned
to the water swam away strongly. After a short
rest, I started to look around the bay for a likely
spot to bait fish from. You may well ask why
not try the swim where the big f ish had struck?
Well. the too of the bank was about 4 feet
above the water, covered with large bushes of
bramble drooping into the water and with a
large sunken weed bed and it would not have
been the ideal area to land a big fish. On the far
bank of the bay, at the end of the gravel spit,
there seemed to be a bit otclear space between
two trees. To get round to the swim I had to
edge around the shallows overgrown with
willows. Once at the new swim I found I could
cover all the narrow bay. The next day I arrived
at my chosen swim armed with various baits.

Keeping your eyes open,
qnd mqking the right
deductions, cqn reqlly
improve your pike fishing
STYS EDDIE BEDDING,

On the way round to the shallows I noticed
some movement in the water and a closer
inspection revealed a large shoal of roach in
about 1 8" of water, so that could be the clue -
pessh = pike. That day I had pike of 18l/qlb and
four of about 6lb. The next day my wife Chris
fished with me in the same swim and we had
pike of 1 8 %, 13lb and a few smaller pike. l f  I
had not bothered to wander around the pit
fishing here and there and trying places like the
narrow shallow bay with a lure, I honestly think
that I would not have given the bay a second
grance.

Anotherthing that I  noticed while l f ished the
bay was that the large shoal of roach and the
pike stayed there for the 2 weeks that we
fished. I also noticed that the pike did not feed
while the roach kept tight to the bank in the
shallows but when they drifted away, say 10
yards out into the bay, the pike activity staded.
The movement of the pike in the bay interested
me as well as seeing them feeding, there were
no swirls as such and the pike seemed to
porpoise rather like trout head and tailing. The
bigger pike were taken on smelt hard on the
bottom and the small fish on sprats drifted

around the swim about 2 feet under a penci l
f loat which suggests that the smaller f ish might
have been smashing into the roach shoal and
the bigger ones mopping up dead or dying f ish
on the bottom. I think that being quiet on the
bank helped because most of the fish were
caught about 2 rod lengths out and both roach
and pike seemed quite obl ivious to us.

Although most of what I have written is
obvious and there is nothing new, I  think that
learning to read the water and improving my
fishing can be fun and I get real enjoyment out
of trying to improve my pike angling ski l ls and
in continuingto learn something on each outing.
(Editors Note)

Eddie's theory that the larger pike capitalise
by mopping up prey fish, iniured or killed as a
result of the strlkes from smaller more active
pike feeding above them, is an interesting one-
American bass fishermen have noted similar
tendencies, wherethe bigfish suspend beneath
school-sized bass attacking shad shoals near
the surface for exactly the same reason.

I would suggesf a lure with weed-guarded
hooks rather than a wobbled deadbait for
searching potentially snaggy areas. lf you think
of lures as bait rather than hardware, the
occasionalloss is sma// compared to the cost
of deadbaits w hi ch we all use u p quite cheertuily !
The thought of losing baited rigs however, is
not one I would personally be comfortable with
- even when wobbling soft baits such as sprats.

Thanks for a thou ght- provoki ng arlicle Edd ie,
if anyone e/se has comments or observations
to add, I would be pleased to receive them.
J.M.

OWQw

ALAN WHEATER sent in this photo with the following comment:

"l only said'smile' ... and it gave a full salute!"
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Reviews Reviews

SIGLON LINE
There can't be many of us who haven't

changed our lines from time to time in order to
get our hands on the best one available. I am no
different from the rest of you and have tried
several but have used good old Sylcast for a
long time. However I have spent the last 6
months assessing RYOBI MASTERLINE'S
'SIGLON, high tech mono l ine.

I liked the colour straight away, it looks like
a decent cup of tea! lt also has a strange sod
of coating to it (now I'm no chemist butthis may
beduetothe chemical strengthening). I suspect
that this is what gives it such water resistant
powers. lt also helps casting distance. I'm not
one for long range fishing myself but it certainly
put a few yards on my modest effotts.

Quite a lot of my fishing is done with lures
and this is an area where the line has excelled.
The constant 'Cast & Retrieve' that is necessary
really shows up any weakness in a line and this
one has done extremely well. Because it has a
low reel 'memory' it is very well behaved, a
must when lure f ishing.

It is not as abrasion resistant as the co-
polymer lines (Berkely Big Game for example,
which I use for towing big baits around behind
boats), but I havefound much more manageable
for active types of pike fishing.

I have to say that I was sceptical when I first
started using it but I am glad that I persevered.
The extensive trial has only proved it's wodh
and at around 1.13.50 for 600m of 12lb i t  is a
premium price for a premium product.

Chris Leibbrandt

THE AMBASSADEUR 2OOO
ROD FROM ABU

Graham Easton ofTG Lures asked metotest
a pair of rods back in September 1990 and
these are my conclusions, aftera season's use:

I have been using the Ambassadeur 5000
series reels now for some years and have
become a total convert to the delights of them
in favour of the trusty Mitchells that have given
me nearly twenty years of service. As a pike
angler it has always been a mystery why so few
anglers use multipliers. The reason is perhaps,
the lack of adequate rods that are designed to
be fished within the multiplier reels. I am glad to
reoort that ABU have addressed this situation
and brought out a comprehensive range of
rods specifically built for the lob. They have
invested time and effort into getting these rods
right, something that has not always been the
case, particularly for the UK market. There are
rods in 1 00% lM-6 carbon, Carbon blanks with
a spiral lM-6 wrap and composite carbon/
glass rods all of which are very good value for
money. At last, long rods to use with the
5001c|

The rods that I have been using are the top
of the range Ambassadeur 2000 which are
indeed lovely rods. They have full cork handles,
something I like and a trigger grip Fuji winch
fitting to take the multiplier reels. Finished in a
burgundy colour with gold t ipped whippings
they really lookthe part. Butwhatof theaction?
Because these rods are built on 11ft blanks
thatareof 1 00% lM-6carbon, notonlyarethey
incredibly light but they are awesomely powerful
as well. Rated in the Tightlines as code 3
fishing I would say that these are around the
3lb+ test curve mark. They have a through
action which wil l  easi ly cast mackerel a
considerable distance, however I would be
wary of using them at close range, simply
because of their robustness. An ideal boat rod
for trout reservoirs and the Scottish and lrish
lochs/loughs I can see them as being a good
seller in the still limited UK market.

Considering the quality of the workmanship
for an 'off the peg' rod they are very nicely
priced at e89.99, in my opinion a bargain for
such a long awaited item.

I have been lucky and the rods have been
well tested at Weir Wood. I now wouldn't use
anything else, even though they are as
'stubborn' as a mule when it comes to fighting
big f ish.

I have been so impressed with these rods
that I have obtained a pair of the Ambassadeur
1000, Carbon with lM-6 wrap for more general
f ishing for pike. They too have a fairly hefty test
curve in the 3lb bracket but have more tip
action, what ABU class 'parabolic', better for
close work.

Priced at 179.99 for a finished rod thev are
very good value indeed.

Contact your local ABU
details.

stockist for more

Chris Leibbrandt

THE BOOK OF THE
PERCH BY:

..THE PERCHFISHERS'"
OXFORD ILLUSTRATED

PRESS
This book has already been hailed, by many

eminently more qualified to judge than me, as
being the definitive work on the "phoenix" of
species - the perch. Having read it from cover
to cover, I can gladly add the modest weight of
my own opinion in total agreement. lt seems
ironic thatthe perch, the most highly evolved of
our native fish, should be so susceptible to
disease, compounded by the stresses imposed
by our institutional disregard for the ecology. lt

would not have been surprising then, to find
that the contributors to this book over-indulged
in sentiment and nostalgia. lt please me greatly
to say that they do not. This is not to say that the
contributors shy from describing the occasional
heartbreaking loss of prime perch fishing, in
fact DrewYoung's treatise on the disease itself
is a scientific work of the greatest merit. Above
all however, the book is a richly varied and
practical guide on locating, understanding and
catching big perch today.

Under the editorship of Pete Rogers and
Steve Burke. the book presents individual
essays covering every aspect of perch fishing,
assembling the cumulative insights of many of
the country's foremost anglers in a highly
readable and compell ing format. Perhaps
reflect ing the nature of the Perchfishers
themselves, I was left with the impression that
this is not merely another "ultra-cult" single
species book. lt struck me as a volume that
embodies a special attitude to angling itself,
containing a wealth of information which could
be applied to many other species. As a group,
the Perchfishers seem to represent a particular
type of angler; specialist without being inf lexible,
dedicated without being dour or obsessive.
This undercurrent running through the book is
most refreshing and makes it stand up as an
excel lent angl ing book tn i ts own right,
irrespective of any particular affinity with the
species. Having said this, i f  you could possibly
remain unmoved by the sight of a big brist l ing
perch, then you must have sold your angl ing
soul!

Within its handsome bottle-green and gold
covers, the book achieves a good balance
b e t w e e n  m o n o c h r o m e  a n d  c o l o u r
photographs, crowned by a full page colour
plate of John Shayler's stupendous 5lb 9oz
record specimen. The rig drawings and charts
are clear and informative and each of the
book's twelve sections are preceded by one of
Luke Bedson's masterful ly evocative ink
drawings. Al l  in al l ,  the €20 cover price is wholly
justified, even more so when you consider that
the royalties from the book are being donated
to the A.C.A. In closing, I  can assure you that
the cost of the book will seem like a paltry sum,
when set against the thri l l  and sense of
achievement you would deservedly experience
from fulf i l l ing such an elusive and worthy goal
as the capture of a spectmen perch.

John Milford

PIKE: lN PURSUIT OF ESOX
LUCIUS
Vic Bellars & Martyn Page
Published by the Growood Press Limited
e19.9s

I purchased this book short ly after i ts
publication, in the Autumn of last year, and
read it on two or three occasions, enjoying the
writing skills of these two very well known and
respected Pike anglers, and found not a few of
their ideas, as expressed in the book, thought
provoking.

I have more recently been asked to provide,
for Pikelines, a review of the book and therefore
set about reading it once more but this time in
a more detached, critical manner, seeking to
examine whether the book matched the aims
and ambitions of the writers as expressed in
the jacket of the book.

The short answer is the book, to me, is still
one of the most authoritative, easy to read
works on modern pike angling available and is
likely to be, for many of us, the text book of the
1990 's .

Many modern angling books are etther
extremely dry and technical, boring the reader
w h o  s u b s e q u e n t l y  l e a r n s  l i t t l e ,  o r  a r e
excessively narrative, which often means they
are not treated seriously. This book is neither
but is a nice balance of the two.
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PIKE: lN PURSUIT OF ESOX LUGTOUS is
split into the following parts, each giving a full
account of the subject matter:

In pursuit  i f  Esox Lucius:
The versatility of deadbaiting;
Livebaiting - The Pike Anglers natural craft;
Artificial deception and suspended
animation;
Wilder horizons;
Overseas and far away.
As wellas these principal pads to the book,

which I will describe in a little detail shortly,
there is a very glowing (and accurate) foreward
from Colin Dyson - the immediateformer P.A.C.
President and respected angling journalist. To
quote Colin: " l t  is interesting, instruct ive,
thought provoking and maybe even a bit
controversial in some areas - a welcome and
valuable addition to pike angling literature".
Praise indeed, particularly from a man well
noted for his own skills in writing for anglers.

There are also two very entertaining and
sensitive chapters by each of the two authors
which effectively start and finish the book.
These are, in their way, the story of the way
they have, over the years, come to love pike
angling. A little bit of their inner self is exposed
within these writings, which makes fascinating
reading.

Turning back to the principal parts of the
book, I indicate below a brief description of the
goodies that are on offer within each:

In Pursuit of Esox Lucius
Broadly, this part of the book spends the

majority of its pages describing, in detail, the
behavioural aspects of Pike, their location, and
the need for constant self examination in one's
techniques, and attitudes. Whilst this part of
the book will more than satisfy the reader in all
these issues, the chapter that stands out. for
me,  i s  on  loca t ion  and par t i cu la r ly  the
categorisation of Pike anglers as either hunters
ortrappers, in termsof thewaytheyfish. When
you read this you will automatically re-examine,
and subsequent ly  learn  to  cont inuous ly
examine, the way you fish.

The Versatility of Deadbaiting
As the description of this oart of the book

suggests, there is a great wealth of knowledge,
experaence and thought committed to these
pages which wil l  help many Pike anglers
understand deadbaiting. Modern day issues,
such as colouring and the use of attractions are
also tackled but my particular favourite is the
section on wobbling, which gives advice on
how and where to use this now almost extinct
form of Pike fishing.

Livebaiting, The Anglers Natural Craft
I must be honest in saying that before reading

the book I had not used livebait, seriously, for
a few seasons. The authors assisted me in both
accepting that livebaiting is a very effective
form of pike angling and understanding its
application.

Moving to the part of the book entitled
Ar t i f i c ia l  Decept ion  and Suspended
Animation the authors, quite rightly, decided
to ask a knowledgeable dedicated lure angler
to write this for them. As they could not find
anybody they  asked Chr is  Le ibbrandt !
Seriously, whilst Chris is a good friend of mine,
which makes it somewhat difficult to be truly
objective, his writings in this book on lure
angling are exceptional and will give each
reader a better understanding of how and why
lures work, which colours/types work and when
they work and, lastlythe type of tackle needed
to present the lures. The book's authors, in
introducing this part, make glowing references
to Chris, which lcould not better. "Afterreading

Chris's contribution just once we both felt we
were far better lure anglers than we had been
a few minutes earlier".

Wider Horizons covers a number of related
issues such as Boatcraft, man-made Pike
fisheries, trout water pike and the future, and
will undoubtedlytriggerthoughts in every reader.
J U

Lastly, Overseas and FarAway is a relatively
short part, describing experiences on Dutch
waters, fly fishing in peat bogs and fishing in
the States. Whilstthese maysound to be a little
out of context with the rest of the book. I would
say that, when reading, they blend well and
give the reader an idea of the context of our
Pike angling in an international sense.

This review has necessarily been long, in
order to describe in detail the contents of the
book. lf asked to sum up my views I would
simply say, buy it and you will have a book
which you will enjoy reading and re-reading
many times in the future.

John Synnuck

..THE TEN GREATEST PIKE
ANGLERS''

By Barrie Rickards & Malcolm Bannister
The Boydell Press, €16.95

"lf I have been able to see thus far. it is has
been by standing on the shoulders of giants"
(to mis-quote Sir lzaac Newton), is a statement
which many of today's "instant" specimen
hunters would do well to take to heart. This
well-conceived bookfrom Barrie and Malcolm
deals with ten such giants from the fascinating
history of specialist pike angling. Their ten"greats" are clearlythe authors personal choice,
and to argue over those included or omitted
would, I  think, beto missthe pointof the book.
Regardless of whether or not you agree they
are the ten greatest, there is little doubt that
they are ten of the greatest, and each was
responsible for planting his own milestone
along the rod to "modern" pike angling.

The chapters  a re  a r ranged in  the
chronological order of the writers principal
publication, and cover the works of Nobbes
(1682), Pennell  (1865), Bickerdyke (1888),
Jardine ('1896), Senior (1900), Martin (1907),
Spence (1 928), Spencer (1 936), Hill (1 944) and
finally, Thurlow-Craig (1951). They were all
chosen as being innovators, as distinct from
noted practitioners - who may have popularised
piking and caught more fish, but not contributed
so much to its development. Other writers, and
editors of the listed works, also receive
appropriate mentions throughout the text. lt is
perhaps indicative of the difficulties posed by
the authors living so far apart, that we are given
similar detailed definitigns of the precise
practice of trolling in two separate chapters
(Nobbes and Martin), but this is only a quibble.
The book is well researched and entertainingly
written and I particularly had to smile at the
delightfully pedantic counter (l suspect from
BR!), toA. C. Wllliamsclaimthat plaitedflax line
is "stronger" than si lk. I  can thoroughly
recommend this volume as an antidote to all
the "how to catch'em"/"look what l've caught"
books available today and it certainly serves to
put them all into proper context. The only
problem is that it could cost you a small fortune
tracking down the original works covered, once
your appetite has been whetted!

In addition to eight superb pencil portraits by
Douglas Palmer, the book includes sixteen
black and white plates, including eleven
photographs by John Stephenson of antique
p ike  tack le  f rom h is  p r iva te  co l lec t ion .
Considering that the book is only 103 pages
long, excluding seven introductory pages, it
would have been nice to see some of these in
colour, given the publisher's cover price of just
under e 17. lt is nevertheless, a book of quality,
if not quantity, and one which I am sure I will be
reading over and over again.

John Milford

Bill Winship has a/so submitted a review of
this book. lt may be interesting to compare
what Bill has to say with my conclusions. J.M.

..THE TEN GREATEST PIKE
ANGLERS"
By Barrie Rickards & Malcolm Bannister
The Boydell Press, €16.95

In almost every book ever printed on the
subject of pike we find references are made to
the great pike anglers of the past. Names like
Jardine, Bickerdyke and Spence crop up quite
regulady for the very good reason that they laid
the very foundations of our modern angling
culture. Many of the old references tempt one
to make a study of the old masters to find out
more about these important people, but the
taskof wadingthrough old archives is offputting
intheextremeas itwouldtakeyearsof research
to make a real impact on the subject.

Now the good news is that Malcolm Bannister
and Barrie Rickards have actually done the job
for us. Indeed, overthe past eight years these
two authors have been carefully sifting through
old books and journals to compile a book
which tracesthe beginningsof ourpike angling
history. The early works have been checked for
authenticity and placed in a chronology of
events  wh ich  e f f  ec t i ve ly  records  the
development of our sport forthe first time ever.

The ten main chapters are based on
biographical studies of some of the most
talented anglers in history. Their tackles,
techniques and general philosophy to pike
fishing are discussed at length in a highly
informative and entertaining style.

My favourite chapter is the one which deals
with Alfred Jardine, a characterwho has stirred
the imagination of pike anglers throughout the
biggest part ofthe century; not least because
he was one ofthe most successful oike hunters
of all time. I laughed with joy when I read that
Jardine was dogged by jealous critics and was
in effect a victim of his own succeSs. (Some
things never change!).

There has been an enormous amount of
scholarship invested in the production of this
book, and I am certain that there are no other
people alive today who could have done such
a good job. (You will see what I mean when you
read it).

My only criticiim of the book is that the title
fails to convey the true importance of the work.
Here we have a detailed history of our sport up
to the 1950's, the first ever which took eight
years to compile, and yet the title does not
seem to get this point across. Also, I feel a little
uneasy about the "est" letters on the word
'Greatest'. Of course the characters portrayed
were great anglers in every sense of the word,
but no greater than my old friend Norris Sturdy
who never wrote a word on angling in his life. I
feel the term 'Greatest' is a bit unfair to the
numerous 'unsung heroes' who were too
modest, even too English to claim any sort of
fame, and hence have been lost in the mists of
time. These criticisms are all minor points, and
in all fairness, the two authors did not succumb
to the temptation of putting their own names
amongst the greats. (Unlike one character who
did recently, an unspeakable act). Though it
would have been easy to justify this in their
case.

Each chapter is haunted by a portrait of the'ten greats' who peer out from the page as if to
keep watch over their legacy. This is good
because it helps one to relate to the characters
involved and imagine what they are really like.

Finally, I would just like to say that the pike
angler who denies himself a copy of this book
denies a rich and colourful pike heritage. I now
consider this book the most imoortant one in
my private collection; it does after all put all the
others in perspective!

Bi l l  Winship
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BIG WATER PIKE FISHING
Book One: Bank Fishino
Bv James Holqate
This new bookex-amines the author's hiqhlv individual
approach to nike fishinq on larqer vdnues. This is
vi:rv much a practical took, i-ntended for those
andlers who reillv want to qet to qrins wil h the nike
onlig lakes. lochs. reserv5irs an? gravel pits. 

'

BIG WATER PTKE FISHING
Book Two: Boat Fishinq
Bu James Holqate
This 140 Daqe Sook examines all asnects of boat
fishinq larier-venues. Coverine botti lrollinq and
staticLoatlishino. there are ali6 chanters oiboat
eouinment. safetv"afloat. lure fishinq and downriqqers.
The'author alsd devotes a qreat-deal of spalZ to
modern fishinq finders. Ex-amininq not onlv the
eouipment itself but also their uses-and limitaiions.
Everi those anolers who don't intend to boat-fish will
derive much iseful information about tactics and
nike behaviour from this book.

CATCHING PIKE ON LURES
A Practical Guide
Bv James Holqate
Without doubt lJie fishino musl be the mosl under-
used method of catchino-nike todav. This is laroelv
due to a qeneral lack of-khowledqe. not onlv aSout
the vast r6noe of modern lures bu-t also the different
wavs thev ca-=n be used to catch more pike. The book
includes-extensive chapters on plirqs. sDinners.
sooons. soinnerbaits. suiface lures.'iiosi. as well as all
oiher important aspects of succesliul lure fishinq.
lnvaluablb thouqh this book is. it actuallv costs leis
than manv modem pluqs. vei in the loirq run will
probably 6elp you to calch lar more pikel

UNDERSTANDING MODERN PIKE RIGS
Bv David Lumb a-
H-ere for the first time evervthinq vou wanted to ^''vQilA6r.�
know aboul the confusing woild of iri:dem pike riq: {egt
wiih;E;;;; i;jr.iliiyi""-j,u".r"d up wlh lireraly - -tsf 

9l
hundreds ot diaqrams the author traces all the maior
developments i-n modern pike fishing.

REFLECTIONS UPON I..AKEI..AND ANGLING
pv Ja4es Holgate ., . , .
A must lor anv anqler thinkina of visitinq the Lake
District for the firstlime. This 104 naqe 6ook qives
details of all the main snecies which iihabits ttrese
beautifulwaters. Species covered include pike. perch,
eels. trout. charr.
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BIG WATER PIKE FISHING, Book
Two: Boat Fishing
James Holgate, Cast Publications 1990. t7.95

James Holgate, the authorof this, his second volume
covering the specif ics of pike f ishing on big waters, is
a no-nonsense pike angler who does not suffer fools
and has a style in this book which some may find just
a little abrasive. That is not a criticism. James writes
from his own experiences and where his findings differ
from other anglers he says so, and backs it up with
evidence. This is an anglers book and I doubt i f  there
is any angler, whether a specialist on big waters, boat
f ishing, or has never done either who wil l  not pick up
something useful from within these pages.

Throughout the 139 pages the author gets straight
down to the matter of catching pike. There is almost no
discussion on fancy tackle, but there is a great deal of
advice on HOW to catch pike, and I especially liked the
chapteron trolling which really covers the sub.ject in as
much detail as I have seen anywhere. This book is a
good read, full ofsound practical advice and lots oftips
to setthe readerstraight. I would not question anything
that James says because lknowthat he writes from his
own experiences, but having said that the book is not
without it's faults.

I really do not want to criticise, because it is such a
good one and I do not want for one moment to detract
from all the good stuff within it. The problems all come
f rom poor  p roo f  read ing  and s l igh t ly  sc ru f fy
presentation.

James has used three different forms of caotion:
hand-written, type-set and the third which is like an
eight pin daisy wheel - it is very faint and the caption to
the top diagram on page 130 is almost impossible to
read. The diagrams themselves are all perfectly clear,
though a little scruffy here and there, but they could all
be improved by the use of one caption type.

On page 112 James refers twice to "diagrams"

which do not appear. On page 63 reference is made to
graphs which do not appear, and on page 86 the.last
sentence is not carried forward to page 88, the next
page of text. The word 'arlesey' is spelled incorrectly
on page 98 (arlesely)and on page 3B reference is made
to two diagrams, but only one is reproduced. Figure A
is also missing from page 15. Elsewhere throughout
the book there are a number of small errors which I am
sure are nothing more than proof reading mishaps.
Photographic reproduction is acceptable in almost
every case.

I haveagreat deal of respectforJames Holgate, and
I do hope that this, his latest book sells well. I hope it
sells so well that he runs to a second edition in which
he can correct the mistakes. They do slightly spoil an
otherwise very good book. Don't let anything I have
said put you off buying it - there is a great deal of useful
information within it, and it is very good value for
money.

Martin Gay

CATCHING PIKE ON LURES
James Holgate.

Price [6.95from Gast Publications, 1 8 Haverbreaks
Place, Lancaster, LAI 5BH.

The list of books from James Holgate's Cast stable
continues to grow. Their chief merit is their cheapness
and the detail that he goes into on any subject. In this
bookevery lure I'veeverheard of seemsto bedescribed
and James goes on to provide valuable information on
what those lures are best used for and what they are
capable of. My only reservation was that he did not
really provide us with much in the way of examples of
fish caught lures. Lure fishing is about confidence and
the one thing I l ike about Barrie Rickards writ ing, is he
tells us what he has caught on lures. My attitude then
is " l f  hecan do i t". . .  This is what is lacking in the Holgate
book. Still, its so cheap its not worth not having a copy.
Available from the author or selected shops.

Nevi l le Fick l ing
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AN INTRODUCTTON TO ZANDER FISHING
By Mark White
A oractical no-nonsense introduction to the countrv's
newest nredatorv fish. The book includes details-of
tackle. riqs. met6ods. baits and location. And will be
of enormlous value to those pike anglers lhinking of
trying zander fishing for thej first tirie.

LURE FISHING FOR PIKE
Volume One
This 80 naqe book describes the best wavs to fish
lure on watZrs as diverse as fen drains. qravel nits. | |
large lakes. canals. small lakes and large-loughi. | |

LURE FISHING FOR PIKE
Volume Two
A follow up to the above publication, this time -
various authors look at more-general aspects of the | |method.

@
T-.l PRICE
| | €5.95
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POSTCODE....

POST FREE APPLIES TO U.K. ONLY.
FOR EUROPE ADD 81.50 TO NET PRICE
OF EACH BOOK ORDERED.

Cast Publications, 78 Hquerbreaks Plsce,
Lancaste1 IA7 sBH.
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Wild Pike, Tome Pike
In considedng his options, Bill Winshipexprcdns why he pr-erers to "tor<e " #'#r. CInd KnOWn Pikeon the wild side".

I read with interest Dilip Sarkars comments
I about the new book "Pike Waters" in

- Pikel ines No. 52, page22. In Dil ip 's art icle
he says he is surprised at seeing a book called"Pike Waters" advert ised in Pikel ines. Di l io '
suggests such a book takes all the enjoyment
out of exploring for new waters, and he states:"l would not consider looking at one of those
books"

Now if Dilip had taken the trouble to read
"Pike Waters" he would realise it actually
encourages the angler to go out and fish those
frontier, unfished waters in the very way that
Dilip obviously enjoys. lt bears no relation to
the Carp book referred to, in fact "Pike Waters"
could easily have been called "Wild Water
Piking". Indeed it is the total anti-thesis to
catching stock fish in artificial surroundings.
Many of the big pike holding lochs and rivers
mentioned in "Pike Waters" never get any
attention from pike anglers and one could
spend a whole lifetime exploring these waters.
I am always surprised when people complain
about the lack of good pike waters. The fact is
that there are more underfished unknown
waters around than anyone seems to realise,
one of the main aims of "Pike Waters" was to
make this fact better understood ; but even with
a guide like "Pike Waters" you still have to put
a lot of rod work in to make the dream into
reality.

Anglers who are not prepared or are not able
to fish wild waters are best off fishing for
stocked fish. I know Neville Fickling runs a
stocked pike lake near Doncaster which is full
of big pike obtained from other waters. This
takes a lot of the "risk" out of pike fishing - at
least you know the fish are there - even if they
have been caught and returned several times.
For me such waters are iust too artificial, too
contrived, a bit like going big game hunting at
London Zoo! Yet artificial waters full of stock
fish do have a role to play - especially for
professional people who simply do not have
the time required to "hunt" real wild fish; or for
the physically handicapped.

Awild highland loch pike (Photo: Bill Winship)

Time is the real enemy of the pike angler, it
prevents us from fishing all the waters we
would like to fish, and tempts people to take
short cuts. I once made the grave error of
disclosing the exact whereabouts of a 201b.
pike which had lived in exactly the same place
for over five years. The person I took into my
confidencewas a newcomerto ourclub and he
was desperate to catch a twenty. Within a few
days of him joining our club he had taken his
much sought after fish but then he took the
same fish again and again. Then he told his
friends about the fish and they caught the poor
thing again and again. In the end the poor thing
died - we found it belly up in the weeds and I
vowed never again to disclose such information
to newcomers

This sad incident occurred mainly because
the individual involved simply lacked the

confidence to go out and hunt and explore new
waters. This is sad because to me finding new
pike waters is one of the most exciting parts of
our sport. Indeed, I take more pride in catching
a5lb. pikefrom an unknown "virgin" waterthan
a twenty from a known spot, or from one of
Neville's stocked ponds!

I find it difficult to describethe triumphant joy
I feel when I "crack" a new water - especially
when that water is unknown or unheard of.
However, I enclosewith this articlea photograph
of a pike taken on a wild windswept Scottish
Highland loch. This particular loch is about 8
miles long and presents a challenge not only to
one's skill, but also to one's fortitude and
energy. lt's not easy fishing these wild waters,
but there are plenty of truly wild fish to be
caught, and they fight like demons!

Tqcticql Tipsi deqdbqits
In this occasional feature, we hear from

members who have kindly passed on
some of their tried and tested ideas for
improving their pike fishing. In this issue
Dave Skingsley shares his ideas on fishing
deadbaits:

I would like to pass on the following tips
on the subject of "deadbaiting" (as I very
rarely use livebaits - A.L.F. and all that!):

Firstly, how to avoid loss of baits when
casting/re-casting! | have found that a
small rubber band on the tail hook and
around the fish, can save bait after bait. The
best are those sold in "horse" type shops -
very cheap, successful and don't seem to
worry the pike. They are about half an inch in
diameter, are usually white in colour, and,
when double wound, hold baits from sprats
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to 8oz. roach solid! You can slide them up
the trace for re-use at the end of a session
and they will stay in good condition,
provided your rigs are stored out of the light.
Secondly, a simple and effective attractor.

As I found out last season, and I had a
good one, use some concentrated "pilchard"

oil on your deadbaits. Put it on using a
brush, finger or just soak - it really does work
well. (You could try two rods, one bait with -
the other without, to see for yourself).

Editor's note: lf you don't have any "horse"

type shops in your area, you could always try
W. H. Smiths! J.M.

s 6 ----t---/

M \ -
\ Rubber band,

\ double wound
around tail



199 I R.o.'s working Dinner
his year's R.O.'s working dinner was
held at the Sherwood Business and
Conference Centre in Nottingham, and

was organised by Pete Haywood.
The meeting started at 1 1 .30 a.m. sharp with

a shod run down on attendance. I sent out 66
mail shots to the regions. I had 1 6 apologies, 1 7
regrons were represented and there were no
replies from 33 regions. However, 42 members
attended.

I opened the committee reports with the
Treasurers accounts for the year ending 30th
November 1 990. lt was contained in four pages
and audited by Higson and Co., Chartered
Accountants in Nottingham. The highlights are
as follows: The income for the year ending 30
November 1990 was t38,808, as against
e32,659 for 1989. Expenditure for 1990 was
e30,101 , as against t27,O48 for 1989, with an
excess of income over expenditure of t8,61 5,
as against t5,352 for 1 9Bg. Our balance sheet
with the general reserve bought fonvard, and
taking into account the fixed and current assets
and less our current liabilities, was t29.569 as
against 820,954 - which is excellent.

Thegross profiton productswas t760which
is a drop on 1 989 of 11 ,778. This is because we
have purchased a considerable amount of stock
over the year, before the inevitable price rises,
to enable the P.A.C. to pass these benefits on
to members.

Our raffle profit was 12,789 as against e272
for1989 and this was boosted bythe,,pikeAid',
raffle and the excellent raffle held at the 1990
conference.

The conference made t39B as against tl 75
in 1989. Magazine production cost f17,826
against e 1 6,00.1 for 1989 but with advertisinq
revenue and magazine sales, the net cost wai
e1 3,843.

In conclusion, in the three years of my
administration of the P.A.C. accounts, I have
increased the P.A.C's balance from e8,627 to
t29,569,which gives the new committee a very
sound financial footing for the future.

I closed the membership for 1990 at 2100
and atthetimeof handing overthe membership,
renewals forthis year stood at 1735, with manv
more in the pipe l ine.

Neville gave the Secretary's Report, first on
a sad note with a tribute to our deceased friend
John Foster, a regular attender at our R.O,s
meetings. Neville then highlighted some of the
high profile involvement that the p.A.C. had
undedaken over the last year, for example, our
contribution to the sports council inquiry into
angling. The report is still awaited, but with so
many branches of the sport with an ,,axe to
grind" it will take some time.

We made our representation to the N.R.A.
regarding the national rod licence and there
was much discussion on the merits of anational
rod licence for the travelling angler, who would
profit by it, and the local angler who would not.

The Euro legislation on live baiting fortunately
never came to anything.

Neville has been representing the p.A.C. at
the  meet ings  he ld  under  N.A.S.A 's  co-
ordinating banner with the Carp Society on the
political scene. Poaching in Northern lreland
has been causing concern, especially after the
recent articles about the lack of quality pike in
the province. We have written to the Tourist
Board to see what they are going to do about

The top 50 of All Record Fish (a list being put
together by N.A.S.A.) was welcomed for
posterity.Weirwood has been losttothe p.A.C.
and has goneto a syndicate but it still continues
as a mixed fishery and has produced some
excellent pike this season. Llandegfed has
shown that a great deal of money is to be made
from trout water pike fishing, but it can be
prohibitive to some anglers because of the
COSI.

Neville has approached the management of
Ladybower Reservoir for pike fishing and we
are hopefulforthe future. P.A.C. fact sheets wil
be available in the near future - the first one is"Pike - The Facts" and the second one will be
on live baiting.

The pike angler of the year was awarded to
Eddie Turnerfor his excellent pike fishing record
over the last few years and his products for
pike catching and pike preservation. A
suggestion was put forward to establish a
second award in future years in the memory of
John Foster and it was unanimously agreed
that the new committee would look into this.

Dave Lumb gave us a rundown on our 1 gg0
Conference which was one of the best that we
have ever had. lt was well attended and enjoyed
by all. A big thank you goes out to all the
companies and individuals who donated orizes
and to the generosity of members who bought
tickets. Dave and Geoff are already working on
the 1991 Conference which will be staged at
Loughborough on September 28th.

by Pete Hcrywood

Colin Dyson thanked the outgoing committee
for their work over the last three years and
hoped the new committee would continue to
build on our experiences. Although it has been
said that presidents are a figure head and do
not "have to do much", this was not true of
Colin. His work with the comouterisation of the
membership list and the large print for the
magazine helped me tremendously and he
also negotiated the advertising for us, which
brought in an important income for the p.A.C.

Phil Kirk gave us a rundown of the prodcts
that we have sold over the last year, with the
new lines that had been added to our ranoe.
We never aim to make a large profit on 5ur
products and pass on the benefit of our bulk
buying discount to our members.

After an excellent buffet lunch the new
committee took the stand. John Roberts, your
new president, thanked the outgoing committee
for all their work and presented us all with an
engraved hip flask and life membership which
was gratefully received. Chris Leibbrandt, the
new secre tary ,  ou t l ined  the  execut ive
committee which appears at the front of your
magaz ine  and de ta i led  a  new adv isory
committee which will consist of chairman/
troubleshooter, Barrie Rickards; f isheries
advocate, Neville Fickling; legal adviser, Michael
Ball ;  scienti f ic adviser, Bruno Broughton;
F inanc ia l  Adv isor ,  Ph i l  K i rk ;  con ference
organisers, Dave Lumb and Geoff parkinson
and troubleshooter Malcolm Bannister. lt was
decided that the honorarium awarded to
comittee members would stay,with an increase
to match inflation.

The magazine was discussed, unfortunatelv
due to work commitments Mart in phi l ips could

not attend the meeting, but we were pleased to
welcome Keith Mitchell from Mitchell and Wrioht
(Printers), who had joined us for the day. Xelth
has printed and distributed your magazine for
the last six years. He indicated that he was
impressed with the democratic wav that the
meeting was held and thanked u-s for out
business. We in turn thanked him for attendinq
our meeting and for his efforts over the vearsl
The magazine is one of the main beneiits of
being a member and is a platform which binds
the members together. l t  gives individual
members an arena to airtheirviews and to oain
feedback from other members. The iew
committee, underthe guidance of John Milford,
has many new ideas for your magazine to
st imulate incentives for writers and orize
competitions and an in-depth look at features.
Any article is welcome - you do not have to
catch big fish or be a "born" writer - the Editor
can sort out the grammar, etc. (Not to mention
the spel l ing, eh, Pete? J.M.)

Lee Kemp has taken over the products and
he wil l  be looking at our exist ing range,
introducing some new products and seeing
what may be dropped. lt is also intended to
lookatthe possible endorsement bvthe club of
tried and tested products which contribute to
pikewelfare, by licencing manufacturersto use
a P.A.C. "Pikesafe" logo on approved items.

John Synnuck, the treasurer and membershio
secretary, wi l l  be using his considerable
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  s k i l l s  t o  s t r e a m l i n e  t h e
membership procedure and bui ld on mv
system.Under "any other business" it wa!
hoped that a pool of speakers could be
developed, who will be willing to travel around
the regions. A question was raised whether
regions would be considered forfinancial aid to
promote the membership, if finance cannot be
found at a local level. Also a protect to enable
members to fish syndicate waters, bought into
by the P.A.C., wi l l  be looked into.

The problem of non-active regions was
discussed. The very fact that 33 out of the 66
R.O's I wrote to did not reply is worrying and
the new committee will address this oroblem in
the near future.

Finally, it was raffle time and Bob (Elvis)
Hopwood helped by Brian (Cuddty) Birdsall
sold e70 plus worth of tickets. The prizes were
as follows: 825 tackle youcher from Derrick
Amies; 020 worth of luce baits from Neville; a
year's subscription to CoarseAnglerfrom Colin;
one year's P.A.C. subscription or a sweatshirt,
various lures from T.G.; 3 bottles of wine from
the Sherwood Business and Conference
Centre; a couple of T-shirts from the Glasgow
P.A.C. and a few other assorted goodies. Most
of the prizes were won at the table I was sittino
at and I won again this year with the year'i
subscription to Coarse Angler!

With the formal business over, we enjoyed
the evening meal and then had a few pints. My
thanks to al l  the R.O's and members who
turned up to make it a very enjoyable meeting.
It was good to see so many old friends and I
could listen to Dennis Heatley's stories of Alaska
all night! | definitely would not like to be chased
by a brown bear, Dennis, even if it was a female!

Your old committee went out in stvle and
with the enthusiasm, sense of humourand new
ideas of the new committee it looks as thouoh
the P.A.C. is in safe hands. The new lads haie
given the job a good deal of thought and are all
looking forward to the challenge.

Pete Haywood



Ralsfon McPherson utdk's the low r@d" to gre us fhe low-down on:

The Bonnie, Bonnie, 'Blqnks'of

Loch Lomond
y conscience was being sorely
pricked. At the Working Dinner I had
rashly promised a contribution for

Pikelines to the new Magazine Editor, John"Jock Mildew" Milford. At a previous Working
Dinner, John had stated that his mother (or
something) had hailed from Edinburgh, perhaps
explaining John's partiality for potato scones
("tattie scones"! Mc Ed.).

Things were brought to a head with the
arrival of issue 52 of Pikelines, which carried a
request for an "influx of material" for the
forthcoming issue. Bloody hell, l'll have to do
something - but what? Then it struck me (by the
time you've f inished reading this garbage, you'll
wish something had). l ' l l  do a screed on
blanking, well, as good as, with a little on how
thefaceof Lomond is changing - unfortunately,
not for the betterl

Let me explain. Over the years I have met
many disappointed anglers who have read of
Lomond's fame in the angling press, made the
long haul north in search of these "legendary"
pike, only to find that the loch can be a dour
mistress when it comes to producing the goods.
In truth, some of the write-ups relative to
Lomond do tend to givethevery much mistaken
impression that one only has to cast a bait and
wait for the 20's to start crawling up the line.
Not so. The following is an attempt to illustrate
that fact.

After an exploratory trip afloat on Loch Ken
the previous weekend (that's another story),
Thursday, 30th May,sawthestartof myplanned
weekend campaign on the big pond. On pulling
into the boatyard at Balmaha, it was apparent
that the water level was still very low, forcing
me to scrub the planned evenino session in
Crom Mhin Bay. Whilst in the'process of
launching the boat, George, the boatyard
manager, mentioned that a 30+ had come off
the drop off the previous weekend, but other
than that, things had been pretty slow. Mark
Wilson from Staffordshire. a "southtron" who is
a long standing visitor to the loch all the year
round and a P.A.C. member, was the recipient
of this cracking fish.

It was a lovely afternoon with a light south-
easterly breeze so I decided to do some flat line
trolling along the drop off into Net Bay and on
to Portnellen before heading over to the west
bank. As I approached Aber lsle I came across
Pete Hudspeth who was also trolling. Pete is a
bit of a lure fanatic and spends all his time on
the loch lure fishing in one way or another. The
week had produced a twenty and a couple of
doubles for his brother Bryan who was also on
the loch. Again Pete had found sport very
patchy. Unless you have actually spent a day
or two constantly trolling/downrigging, it is
difficult to appreciate that you can cover so
much water without a touch.

However, things can change very quickly in
this sport of ours, and still feeling reasonably
confident, 6 p.m. saw me dropping the picks
off the point in Slate Bay in brilliant sunshine,
with an almost flat calm. Slate Bay has been of
special significance for me as it produced my
first Lomond twenty. Three rods out, and I
settled down fora peacefuland relaxing evening
session, God was in His heaven and all was
well in my world. Unfor.tunately, that state of
affairs was short-lived - Lomond's very own
34

plague visited itself on my seaof tranquility, the
water-borne Philistines made their appearance
- waterskiers! Those of you familiarwith Lomond
will be aware that when fishing off the point in
Slate Bay, correct name, Camasstraddan Bay,
you are well away from the main channel
between Inchtavannach and the west bank. Of
all the water available to water skiers, why, oh
why do they insist in making life difficult for us
anglers! Right in they came, the wash from their
growling infernal machines tossing my boat
about as if I had been sitting on the drop-of at
Balmaha in a force 6 northerly. Unfortunately,
said brain donors were still at play when I
turned in for the night and it was not until long
after dark that they gave it a rest. Bill Little, an
R.A. member and someone who has fished
Lomond since the early 70's, has often been of
the opinion that boat anglers on the loch should
be issued with a 3in. mortarand a light machine
gun as a matter of course.

The mortar to blow the offending craft out of
the water and the machine gun to take care of
any survivors, thus negating any re-occurrence
from that particular source!

Personally, I can envisage only one problem
with such a course of action - the temptation to
hunt speed boats, etc.,  may well  take
precedence over the hunting of pike! But then
again, every plan does tend to have a down
side.

Up and about4.30 a.m. thefollowing morning
(Friday) saw the baits back in the water, with
the newday, anewfoundfeeling of confidence.
I intended to move to Rossdhu Bay around 8
a.m., beforethe lochs despoilerstumbled from
their pits and resumed their antics. As to pike
activity the previous evening, not a nibble was
experienced, no interest being shown at all. A
couple of hours plugging also failed to induce
atake, nonethe less, avery pleasant morning's
fishing, perfect peace, only the traffic on the
nearby A82 to break the bilence. However, as
expected, the speedboats reappeared around
9.30a.m. andthe moveto Rossdhu was made.
one of the few areas on the loch at this time of
year where the scenic beauty, birdlife and
perfect peace can be fully enjoyed (l thought,
read on) the catching of pike being a welcome
bonus (do I really mean that!). Rossdhu can be
very dour, I know of some anglers who have
never so much as had a run whilst fishing it.
Back in April 1 987 | spent six days solid here for
a total of one run which resulted in a 6lb. jack.
A number of the lads were also fishing the loch
at that time with similar results - that, at least,
made me feel better about my abysmal lack of
success. I often go through the throws of
examining in detail my approach to these
apparently negative feeding spells, however, I
have arrived at the conclusion that there are
t imes,  fo r  reasons  we may never  fu l l y
understand, as to why it just won't fish for long
oenoos.

Ten in the morning saw me anchored in my
chosen spot and at 1 1 a.m. I was joined by R.A.
member Mike Maule who anchored up a short
distance away. Mike stayed until 3.30 p.m. and
had a low double and a couple of jacks. I was
still awaiting my first run! And so the day
progressed, the lack of activity affording me
ample opportunity to studythe resident wildlife.
Grey herons, shelduck, oyster catchers,
mallards, merganser and a multitude of small

birdlife providing a welcome diversion during
this unproductive afternoon.

Five in the afternoon came and went, P.A.C.
member Pete Hudspeth motoring into the bay
to try his luck with the lures. The next thing on
my agenda was supper, desperately hoping
that sods law would prevail and produce a run
during its preparation. So with one eye on the
floats, the other on the stove, I waited in
expectation. And nothing! Not a bloody touchl
I could have prepared a meal for the P.A.C.
membersh ip  w i thout  in te r rup t ion .  Once
refuelling was complete I began casting an
assortmentof floating and shallow diving plugs
into the edge of the weed bed behind the
island, as was Pete, which produced three
jacks for me on a Mr 13. As the old saying goes,"ten bob's a lot when you ain't got nowt!" Pete
also picked up a couple of small jacks before
leaving for his camp site in the narrows at about
9.30 p.m. And so to bed. Things can only get
better - or can they?

A start made at 5.30 a.m., a little later than
planned, "morphias" being reluctant in releasing
this mortal coil. A chilly morning and a little
overcast. Bingo, a run at 6.40 a.m. on float
legered trout. What a fish, it must have been all
of 1lb! | was really setting about them now,"bring on yer Grannie!" I cried (cried being the
operative word), much more of this and there
would be a distinct danger I would end up
emulating Roger Hatcher, once observed
holding a conversation with that well-known fir
tree on the island! | had to abandon fishino
baits in the shallows, seagulls taking a grea't
interest in them, on more than one occasion
some pretty quick retrieves being required.
Rossdhu's pair of resident grey herons can
also be a problem in this respect. Desperate as
I was, that type of run was not what I had in
mindl Around 8.40 a.m. a J.C.B. broke the

The classical profile ... the cunningly
concealed paunch! ... Ralston afloat

on the'Big Pond".
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silence, work resuming on the new golf course
onthesouth sideofthe bay. Thework has been
in progress for some time now, many of the
trees bordering the bay having been felled in
the process. For a time the place has been in a
bit of a mess, however, it's slowly but surely
coming along with the grassing of the course.

This seemed an ideal time to move. I had to
call in at Balmaha to pick up some bits and
pieces at the shop and I wanted to fish the drop
off Sunday morning, theonlydayfreeof salmon
trollers. There were a couple of places I had
discovered whilst trolling the east bahk south
of Portnellen, so adecision was madetospend
the rest of the morning and early afternoon in
that area.

A scorching hot afternoon saw me cowering
under the cover to avoid being fried. Needless
to say, no pike activity whatsoeverl Having
moved into the back of Portnellen below the
farm I was comparatively immune from water
skiers. And so on to Balmaha late afternoon,
and off the drop off I had a natter with Andy
Trim and Francis Lynch-Smith, two of R.A.53's
"Southtron" members who had been on the
loch for the past week. lt had been a bit of a
grueller for them, also, a few jacks being the
sum total for their efforts.Shortly after arriving
at Balmaha, Bob Cummings and his mate
arrived back at the boatyard, having been on
the loch since the previous day, announcing
the had gone into Rossdhu Bay about 9 a.m.
that morning (about an hour after I left) and at
around 4.30 p.m. had an 18.00 and a 22.00!
How's that for a kick in the nuptialsl Such is the
way the cookie crumbles when piking - oh for
the benefit of hindsight. By this time Andy and
Francis had come in an were contemplating an
evening in the West Highland Way Hostelry -

lust for a couple of pints. I swithered, how I
swithered, however, I decided to get out onto
the droo off for a few hours before dark, in
position for an early morning session.

Around 2 a.m. I was awoken by the rain
stoating off the cabin roof and awning! Eyeing
the awning under which I lay, with trepidation,
detecting more than the odd leak, I decided
that as there was sod all I could do about it, I
returned to the arms of Morphias, ignoring the
alarm going off at 4 a,m. - it was still throwing
it down and my sleeping bag seemed the most
sensible place to stay. so much for dedication!

Despite the rain and an easterly wind which
was slowly but surely increasing in strength, I
dragged my athletic frame into action and cast
my baits into the water at around 6 a.m. Rain -
it never bloody stopped, the original "40 days
and 40 nights" material. I was joined on the
drop off by Bob Cummings and his mate at
around 10 a.m., their "quiet pint" with Andy and
Francis having turned into a heavy duty sesslon.
Serves them right if I had bagged up. As it was
neither Bob nor myself had a touch. That really
surprised you, didn't it!

By 4 p.m. I threw in the towel. a very soggy
towel, and headed home, having had a natter
with Bob back in the boatyard before he headed

back down to Preston. At times like this I count
my blessings that I am but 50 minutes' drive
from the big pond. The following Wednesday,
the last day of my spring holiday period, saw an
early start for a day on the loch, however, it was
not to be, compliments of the boat trailers
spring steel axle snapping in two en route. Not
a pretty sight! Fortunately, this disasteroccurred
immediately after turning from a main road
onto a side road and I was only doing 10 to 15
m.p.h. I dread to think of the consequences of
this having happened a week or so previously
whilst sitting at my normal 50 m.p.h. on the Ayr
by-pass en route or returning from Loch Ken! A
timely reminder for you to check that much
neglected aspect of boat fishing prior to your
next long haul. A phone cal l  to the A.A.
( thank f  u l l y ,  I  had renewed my Re laY
membership) saw me returning home to a
day's work replacing the aged axle assembly
with new Indespension units - | stillfeelthe pain
of writing that cheque!

Boattraileronce more haleand hearty, Friday,
1 4th ofJune saw anotherweekend on the loch,
suffice to say that from Friday afternoon until 4
p.m. on the Sunday saw me sticking it out once
more in Rossdhu Bay. Again the results were
disappointing. Nothing at all on Friday and
Saturday, a couple ofjacks on Sunday morning
avoiding a complete blank.

Overthatweekend I had to acknowledgethe
fact that fishing the loch over weekends during
the summer months is a "no, no" due to the
demands made on one's sanity by the hassle
caused by water skiers and ski-bikes! Saturday
was not too bad, however, Sunday afternoon
saw two large boats and their accompanying
water skiers coming into Rossdhu and turning
at around the 40ft. mark, well into the bay as
those familiar with it will know. Then at 4 p.m.
on the Sunday, just as I had brought in the last
rod prior to heading back to Balmaha, five of
those infernal jet-skies, otherwise known as
jet-bikes, came tearing into the bay, right into
the shallows at the back of the bay. There they
spent some five minutes or so tearing up and
down in lessthan 3ft. of water!Aftercontaining
myself long enough to calm down, out came
the camera with telephoto lens and I shot off
about 10 exposures of their antics. Hopefully,
one day they will be of some evidential value if
the Parks Authority ever gets its act together
and actually does something constructive. That,
too, is another story. lt did not end there.
Having mademywayoverto Balmaha, I decided
to spend a couple of hours on the drop off, that
is, until I saw more of those acqursed iet-bikes
screaming about at the Endrick mouth! A move
to a little bay off Clairiach resulted in a severe
buffeting from power boats tearing up and
down the channel between Clairiach and Inch
Cailloch andavisitationfromtwo more"bikers"
who screbmed into my little bay not 50 feet
from my boat! That was it, my tolerance had
reached saturation point. lt's enough to make
a Bishop burn his Bibles and bag off! Back to
the boatyard and home.

Which brings me to Bi l l  Winship's art icle
which appeared in a recent issue of Coarse
Fishing Today, in which he stated that the
reason he had forsaken Loch Lomond was the
oroblems I have outlined above. In the April/
May issue of the magazine Gord Burton
expressed disappointment at Bill's negative
attitude regarding Lomond, claiming that there
was a "vast amount of peaceful water in which
to catch big pike". May I be so bold as to
suggest that perhaps Gordon has spent little
time on the big pond over the last few years,
particularly since the increased popularity of
the jet-bike, where even the most secluded
areas of the loch are fair game. The case may
have been otherwise in '86, however, the
present situation is very different! Lomond
regulars can attest to being "buzzed" by these
infernal machines one mile up the Endrick, and
having seen them enter the River Fruin!

Angling pressure has also increased in the
past few years, the popularity of boat fishing
drawing more and more anglers to the loch at
all times of the year, the more popular areas,
particularly on the west bank, being fished
more and more frequently. Gordon's "acres of
unfished waters" are vanishing fast. Even areas
I have discovered over the years and was
confident would never see much in he way of
pike anglers, have in turn been found by pikers
looking to getawayfrom the more popular, and
to some degree, overcrowded areas.

At one time, the backend of the year, say
around late September, ensured a return to
tranquility, however, with new technology in
the design of wet sits, water skiing and iet-
biking takes place during the winter months as
well - not to the same degree as the warmer
months, but enough to be a bloody nuisance!
Gordon's letter was replied to by a Lomond
angler of long standing, Roger Hatcher,
however, the Editor, chose not to publish it.

Sadly, there is very little of the old peace and
quiet that was synonymous with Lomond left
these days, and I find myself wishing my life
away, yearning for the back end of the year
when it is at least tolerable. I'm afraid Bill
Winship's point of view gets my vote.

To end on a more positive note, I spent
Tuesday,25th June in Slate Bay, a day when it
rained continually until late afternoon and
thankfully, it being a weekday combined with
foul weather, some of Lomond's old tranquility
returned. lt looked like another blank was on
the cards, when at 5 p.m., my one and only run
of the day produced a most welcome 21-10.

Blanks. Yes, they can be many, but lwill still
fish the loch. Given the right environmental
setting, it's a privilege just to be out there - and
alwaysthe chanceof a really good fish. Today's
the 2nd of July and I plan to spend the next two
days out on the loch and pray that the recent
spell of inclement weather will continue until
the weekend. then the more moronic of
Lomond's part-time, fair weather parasites can
have the olace to themselves.

Ralston McPherson

The Action is ffie Attraction
6; For big Pike it must be MEPPS.
- Proven time ofter iime to be the

t For Pike, geor up wilh MEPPS - +'/= -�.

Lusox (illustroted), Gionl Killer, Boss Killer, Syclops Fluo, Aglio, Aglio Long, Aglio Roinbo, Comet ' ,

ones Pike con'l resisl.
lncludino Goreth Edwords
British record Pike of
45lb 6oz

Send 30p for cofologue ond Mepps Guide to Spinning to:
Vince lister Agency, 23 Soufhdown Rood, Newbury, Berks. RGl3 3AG.



Viewpoint
t s a past Regional Organiser, Pikelines

ff EditorJohn Milford shareshisthoughts
I il onthesubiectof RegionalAssociations:

One of the things that soon becomes
apparent when you visit a number of Regional
Associations (R.A's), ortalk to different Regional
Organisers (R.O's), is how unlike they all are!
On the face of it they all serve the same basic
function - to provide a local focus for P.A.C.
members in a padiculararea, and in turn reflect
the local scene back to he main body of the
Club. To a very great extent however, everything
else about an R.A. depends on the motivation,
enthusiasm and often personality of the (R.O's).
The approach varies from the laid-back guy
who gets together with a few other members
for a sociable evening in a local pub, to the
budding entrepreneur who regularly hires a hall
and arranges for guest speakers to address a
hundred or more pikers. Each approach has its
merits and each can be equally valid if it caters
for the needs of the members involved. lt is,
perhaps, appropriate to consider the pros and
cons of R.A. styles, both for the benefit of
e x i s t i n g  R . O ' s  a n d  f o r  a n y o n e  w h o  i s
considering taking up the challenge of forming
or re-establishing an R.A. in their area.

Good things can come in small packages:
Small groups have the advantage that the

members soon get to know one and other and
so feel they "belong", which can be especially
beneficial to newcomers. Regions with up to
say, a dozen or so members, are easy to cater
for in a local pub which does not entail any
expense other than that dictated by each
member'sthirst. lf thevenue is "free". the need
for regional subs is then optional - no minor
considerationwhenyou considerthat italready
costs a tenner to be in the P.A.C. in the first
place. The atmosphere of pub meetings tends
to be informaland relaxed, andthe proceedings
are unencumbered by matters of administration,
which can be particularly tedious if you are not
directly involved. Many people, who would feel
daunted by speaking up in large meetings, will
find iteasierto contribute and sharetheir ideas,
not least of all the R.O.! Regional events are
also simple to organise if you can fit your entire
membership in three cars or a mini-busl lt has
been said in this magazine that "social" regions
are a waste of time and that the Club needs
active,committed regions if they are to do it any
good. I could not disagree more strongly. Small,
essentially social groups are a valuable starting
point from which commitment and enthusiasm
c a n  e a s i l y  d e v e l o p ,  g i v e n  t i m e  a n d
encouragement. You might be surprised to
hear that 20o/o of the Dartford Region's current
membership are now serving on the P.A.C.
Committee!

Just because an R.A. may be small, this in
itself does not mean they have to be inactive.
We have all seen the imoact of vociferous
minorities! Similarly, if an R.A's numbers or
venue makes slide shows and guest speakers
impractical, there is no reason whytheycannot
attend a neighbouring region's events and
thereby support their efforts. The Dartford R.A.
have in the past swelled the ranks at Medway,
S.E. Essex, E. London, Lea Valley and even
Cambridge. This not only helps make the host
R.O's efforts more viable, but also forges
worthwhile links with other members to each
R.A's mutual benefit. The malor drawback with
small groups is thatthey are often held together
by the R.O. alone, or maybe a very small
nucleus of members. lf these then lose interest
or become discouraged, then the R.A. can
easily fold. lt has to be stressed, however, that
a small R.A. is infinitely better than no R.A. and
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the Committee will do all it can to encourage
even a handful of members if they want to get
started or keep soldiering on against the odds.

Big is beautiful
The P.A.C. is fortunate to include some very

successful and well run R.A's in its list. Some of
these, located in areas where pike angling is
the major specialist interest, are so large that
they have R.A. committees, building society
accounts, local newsletters and a few even
control their own fisheries. Others, probably
the mostdif f icult forthe R.O., coverwideareas
of the U.K. such as Northern lreland (N.l.P.S.)
and GlasgowMest of Scotland. The fact that
the Club has such active R.A's in areas where
the membership can be spread so thinly, is a
creditto both to the hard work and commitment
of the R.O's and the support they receive from
their members.

Many of the medium to large R.A's hold
regular meetings where guest speakers are
invited and a charge is made to each member
to defray the costs involved. Payment of
speakers' expenses, the cost of hiring meeting
rooms/halls, and even fielp with the cost of
their R.O's attendance at the annual Working
Dinner, can result in the need to have regional
funds  and some R.A 's  have loca l  subs
accordingly. In some cases these are charged
annually, in others a charge is made "on the
door". In all cases the R.A. is then in the harsh
economic world of having to offer value for
money. Once an R.A. reaches a certain level of
activity the administration involved can become
quite demanding. I don't doubt that some
R.O's have found themselves the victims of
their own success, particularly when they f inally
try to hand over the reins to someone else!
Having said this, running a thriving region has
its own rewards (if you are the philanthropic
sort) but the Committee would nevertheless
like to state its genuine appreciation for the
record.

Aoart from the obvious amount of work
involved, a large region can have a few
drawbacks. New members can find it difficult
to feel involved, due to the lack ofthe personal
touch. For this reason it is a good idea for the
R.O., oranother keen member, to make a point
of welcoming newcomers and introducing them
to the group. (Not, I hasten to add, by putting
them through the ordeal of dragging them out
front and yelling: "Hey, everyone, this is Fred!")
As with any large group of people, there will
always be those who don't get on, or form little

exclusive cliques. On the plus side, a large R.A.
can have a bigger overall impact on their local
scene, and particularly with their local tackle
dealer. There are some real opportunities for
persuading him to stock decent gear (or drop
poor stuff) if your R.A. represents a large chunk
of this clientele. The same can be said of local
angling clubs and associations - particularly if
the R.A. can get members on the controlling
committee. At the very least the R.A. can keep
an eye out for anti-pike or pike fishing items on
the agenda of club A.G.Ms and turn up in
strength to make their views known.

Regional funding
This is a ouestion which arose at the last

working dinner. Of course, it would be great if
the Club could assist R.O's with expenses, but
the counter question must always be: "ls this
appropriate?" RA's, by their very nature, cater
for specifically local needs. The Club's central
funds are derived from the whole membership,
including many members who are not involved
with their local R.A. ls it fair that these members
subsidise regions? How would a subsidy be
fair ly al located? How would expenses be
verified? The oracticalities of such a scheme
would place a daunting workload on the
Treasurer, not to mention the Club's bank
balance. having just shelved the idea of one
paid administratorwe could potentially be faced
with replacing it with fifty or more! | think that
the general argument has to be that if money is
needed to serve members' needs in a particular
R.A.,then i t isto beexpectedthatthemembers
who will directly benetit should raise the sum
required. Many R.A's have proved to be
extremely self-reliant, not only raising money
for their own requirements, but making
donations to the A.C.A., local charities, youth
projects, etc. Hopefully itwillnot be beyond the
ingenuity of any R.A. to meet its own running
cosrs.

There are, of course, numerous ways of
generating cash - Bi l l  Winship's art icle in
magazine 51 dealt with this subject extremely
well (thanks, Bill). Having said all this, the
Committee have not closed their minds to
using Club funds to support specific projects.
I t  wi l l  be up to the members requesting
assistance however, to put up an extremely
good case!

lf anyone wants to put forward comments,
suggestrbns or ideas connected with any of
the above, please do not hesitate to write in.

How's this tor an active region? Leeds (66) RA's presentation night.
(See'Region Reports' for full details)



RegtonoJ It-tnding is importutt to every mernber, qs the rcg;ions
@e the "heqt qtd soul" oI the Club. (II this meqts the Committee
ue the "brqins" then hd help us!) Continuing the Iiscal theme,
Dulington R.O. Brion Sweet is . . .

t the R.O's Working Dinner back in
May, the matter of the expense of
running an R.A. was raised. lt seemed

that some R.O's were ending up out of pocket
in their endeavours to organise and promote
pike angling in their given area. This should not
be the case and I am happy to say, is a situation
that has never arisen in our own area. I would
like to claim that this is due to good planning
and administration on our behalf but have to
admit that it is all down to good, sound advice
and help, given to us at the birth of R.A. 89.

Dennis Heatley and myself were both
individual members of the P.A.C. in our, at that
time, R.A. starved area. Once we had decided
to start a region we spoke to a few of the R.O's
who we knew from our exploits in various parts
of the country. One piece of advice that has
always stuck with us was from that well known
"slob of a man" from the NW, Eric Edwards. He
told us that we should never put ourselves out
of pocket at the expense of the group; to note
down every stamp, phone call, photocopy,
etc., that we paid for and claim it back from
group funds. lt's all very well thinking it's only
22p for a stamp or 10p for a quick phone call
but it all mounts up. I can already hear the
distant rumblings of "what group funds?" This
is where I hope that this small offering helps
out, using the running of our own group as an
examote.

Although as an R.O. your job is nowhere near
on the same scale as that of the P.A.C.
Treasurer/Membership Secretary, the two are
not dissimilar and it does take up quite a lot of
your time. Depending upon the size of your
group,  a  t reasurer  i s  one o f  the  f i rs t
appointments that needs filling (you'll have
enough on yourplate). Next, getabankaccount
that pays interest. Now, the only thing left to do
is get some money into it.

As aregion, we hold meetingsonce a month,
having started off in a small side room in a pub,
progressing as we grew, to a large room, with
dance floor, in a social club. (l wonder if there's
an R.A. in the country that doesn't meet in a
bar?) The point here is that no matter what size
the venue, it should be free. Pick a quiet night
of the week and they will be glad of the trade
over the bar in return for the use of the room.
Shop around.

In the beginning we used to charge 50p per
head per meeting. This meant that the hardcore
of members attending the meetings were
subsidising the once-in-a-while visitors and so
we now have an annual fee of 86. You can, of
course, set your own fee, if any.

A good fund-raiser is that old chestnut, the
slide show. There are still a lot of people about,
contrary to popular belief, who will travel quite
a way to do a show for the price of the petrol

and a bed for the night. Do a few shows
yourself for your own group and neighbouring
groups, then you can pull the "you owe me
one" routine.

Shows should not be restricted to your own
membership. lt's amazing how may people the
poster in the tackle shops pull in. Phil King still
ain't got the stains f rom his boxers since walking
in on an audience of 140 people. At tl per
head. that was a nice little earner.

Get yourselves a friendly, local tackle dealer
to put you a stand on. He'll be happy with the
extra trade and you'll get cheapies/freebies for
the raffle. lt's surprising just how many bits and
pieces you can scrounge to make up a modest
prize table. The safe way is to put an educated
guess on how much you can spend on prizes
and st i l l  make a profi t ,  then as the night
progresses, depending on how your ticket
sales are going, you can buy a bit more (at cut
price) from the tackle stand, thereby enhancing
your prize table and encouraging more ticket
sales. More money in the bank.

Now that you've accumulated this vast
amount of wealth, sit down, give yourself a pat
on the back and then get up and make some
more. lt soon goes. Newsletters don't produce
and post themselves, projectors don't last
forever and so on. lf you do find you've a bit to
spare, the A.C.A. are always very appreciative.
Take a leaf out of BillWinship's book (Magazine
51). His is butasmallgroup and i f  they can raise
over 1,000 for charity over five years, you
should be quite capable of raising enough
funds to run a group without being out of
pocket.

This has only scratched the sudace of fund
raising. Have a social, invite the wives/girlfriends
(both is not recommended), that keeps them
quiet once a year, stick a buffet on, that shuts
them upasecond t ime.The l istgoeson. THINK
ABOUT IT.

"In for cl Penlty"

Johrt Synnuck exclr.nines the choices qtd considers the use ot
electronic bite indicqtors in pike Iishing,Alqrm Cqll!

I number of you, like Chris Leibbrandt,
ll will be of the "traditionalist" school of

I lthouoht who believes electronics are
best left to d"eal with things like W's, rockets,
computers and the like, and, more importantly,
only encourage people to be less vigilant in
watching for a run, which could end up with a
deep hooked fish. Well, whilst I am tempted to
write an article which attempts to bring the
Philistines amongst you into the 20th (shortly
to become 21st) century, this article is aimed
more at the pike angler who wishes to use
technology to assist with their fishing. Let me
start off by stating that electronic bite indicators
are just that. Indicators. They supplement the
angler and his/her instincts, and must always
be understood in that context. Unlike most
other forms of coarse fishing, pike anglers are
required to be attentive at all times if deep
hooking is to be avoided. How can electronics
help, and which type is the best? To understand
the answer to this question we must examine
how pike take our baits:

I have been fortunate enough to have seen
pike pick up dead baits, and take live baits, and
it is against this backcloth I am putting forward
my views. For those of you who have not been
privileged in seeing pike take baits, let me
explain to you what I have witnessed. With
deadbaits, pike seem mainly to hover over the
bait and then "suck" the bait into their mouth by
way of expelling water very fast through their
gill covers, thus causing the bait to be pulled
into the mouth. I have also seen pike, on fewer
occasions than compared to "sucking", tip

down and take the bait into its mouth. Therefore,
with both these actions, the first indication, to
the angler, would be a minimum line movement
caused by the pike taking the bait into its
mouth.Pikedo not alwaysthen swim awaywith
the bait. In some cases they then proceed to
engulf the bait on the spot, and the only
indication has been the line movement caused
bythe pikewhen firsttaking the bait. Therefore,
any form of indicator must be sensitive enough
to give an indication of the first actions of the
pike in taking in the bait.

In my opinion a drop arm indicator, as
opposed to an optonic type, is best for this job
as they immediately register a bite if the clip is
properly tensioned to give line at any slight
movement over and above that being caused
by wind, water, etc. Whilst it can, and will, be
argued that optonic type indicators also give
an indication, they will register only once or
twice and, despite the argument that this will
also alert the angler, I would suggest that it is
human nature to dismiss one or two "blips" as
line bites, butto be more attentive as a result of
the continuous noise emitted by the drop arm.
In short, for deadbaits the drop arm indicator is
more likely to ensure that the angler is attentive
and is more likely to strike early, because he/
she has been "psyched up" by the continuous
alarm of the drop arm.

Moving to live baits, in my experience pike
tend to hit bait fish and swim off, often towing
2oz. of lead, sunken float, etc., with little regard!
Therefore, there is greaterand, moreoften than
not, continuous l ine movement. in view of this,
that is, that the f ish is moving, iwould suggest
that an optonic type indicator is better suited.
My argument for this view being as above, that

as one of an electronic indicator's principal
functions is to heighten the "awareness" and
senses of the angler, the sound of an optonic
constantly bleeping, because of the running
fish, ismorelikelyto provokeaswifterresponse
from the angler. The frequency of the bleeps
will also give an audible indication of the speed
at which the pike is making off.

lf you have read this article to this point, you
are either a close friend (thanks mate!) or have
a genuine interest in how we can use modern
technology in pursuit of our favourite pastime,
pike angling. Can I therefore emphasise that
we must not let these wondrous electronic
devices replace our senses in detecting, and
subsequently prompting dealing with, takes.
They are to enhance and heighten our senses,
increase our attentiveness and must never, but
never,be seen as anything other than this. To
do so can cause serious injury to our pike.

Editor's comment: John's observations of
pike dealing with baits, and the deductions he
makes asto the most effective type of indicator,
certainly provides food for thought. Chris, I am
sure, would st i l l  argue (and I expect he wil l !)  that
you cannot beat a float - especially if your
f inances do not run to a hundred pounds or
more worth of "electronic surveillance". I know
Chris uses mechanical drop arm indicators in
con.iunction with his floats, for those moments
when his attention is on his thermos or some
such. He says, however, that he has lost count
of the occasions where he has pulled the line
free of the cl ip himself ,  long before the running
pike would have got around to it. lf you have
anything to add to the "high vs. low tech"
debate, please don't hesitate to write in. J.M.
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"IN THE HEART OF THE DARENTH VALLEY"

Posr FREE MAIL ORDER oN ORDERS ovER f10.00 (EXcEpr BAtr) (s0p p&p orders under f10)

Kevlarrangewhichistobecome'lherodforthe'90's" 12' llb
Length Model ElankPrice BuiltRod Length Model

11' llb. f5i.70 f113.95 12' ll/zlb.
11' lValb. f[6.70 f117.00 12' 2lb.
11' 2lb. f,8.10 flE.m n' 21/alb.
11' 21/alb. t10.25 f134.00 12' 21/alb.
l'l' 2s/alb. fln.70 f143.00 13' 21/alb.

t3' 3tb.

SPORTEX CARBON KEVLAR RODS
SPORTEX WOVEN CARBON KEVLAR
Many anglers regard Sportex as the best blanks ever made. Their
reputation is second to none. Sportex became unavailable for a
couple of years but now they have returned with a superb Woven
Carbon.

FOX INTERNATIONAL
Super Deluxe Bedchair f179.90
NEW! Standard Deluxe Bedchair f129.90
NEW! Super Adjusta Level Hammock Chair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f69.90
NEWI Standard Adjusta Level Chair €49.90
Replacement Feet for Standard and SDL Chairs (per 4) . f3.90
Rod Lok f6.40
Swinger Bite Indicator Mk. 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f  1 1.30
Replacement Swinger Heads (Red, Yellow, Green) ....... f3.7S
3 in 1 Luminous Monkeys (Red, Yellow, Green, Clearl .. f7.50
Fox Pod 30" Fixed f24.90
Fox Pod 48" Adjustable .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f32.S0
Load Shift  Trol ley .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f94.90
Specimen Bro||y.. . . . . . . . . . . .  n2.95
Jekk Shelter f79.90
Storm Pole Attachments (pair) Fox Products f6.30

Standard Umbrel las .. . . .  f6.30
Tilt and Screw-in Power Spike f14.95
All  Season Door . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f  POA
Groundsheet E POA
Weigh Bar .. f5.35
Needle Bar System f8,60
Stainless Needles (2 pack) f5.75

(3 packl f7.75
SUPA BIWY - f145.90 SUPA BROLLY - f124.9O

SUPA BROLLY IN-FILL f54.90

JOHN ROBERTS

f70.20 f130.00
BlankPrice BuiftRod
fi8.95 f135.00
fm.m fl41.m
f87.m fl55.00
flm.s flm.00
t105.45 f167.00
flm.fl) t180.00

* EXCLUSIVE TB "PYTHON" CARP ROD *
Buift to LEE JACKSON'S specifications, the 12' 21/z "python,,
which is built on a Sportex Carbon/Kevlar Blank is undotibtedly
the best multi-range carp rod available today. Finished with a fuil
length .cork h.a1dle. Fuji FPS reet fitting and Fuji high grade
aluminium oxide rings. Frice-- €t-G1.00

EXCLUSIVE TB 13' 3Ib. "INFINITY"

Our top sel l ing rod in 1990! Bui l t  on a Sportex Carbon/Kevlar
Blank, the "lnfinity" is now regarded by many as the ultimate tool
for extreme range carp fishing. Price - C181,00

NEWII 10' SPORTEX CARBON KEVLAR"STALKERS"

ldeal for stalking and fishing in enclosed swims from under the
rod tip up to about 70 yards. Designed with a soft tip to avoid short
range snap-outs and hook-pulls, but with enough power in the
butt to stop fish heading towards snags and lillies, etc. Built with
full cork handle. Fuji FPS reel fitting and Fuji high grade
aluminium oxide r ings.
13laf b. version -fl19,95 2glalb. version -8127.9s

Feeder/Casting Booms rB ..
Leger Beads x10
Deep Throat Disgorger ...
Hook Knot TesEr/fightener .

Buf ferBeadsx10.. . . . . . . . . . . .  60p
Low Resistant Rings xl0 . 95p
Butt Grip Rod Rest Head . f1.20

7op
6op

f2.80
95p

MARVIC
Wobbl ing Pin x5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wobbling Hoo*s sizes 4& 2 x1 0
Wobbl ingRis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DeadbaitPundandFoam. f4.35
Spare Foam f1.05

f  1.05
f3.35
f2.10

SPORTEX CARBON OVERFIT CARP RODS
Sportex blanks have proved to be probably the most reliable carp
blank ever and are used by serious anglers everywhere. All blanks
are 947" carbon which gives a high power in weight ratio. All rods
built with abbreviated Dupion handles. Fuji FPS reel fittings and
Fuji  r ings. Avai lable bui l t  or as blanks.
1 1' 2l b. - f89.95 1 1' 2t/alb. - N.95 1 2' 2l b. - flt6 .5O 12' 21/alb. - fItg.95

KEVIN NASH

NEW!! SPORTEX PREDATOR PIKE ROD
A must for any serious pike angler. Th e 12'6" 31/+lb.tc "Predator"
is the result of 18 months' development between Sportex and
specialist angler MAX COTTIS. Price - €170.00

GARDNER TACKLE

Monster Weigh Sling ...... Cl4.69
l.lookerScal€s56lbor1'l2lb . f47.99
42" Landing Net .............. f€.45
52" Landing Net .............. f52.86
42" Hooker Landing Net . n392
52" Hooker Landing Net . t77.12
Landing Na or Umbrella Bag f3.95
Large Bore Rig Beads .... 65p
Swivel Beads f 1.30
Micro Swivel Beads ........ f1.30
Standard Boilie Bag ........ f5.33
Jumbo Boi l ie Bag . . . . . . . . . . . .  f6.80
Standard Holdall 1 1' ..... fzl8.58
Standard Holdal l  12 '  . . . . .

Standard Holdall 13' ....... f51.50
Defuxe Holdall 11' ........... f82.49
Def uxe Holdall 12' ........... f83.74
Deluxe Holdal l  13 '  . . . . . . . . . . .  f85.21
Def uxe Stalker Sliing ...... e22.11
Savoy Rod Hod 11'  . . . . . . . . .  f71.66
Savoy Rod Hod 12' ......... f75.13
Savoy Rod Hod 13' ......... fl9.01
Rod Sleeve 11'  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f l9 .34
Rod Sleeve 12'  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f20.10
Rod Sleeve 13'  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f20.86
Persui tRucksack . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f99.30
HookerRucksack. . . . . . . . . . . . .  880.94
Specialist Rucksack .........

Adiustable L ine Cl ip . . . . . . . .
NEW! Adjustable Line Clip
Brolly Pole Solid Aluminium 29"

36"
Rig Bin . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PVA Bags
PVA String
Camera8ankstick Adaptor .

1/2" 20p
Aq" 22p
1" 24p

11/a" 27p
11/2" 30p
7lb.  f  1.55
1  1 tb .  f  1 . 70
221b. €1.90

COLEMAN PRODUCTS

f 1 . 10

f7.90
f9.00
f4.55
f  1 .75
f  1.58
€1.30

Pollyballs

Powergum
5 metres

Peak 1 Unleaded Stove ... f39.95
SpareGenerators..........., f6.95
Spare Pump Cup Kit ....... 95p
Peak 1 Stove Stuff Bag f8.95

Filter Funnel f3.95
PersonalSCoolBox(7.5lites) f14.95
-10'C3SeaonSleepinSBaS . f69.95
-32'C 5 Season Sleeping Bag . €1 1 2.95

/



Regional Associations and Organisers

ln June, Chris sent every R.O. a very simple form, together with a
stamped, addressed reply envelope. The following are the positiye
replies received. lf your region is active, but not listed, perhaps you could
have a quiet word with your regional "oryaniser'!,flf 

,,,,ll,jp was off fishing
during "flaming awful" June.,p.!ffi pas$ hlrr.oilrcqf Fiserations!

l. Birmingham. Robert Tonks, 5 Barford Close, Suti-oniCttidfiefd,, ,,
West Midlands 8T6 SUL. :; .' : .. ,t . i
2. Cambridge, Paul Evans, 24 Windsor Road, G-ciimanchestei .:
H u n t i n g d o n , C a m b r i d g e P E 1 8 8 D N . , l i  ;  

.  . , ' j f ' ' , i
3. Dudley, Ian Jarvis, 102 Pinfold Lane, Penn, ,, 1{btv,eilampto.q -
WV4 4EP.  i i : i i -  ,  , ,u . tuuu, ;
4. Retford, Notts. Ian Swannack, 9 Pear Tree Clos€;'Clarbor6ui*r''- :l
Retford, Notts. DN22 9NP; Ken Jones, 47 Kings Street, Hodthb{per :
Worksop, Notts. S80 4XA; and Barry Sharland, 20 Kings Roed;
Metheringham, Lincs. LN4 3HT. . r,...: i i
6. Preston, Keith Pearson, 30 Howick Park Avenue, f"t*orttarr, , ,
Preston, Lancashire PRl 0LS. :::';i;i::; a
7. York, Alan Storey, 77 Ouseburn Avenue, Beckfield Lane,Acomb,. 

',

York. YO2 5NP. : i :

9. Cheshire, John Dearden, 35 Clarendon Road, Swinton, MagChester :

M271BP;AndyAstbury,32WallLane,Nantwich,Cheshire'
10. South Wales, Howard Yendle. 50 Hewell Street, Cogan, Penarth, .
Cardiff CF6 rlZ. Tel. (0222\ 705152:
ll. West Sussex, Dave Cloke. 49 Millfield Close. GhichesGf,'West
S u s s e x P O l g 4 U R .  :  ,  - ' - .
12. Bridgwater, Richard BU|I,..S Elmgrove Close, Bridgqvaler,
Somerset T,{6 4UD; and Chris Langford, Coombe.Balch Cottage,
Wells Road, Wedmore, Somerset BS28 4DXf : 

'r 
:. l. . " .

14. Reading, Bob *illiams, 354 Wensley Road; Coneyriii,'XeaO;1g,
Bucks. 

- i ; ; i r ; ;  
:  : : : l '  i , i , : j i .1:, i f t : ; ; ,+.

15. Walton.on.Xhames, David Fish,50 Homefield noaU; IVgfion-On-
Thames, Surey KT12 3RE; and Trevor Nicholls, l3'Wolsey Road,
Sunbury-On:ffipmes, MiddlesexTWl6 7TH. .
17. Blackpool, Patrl Dickinson, 53 Limerick Road, Blackpl.
lE. Northern trehnd, George Higgins, 201 Lower Brariiel Road,
Belfast BT5 7NP. '

19. Dartford, l*le 
-h 

Jones, 16 Silverdale, Hartley Lonffild, Kent,
DA3 7DS. 'tel. (04747) 3197 .
ZO. Sottnprfi,John Aivey, 316 Guildford Road, Southport'
2f .,i,X$ih4brightshire, Joe Ross, "Glen Isla", -Main Street, '

Cro$$mi€hael, Castle Douglas, Kirkcudbrightshire D,S7 3AU. Tel.
(05566t) 346.
zz.-$ntn nast Essex, Lawrence Jones, 51 Bardenville Road, Canvey
Island',:Essex SS8 8LL. :

zr. uifu*Fffevnes, Roger StrCityl, { |:-rypt.n Gardens, Brgph$;;
Milton KCynes MK3 5NH, Tel. (0908) 649446. r'":';; j i:;
24. Lincoln, Bryan Munday, 9 Morton Drive, Hartsholme,."pidff!$.i,
LN6 ODL. Tel. (0522) 694912. . . .
25. Luton, Paul Elborn, 6 Belham Road, Kings Langley, |{s11s. : : i: :

2.6. Notts/Derbys., Pete Haywood, 20 Carisbrooke Avenue, Gedling,
Nottingham NG4 2RD; and Bruno Broughton, 27 Ashworth Avenue, :
Ruddington, Notts.
27.F;ast Norfolk, Derrick Amies, Alder Carr, Court Road. Rollesbt,
Norfolk NR29 5ET. , '  ,
29. N. Wales, Richard Mark, 18 Hennessy Terrace, Bri@$,.|fffi;;
Denbigh, Clwyd LL16 3BW. .. 

'  r!r! r:r ! i  i i : i  i : :: : :

30. Isle of Thanet, John Roberts, 102 Minster Roua, W"rtgu,e.oo,Siu,
K e n t  C T 8  8 D G .  ,  l : a i a ' , ; "  t ' -  "  '

31. St. Helens, Kevin Glover, 45 Bosworth Roadt.$U,,'Helens,
Merseyside WAll 9HQ. : i ,

32. Ely/Fenland, Dave Howard, 35 Wootton Road, Gaywood, Kings
Lynn, Norfolk PE30 4EZ; and Ashley Brown, 33 Butterwick,

."#-i:td�lm& Steve Naylor, L6 Kingsway, Wrose, Bradford
r n:p*txg. h+., tgzt q ezrcrt.
r5CI.r!!tqq;B.iljplqship,, ?',.Kno.x,=0,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.hase, Harrogate, N. Yorks. HGI
. :3HZ;:and Keyiq R$1el; f li'jFitzrllan Road, Bedale. Yorks.
: 152; ;$qdF44; iGeotrl P,srF4$gn''30 chequers Avenue' Lancaster

:itlffi?i*. 
g $c$$ xemick: 162 Dorrington Road, Lancaster

;'ssi ;9.,p,ffi;g=at!mn : MSF�liFis, tz Barrhill court, Rosebank,
r I Kirkintiilq,it; !q4$iittd" s66,
.. 8{.jli*i1tli,e-,,X' BobCbp'pipeiH'il cation Centre, 11 Fore Street, Ipswich,

Suffolk tr4 2Fi"'
. rSO;,mUAUef,. d;niti am, 17 Trafford Road, Kingson Road,
- )V,j$g{by.}fuXIiU6 l0,A{rana Kev Collis, 177 Worcester Road, Wold

RoadlHiill. ;: ' : . :
"iti$hift|d; phil Riod*s;,32 Haywood Avenue, Deepcar, Near
Sheffigld S'3O 5QD., Tef . W 42 *7 382.
5S.' .M;d{ly, Kevin -Murphy, 62 Milton Avenue. Cliffewoods,

i:Rochester* Kenf ME3 SfX;and Mick Hopwood, 6 Scarlett Close,
. :H.gqter"sField; tardswood,€hatham, Kent ME5 8LE.

; 5f. !Vi6o*q1!i 9; John' Thoriras, Rowan Tree Guest House,
: Glenluce,'\tigtownshirg, S.W, Scotland.

ee;.Et #.Ipp:$tc{di""riil}ffiiEhd cottage, Hammond Avenue,
Brown Edge; $io.ke -Ti,Hil $ffi. and John Davey,48 Tonbridge
Avenue. Bradlev. Stoke-on.Trent. Staffs.
g. p"i".t*ti6$pl"iOry,t, n 

' 
Ariderson, 69 South Street,

Stranground, Pelert oroughl Camb,s, PEz 8EX
05. pfanchester/Radqlfe, Tim Southern, 10 Black Moss Close.
Radcliffe, ManchesteiM26 OR.G; andFrank Mathews, 130 Lancaster
Road, Salford:M6 8PYi , . -

66. Leeds, Brian Birdsall, 3' HonCh End Crescent, Bramley, Leeds
LSl3 4RU; and Ralph Hedley, 25 Cottingley Approach. Cottingley.
I.aeds [S11OHQ.
67.r l4&qtqf,:Dennis Potter, 29 Wreake Drive, Rearsby,
Ific€itershiieI&7:\YZ; Toni Denton; 12 Cross Lane, Mountsorrel.
lricestershire LE,IZ TBY .
6i.rnoifisry, David, and Ro.natd MacQueen,
Rolhg.say,,Isle of Bute, Scotland PA2.
70.'q4!! Sussex, Cbris Tingley, 160. Milfioil

l,t'$.t4,1,"s9, 
**o'

.:$ri*e;,',meley,

Fairstead Estate, Kings Lynn, Norfolk.
33. Durham, Dave Woods, Halfway House, 10 East Terrace,
Hesleden, Hartlepool, Cleveland.
35. Derby/Burton-on-Trent, Carl Hill, 38 Marshgreen Close,
Alvaston, Derby DE2 OXF; Roy Sutton, The Mount, 2 Belmont
Road, Tutbury, Near Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. DE13 9NL; Andy
Yeoman, 8 Byrony Close, Oakwood, Derby DEzzDP.
40. Aviemore/Inverness-Shire, Roddy Stevens, 26 Strathspey Drive,
Granton-On-Spey, Moragshire.
41. Gloucester, Adrian Nelmes, 35 Bathleaze, Kings Stanley,
Stonehouse, Glos. Tel. Stonehouse 823115.

E a s i b o u r n e ; S u s 6 e * B N 2 3 8 D J .  r  . , . r ,  
" ' , , , , ,

?f . Hfltos&Iiddkr€x,PeterMilqq, 1532 Greenford Road, Grc€nford,
Mddles€x; and Ken Er$*all, 112 Abercorn Crescent, South Harrow.
Middlesexl l l t lDPv, , , ,  , , .
?5. Snlbb$ry"Ary|ts., Brian Hayward, 3? Bridge Straet, Fordingbridge,
.Hant$. SP6 lAH; ,
7E. Dwsrer, Bob Hopwggq, 84 Miller Lane, Thome DN8 5ND.
(0405) 814295; and Andy Tate.
E3. East [.ondon, Rey]nbge*, a8 Grove Road, Chadwell Heath,
Romf<nd, qsq9x, Oet:5ot eZlz.
S5. Lea Vailey, Mike Staines, 23 Smaris Creen, C,treehunt, Herts.; and
Geotge l,ee,12 The Lynch, ttoOCesOen, gerts. ENll 8EU.
E6. Tynedde, Andy Mclntosh, 9 Conifei Court, Meadway Estate,
Forest Hall, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne NEl2 9QU. Tel. 091-266 8966.
E8. Aberdeen/Grdmfian, Mxk Christie, 92 Lee Crescent, Bridge of
Don, Aberdeen, Scotland ABI 8FL.
89. Darlington, Brian Sweet, 5 Larchfield Street, Darlington,
Co. Durham. Tel. (0325) 284959.
91. East Lincs., Neil Cash, 6 Wold View, Market Raisen, Lincs. Tel.
0673 843530.
92. Kettering, Tony Horner, 46 St. Annes Road, Kettering,
Northants. NN15 5EH.
94. Kidsgrote/Staffs., Alan Hickson, 324 Shelton New Road, Cliffe
Vale, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 7BZ.
95. Rotherham & District, Mark Hutchinson, The Priory Arms, Cundy
Cross, Barnsley, S. Yorks. S71 5RF; Jon Davies, 67 Windermere
Crescent, Kirk Sandall, Doncaster DN3 lLD.
96. Wakefield, Graham Copley, 47 Denhale Avenue, Flanshaw,
Wakefield, West Yorkshire WF2 9EG.
97. Tayside, Ian McNeil, 48 Wellbraehead, Forfar DD8 3AX.
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Right Action
is the Keyword. o o

\ . . 7 \ . . 7 - . 7 \ . 2 - - \ . 7 -

Rapala wobbler swims smoothly, just l ike the f ish itself.

--.at'f.7 l- -7--- -- .'rf.?

Swimming action varies according to species. Therefore, even
the Rapala lures have different swimming actions.

o o o but Sometimes the Colour
Makes a Difference Too

A genuine Rapala wobbler imita-
1A\ tes the natural prey of predatory

n','l i'"J*llxil i3,''*flJil;
action is uniquely real. lt moves and
flashes its sides just like a frightened
baitfish. The genuine swimming action
sets apart the Rapala wobbler from all
the other lures.

The Rapala wobbler is deadly effective.
It is even deadlier, if you pick the right
colour! Rapala wobblers have the
favourite colour for each predator.
There are colours which imitate the
natural in detail. And there are colours
which are made to irritate. Colours for
all conditions of water or weather, and
for all kinds of fish.

Colour gives additional effects in motion

Rapala wobblers are not coloured to
look colourful. And not to appeal to
fishermen. But for the fact that in
different situations the colour of the
wobbler brings forth its unique swim-
ming action. The colour intensifies the
signal given by the action!

This is how you choose the right colour

ls the weather clear or cloudy? ls the
water clear or dark? ls the sun high or
low? ls the water surface smooth or
rippled? How deep do you fish? What is
the natural food of vour catch? Check
the conditions carefully! Pick the
colour according to these guidelines.

SFC

Clear weather, clear water.
lmitates a natural baitfish.

A dark version of the above.
Use on cloudy days, in dark
water,

Clear sky, cold and clear
water. For deep fishing.

Dark weather, dark water,
the choice for dawn. lmita-
tion of perch.

In bright conditions, or
deep fishing. Suits well for
salmori before spawning.

A flourescent colour for
more anention. For shallow
waters. When it's dark
weather or water. Catches
salmon species especially.

Flourescent for more atten-
tion. Fish deep, in twilight,
in the dark or in dark water.

Dark weather, dark water.
For trout and salmon.

Clear weather, cold, clear
water. Fishing deep.

Special wobbler for dull
weather and dark water.
Catches best in warm wa-
ter.

Effective colour for irrita-
taon.
lmitates a fleeing wounded
fish.

Clear weather, cool and
clear water. For salt-water
and deep fishing.

cw

SM

weather. For sea

SD Clear weather, clear water.
A general colour.

Add colour
fishing

Cenuine Rapala
wobblers - all the
15 colours - are

RT

made at the biggest wobbler factory in
the world. There each wobbler is tank-
tested, trimmed and coloured bv hand -
just like Lauri Rapala made his first
wobbler over 50 years ago. So far, over
100 million Rapala wobblers have
been sold.
Although you already know all the
Rapala wobbler colours, don't think
that fishing is a dull science! Test all the
colours! Surprise the fish! Try your own
colour favourites! We guarantee that
the Rapala wobblers will add colour to
fishing tales this season.

Rilpillf'
The wobbler that knows how to swim

Nor{flrTlaPli
Normark Sport Ltd.,

Pottery Road, Bovey Ti^acey,
Newton Abbot, Devon TQ13 gDS.

Tbl: (0626) 832889.

GM Dutl
fishing.


